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PREFACE

This book is a memoir on solutions pathway for recommendations on tackling 
the leadership problems and challenges stemming from the critical principles of 
representation, transparency, accountability, and participation as the pivot and 
lever of democracy practice anywhere in the world. The journey commenced from 
the formative years of the author in communities with “no streets” in Ghana, and 
entailed academic, professional, and anecdotal engagement experiences on four 
continents—Africa, Europe, Asia, and North America—to Pennsylvania Avenue 
in Washington, DC, in the United States.

The style of writing broadly adopted in preparing this book is poetic-prose, 
which tends to enable imaginative or sensitive emotional style of expressions 
with less notice and attention. While this approach has the tendency to obscure 
objectivity of the document with unintentional elevation of subjectivity which 
ought to be less prioritized in an empirically informed book, it is mainly to 
invigorate Afro-optimism with wider appeal and readership.

The sordid situations of many African countries presently have given rise to 
somewhat widespread pessimism in the literature and daily life outlooks among 
several people. However, a major theme of the book is that Africa is too blessed 
to despair despite the trajectory of chasing the wind. It is the persistence and the 
seemingly intractability of the problems and challenges that there is space for such 
a title countering the Afro-pessimist tendency prevailing for quite a while. Making 
sense of the current situation of Africa and to offer constructive solutions is crucial 
to keeping hopes and the flames of Afro-optimism alive.

In this regard, this book has paved ways for ideas that have been under review 
in circles interested in a better form of the organizing and administering principles 
of life in Africa. Although this book may not become a manual on policy making, 
it has the prospects of widening a more positive pathway for Africa’s future. There 
are no African problems needing African solutions, but there are problems in 
Africa which need an adequate response. Certainly, it is a step in the right direction 
to spell out such a pathway in a book published in all forms—print, audio, ebook, 
and translated into all languages of the world.

In fact, the major difference between this book and others of the same genre is 
that of diagnostics, treatment, and cure, to use a health metaphor. The literature 
is very heavy on diagnostics but quite light on treatment and cure. This book has 
devoted the bulk of its pages to treatment and possible cure. Because in Africa, 
things have long fallen apart (Achebe, 1958), and the army of the wretched of the 
earth (Fanon, 1963) has been increasing disproportionately on the continent. It 
is for such reasons that the blended representation principle (BRP) is a cause for 
Afro-optimism.
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The book will be a great background reader for progressive solutions with 
appeal to a wider readership, including high schools, universities, libraries, 
research scholars, and development practitioners. It is possible that the conflation 
of BRP in the document may have the tendency to blur other processes that 
impact on outcomes within the African context. However, its widespread utility 
in various situations would not be understated. Instances of viable utilization 
include development practitioners, who would find the book useful in designing 
and implementing technical assistance interventions, and students for acquiring 
and broadening knowledge in the field of development and scholarly research in 
general. All these make the book a recommended library purchase and an excellent 
addition to a wide array of both private and public literary collections.

It is instructive to note the contextual differences between BRP and equation 
with related practices outside Africa largely for two main reasons: (1) avoid the trap 
of “perceptive sameness” in the development literature and (2) misconstrue the 
application of BRP in practice. From the outset, it is significant to emphasize that 
BRP is not adopted but originated out of personal experiences and observations 
of the leadership arrangements in Africa and the global village. However, it is 
possible to equate the tenets of BRP with practices outside because of the usage 
and application of the word “indigenous,” and native reservation administration 
in some Western countries.

From the experiences of Navajo Nation in the United States, which is the largest 
native reservation administration like what pertains in Canada, Australia, and 
New Zealand, it is a misnomer to equate BRP with native reserve administration 
in Western countries. The governance practices at native reserves do not conform 
to the tenets of what is envisaged under BRP. There are vast differences between 
what are expected with the operationalization of the BRP in Africa and systems  
of native reserve governance—cultural, legal, economic, political, environmental, 
social in terms of fusion/assimilation, operational milieu, roles/responsibilities, 
and majority population receptivity and reaction.

For example, many native reserves are in remote areas and eke out living on 
least productive lands. The population of African countries is predominantly 
indigenous from coast to coast, and productive lands with allodial titles and rights 
are governed largely by indigenous norms, conventions, and practices. “Perhaps 
the main challenges facing Native American reservations are the socioeconomic 
struggles that many who inhabit them experience. Isolation, dependency, lack of 
career and educational opportunities, substance addiction, and many other ills 
affect many Indian reservations. Some of the most impoverished places in the US 
are on Indian reservations” (www .studysmarter .us). This reference to conditions 
of native reservation administration suffices to justify that BRP as construed 
is transformational and cannot be equated or viewed with the lens of native 
reservation administration.

An envisaged impactful outcome of this volume is that along the way it will 
galvanize many in the global village to pause for course corrections regardless 
of the complexities of processes and dynamics peculiar to the African context. 
In a post-pandemic world, the search for durable and sustaining solutions to 

http://www.studysmarter.us
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the leadership problems and challenges in Africa will rally the world around 
actions in the manner and context of the Paris climate change agreement and 
the corresponding concerted focus on greenhouse gas emissions reduction, just 
energy transitions (JET), renewables in the forms of solar and wind power, and 
prevention of global disasters. It is thus the projection that the general appeal and 
acceptability of this book will be strengthened in the process.



FOREWORD

John C. Afele, PhD

“There is not one form of democracy; Africa needs to find its own form of democracy.” 
This is quite a popular African refrain of the elite, intellectuals, and quasi pundits 
on the media circuit as well as of ordinary folk during their traumatic and long 
commute on rickety buses. This kind of talk is louder especially when an African 
country has failed at some critical democratic event—fighting over outcomes of 
elections, attempts to change the two-term limit of presidents, interference of one 
branch of government in the affairs of another, like executive manipulation of the 
judiciary. But these are just that—talks! Africans are good at that—talk, talk, and 
talk and loudly too. And it ends there, at the talk shop.

That is the reason this book is different. It gives a name to a possible African 
democratic arrangement. It points Africa to look within itself or, as Socrates (469–
399 BC) would see it, for Africa to know itself.

If Africa could fashion or brand its own democratic system from within, 
why has this not been done in the six decades since decolonization swept across 
the African continent? By pretending to value, adopt, and practice Western 
democratic principles of governance on the continent, Africa has infected itself 
with a variant of the “Stockholm syndrome.” Africa is so beholden to everything 
from external sources: from toothpick to the use of titles like “honorable” even for 
a local councilor that it shuns anything of its own.

In this book, the author stands on Africa’s failed implantation of Western 
democratic norms within the administrative space and boldly hypothesizes that 
the most effective governance arrangement at the level of local organization would 
be that which is grounded in what Africa has as its own, has retained in very 
active forms, and is nurtured and revered by the people—the indigenous African 
leadership arrangement.

The indigenous African leadership structure is not entirely dusty and rusted, 
but it is also not actively utilized to the extent it can be effective at an instance. 
That leadership arrangement is used by the ruling elites when it suits them or 
when it is evident that the modern governance arrangements have hit a solid rock 
and critical solutions are needed, otherwise traditional or indigenous leadership 
systems have remained of cultural sentimental values—government appointees 
and elected officials trooping to traditional events to deliver speeches, court the 
masses for electoral votes, and so on.
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A couple of anecdotes may elucidate the importance that ruling governments 
and citizens place on the indigenous or traditional leadership and their 
communities: Ghana, for example, is currently facing an environmental, social, 
and economic menace in the form of heavily mechanized small-scale mining, 
polluting major river bodies and leaching of heavy metals into the agroecosystem 
to the extent that one of the country’s bedrock cash crop, cocoa bean, is threatened 
with export sanctions. The president of the country recently summoned traditional 
leaders from the affected ecological zones to urgent consultations. If these 
leaders can be consulted at such crucial juncture, suffice to say the indigenous 
leadership structure could be of value in other aspects of nation-building. Another 
manifestation of the importance of traditional leadership was evident when the 
global pandemic of Covid-19 got to Ghana: the state-imposed lockdowns. In the 
ensuing panic and uncertainties, the urban poor embarked on reverse migration, 
back to their villages, even in trucks used to ferry cattle, against the government 
order that banned movement of people out of the cities—it was a crisis of survival 
and home was the safest; that home was their village, where traditional leadership 
offered the sense of security with kin and access to land so at least they could get 
their basic needs.

Indigenous African leadership is by the people, for the people, and of the 
people. It ensures peace and access to productive resources, at least at the level of 
families and clans, and builds up to the level of paramountcy.

In that context, the blended representation principle (BRP) is a cause for Afro-
optimism. The BRP simply means that the structure of governance should be 
arranged in such a way that while national leadership adheres to the principle of 
modern or Western forms of democracy, Africa’s own principle of leadership and 
organization should prevail within the space of local government administration.

The author’s works have dwelled on the pinnacle of the indigenous system, that 
is, the leadership arrangement that binds indigenous principles. I have been closely 
associated with the author’s works since our graduate school education at the 
University of Guelph in Ontario, Canada, professional development through the 
Global Knowledge Partnership (GKP), and the World Bank Group in Washington, 
DC, and so on, much of which he focused on the search for a viable governance 
system, at least at the grassroots or what could be described as where the rubber of 
governance meets the people. I have therefore had a front-row seat in the author’s 
dialogues and synthesis of the BRP.

The BRP would also reverberate in the consciousness of majority of Africans 
today, who have had their heritage and experiences of formative years with minimal 
direct contact with national government per se, except the public school system. 
Public security for coexistence, land for settlement and economic activities, social 
interactions and communal living, and environmental management for sustenance 
of the community were ensured under traditional norms with leadership of the 
institution of chieftaincy. Africans who are living witnesses to the visions, dreams, 
and hopes of African independence, and subsequent downward spiral of the 
fortunes of our national economies attributed by many scholars to bad leadership, 
would also be awakened by the BRP.
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The search for solutions to Africa’s leadership challenges is now more real and 
urgent. Africa at present is an amalgamation of Western models of democratic 
societies, and remnants of traditional African societies, and its systems of rulership 
and governance must adequately reflect such characteristics. The value proposition 
of BRP, that participation at the local level would be communal while multiparty 
systems operate at the national level, is at least worth an experiment and proving 
that “there is not one form of democracy; Africa needs to find its own form of 
democracy.” The experiment would help find the most appropriate organizational 
principles of life in terms of representation, transparency, accountability, and 
participation through designs of statehood structures and institutions to meet the 
needs and realities of Africans, minimize impunity, and ensure good stewardship 
in management of public resources.

BRP has been conceived and constructed with the grounding mindset 
that indigenous forms of representation and participation while suitable for 
rural communities could be problematic in urban settings because traditional 
authority wanes in environments, where majority of residents have no grounds 
in the selection of the indigenous leaderships. Large urban communities would 
therefore be better served by the philosophical underpinnings of the Western 
versions of governance. Conversely, the wholesale application of Western forms 
of governance is inept in the rural space and semi-urban settings. This situation is 
evident in several attempts by successive governments in Africa to create, without 
much success, credible and responsible leadership structures and institutions.

A remarkable component element of BRP is the gendered requirement that 
when a male is chosen as a substantive occupant of public political position, the 
deputy is automatically a female, and vice versa. This is a centuries-old practice 
of many traditional leadership arrangements adapted to modern development 
administration, which served its purpose very well and could produce similar 
outcomes in terms of judicious management of the public purse. Regardless of its 
accusations of distortion of history and related controversies in its trail, the recently 
released Hollywood movie The Woman King (September 2022)—a story on the all-
female army of the ancient Kingdom (early nineteenth century) of Dahomey—is 
linked to this practice of gendered balance in ensuring good stewardship of public 
resources.

Africa requires the combined values of transformational and servant (Tran-
Serve) leadership, which are focused on fulfilling the needs of people and striving 
to manifest the blessings of success and greatness for everyone in a society. A 
Tran-Serve leader is the driver of government and national affairs under BRP. The 
wholesale replication of the Western models of democracy has not produced the 
leadership and robust institutions that are required to translate the visions of the 
early independence years into reality.

The author has done an in-depth treatment of the issues and themes, 
including expositions of the existential of the African in the global village and the 
fundamentals of leadership challenges, and maintained that regardless of the bleak 
picture and anomalies, the continent remained too blessed to despair. The book 
meticulously draws from the richly apt repertoire of literary observations to trace 
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the intellectual origin of a BRP construct and emphasizes component elements as 
fit-for-purpose reform remedies for the leadership problems in Africa which could 
be embraced, adopted, and operationalized across the continent. A philosophical 
trilogy of Africa’s development ills sheds abundant light on the concerns about the 
continent’s future, especially for the idle and vulnerable young people coming of 
age in a time of great uncertainty.

The salient elements of the BRP concept, receptiveness of the idea among major 
stakeholder groups, and step-by-step guidelines on possible operationalization 
across the continent are detailed. The book provides ample reasons why 
embracing BRP is a commonsensical undertaking for Africa and the broader 
global community. Details of the necessary steps to operationalize BRP across 
the continent are provided. The critical driving task is to ingrain in the collective 
psyche of Africans and the international community that a systematic building of 
blended rulership institutions involving so-called formal and informal structures 
is the solutions key to the leadership malaise affecting the continent.

For appropriate directional insights in operationalizing BRP, an onset reminder 
is made to visit the mission, vision of service, and virtues underscoring the overall 
endeavor. A critical mass of BRP champions will not emerge by happenstance. 
The seeds must be sown and nurtured to fruition deliberately and proactively. 
In this regard, essential interventions establishing two basic forefront avant-
garde structures—National Task Force on Operationalization (NATFO) and 
Communities of Learning and Practice (CLP)—are required to propagate and 
ground the philosophy of service to the mission of building blended resilient and 
strong rulership institutions. The ideals and values of Tran-Serve leadership are 
required to be learned and practiced as the driver of service and interactions. 
This undertaking is not a quick-fix, short-term process but a long haul of 
inspirational motivations and persuasive advocacies penetrating the spirit and 
soul of the African. The pivotal facilitating thread is grounding the champions of 
Tran-Serve leadership by encouraging widespread voluntary actions establishing 
communities of learning and practice at all public facets of society, including state 
organs, workplaces, schools, churches, villages, and townships.

The book outlines possible concrete steps, actions, and activities to be 
undertaken, including versions of planned constitutional amendment bills, 
partnerships, and resource mobilization, assigned agency, group or individual 
responsibilities, duration and completion of assignments, overall timetable, cost 
implications, likely risks and mitigation options, and sample case-based results 
framework. All this makes the BRP construct not only an analytical exercise but 
a crusading endeavor for changing the deplorable African leadership situation.

No doubt, African intellectuals are divided about the place, value, relevance, 
and effectiveness of the institution of chieftaincy or traditional leadership in 
modern Africa. In my opinion, this book will not change the minds of those who 
hold such views. The value of this book as I see it is that it opens dialogue on 
the subject and sets out parameters for the experiment to establish that “there is 
not one form of democracy; Africa needs to find its own form of democracy.” 
In that experiment, Africa would also need to learn from the rest of the world, 
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where indigenous peoples have been granted some room to manage some of their 
own affairs, to learn what has worked well and where the failure points reside. 
Things are not going in the right direction in Africa, despite the growing evidence 
of multiparty elections and term limits on the executive; something ought to give, 
and it is time for Africa to know thyself once again.

I am directly involved as a member of a team that is exploring the continental 
dimensions of BRP in the context of an ongoing initiative of African Traditional 
Leadership Union (ATLU) and its compendium executive arm, African Traditional 
Leadership Institute (ATLI), which seek to tap the power of communal togetherness 
inherent in traditional leadership and manifested through peace, love, unity, and 
development in local communities.

This book is highly recommended for wider appeal and readership. I have 
been a technician in development practice, playing various roles in institutional 
development for some of the most reputable global development institutions for 
more than two decades now. I can thus identify with the usefulness and relevance 
of this book for development practitioners in the design of technical assistance 
programs and governance interventions in Africa. Furthermore, the book will be 
a superb background reader in high schools and universities for acquisition and 
broadening of knowledge in international development. The book will also be an 
excellent collection for both private and public libraries across the globe as well as 
an invaluable resource for teaching and scholarly research.

Dr. John C. Afele is a consultant of the African Development Bank (AfDB) at the 
Secretariat of the African Common Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA) in Accra, 
Ghana.
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hapter C 1

AN OVERVIEW

Key Message

This book is a memoir on solutions to the leadership problems and challenges 
stemming from the principles of representation, transparency, accountability, 
and participation (RTAP), which are central to the practice of democracy 
anywhere in the world. Such leadership problems and challenges in Africa are 
seemingly complex and intractable. Nonetheless, the corresponding solutions are 
commonsensical and evidence-based.

The key message is that the constitutional mandate to lead, rule, and govern is 
shared in a manner that allows leaders chosen through multiparty-based elections 
to be responsible for government affairs at the national level; and traditional 
leaders chosen based on indigenous norms, conventions, and practices to be 
responsible for local government affairs. In a sense, this will be the manifestation 
of the blended representation principle (BRP) for organizing the designs and 
shape of statehood according to the needs and realities of target societies.

Africa urgently requires the combined values of transformational and servant 
(Tran-Serve) leadership, which are focused on fulfilling the needs of people and 
striving to manifest the blessings of success and greatness for everyone in a society.1 
Tran-Serve is coined from the words “transform” and “servant,” and derived from 
the combined ideals of transformational and servant leadership. A Tran-Serve 
leader is the driver of government and national affairs under BRP. The overall 
concept of BRP is an embodiment of the combined values of transformational and 
servant leadership. It is mainly a blending arrangement in this manner that can 
instill, inspire, motivate, and entrench these invaluable ideals of leadership and 
governance in Africa.

Distinguishing Characteristics of Tran-Serve Leadership

The following are the distinguishing characteristics of Tran-Serve leadership: (a) 
focuses on solutions, builds communities, and creates empowering spaces to uplift 
voices and mindsets around a common goal; (b) energizes people with improved 
outcomes, satisfaction, and performance to enhance political participation; (c) 
sets aside self-interests for the transformation of the whole to enable transparent 
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policy decision-making; (d) operates with an underlying motivational value to 
serve others as a cardinal driver of accountable stewardship; (e) its consideration of 
every individual’s needs and inputs shrinks distance between the ruled and rulers; 
(f) construes public service as a vocation to engender economy, efficiency, and 
effectiveness in the use of societal resources; (g) performs to earn respect and trust 
voluntarily rather than through real or imagined threat of coercion and force; and 
(h) high-level buy-in and a sense of belongingness by its very nature, existential 
traits, and operational characteristics.

For this purpose, Tran-Serve leadership encompasses all public office 
occupants, whose power, authority, and positions are rooted in the public purse. 
Every public officeholder can become a Tran-Serve leader by striving and aspiring 
to uphold the underlying values. For those at the helm of steering national affairs, 
the values of Tran-Serve leadership are a medley of the admirable attributes of 
Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore, and Mahathir Mohamed 
of Malaysia in terms of respective journeys of leading to serve and transform their 
various societies at a given point in time.

Africa presently is an amalgamation of hybrid variants of “Western” models of 
democratic societies2 and remnants of traditional African societies, and its systems 
of rulership and governance must adequately reflect such characteristics. In truth, 
the agenda of wholesale implanting, superimposing, and replicating variants of 
“Western” models of democracy practice in Africa has caused more harm than 
good, and must be seen after six decades and more as wishful and an exercise in 
futility. This means that anyone claiming to have solutions while the established 
structures of “authoritarianism camouflaged in democracy garbs”3 remain intact is 
either out of touch with the realities on the ground or taking the broader populace 
for a ride on vain and empty promises.

The Salient Features of the Blended Representation Principle

Specifically, BRP is a fusion of traditional African and “Western” principles of 
representation, transparency, accountability, and participation for organizing 
the designs and shape of statehood according to the needs and realities of target 
societies. The critical features are:

 1. BRP is a mix of leadership systems with the constitutional mandate to rule 
and having an underlying superior capability to communicate, mobilize, 
and organize voluntarily for collective transformative development in a 
polity.

 2. BRP connotes vertical and horizontal blending, whereby national leadership 
is determined by prevailing multiparty-based universal adult suffrage 
elections (Western); and local governance leadership is determined by 
leadership arrangements nurtured and guarded by African people for 
centuries and to which they continue to ascribe (indigenous).

 3. Traditional chiefs (both males and females) would represent communities 
in their respective local electoral areas at corresponding designated district 
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assemblies (DAs);4 a variation arrangement is applicable to the metropolitan 
assemblies (MAs).

 4. One hundred percent membership composition by traditional authorities in 
DAs and municipal assemblies.

 5. District chief executives (DCEs) and deputies would be elected from 
members of the DAs and municipal assemblies by representatives.

 6. Guaranteed centrality of gender balance in the composition of the DAs—that 
is, if a male is elected as DCE, then a female is elected automatically as deputy 
and vice versa. This is a centuries-old practice in many indigenous African 
countries adapted to the present context of development administration. 
An aspect of this principle has been highlighted in the recently released 
Hollywood film The Woman King, which focuses on the ferociousness of the 
all-female army of the ancient Kingdom of Dahomey (now Benin).5

 7. The DCE chairs the executive council; deputy presides over DA.
 8. Comparable arrangements for the metropolitan assemblies will have to be 

considered.

The logic of the BRP framework is that the majority of the people in local 
communities will be better represented by their own chosen leaders based on 
familiar understandable norms and conventions in local governing arrangements. 
Many people would have access and influence control over their leaders to ensure 
transparency in policy decisions regarding the management of common resources. 
Collectively, the people would utilize their strengthened local governance 
structures and institutions to influence and exert control, and enable transparency 
and accountability for stewardship of national affairs, which would minimize or 
eliminate impunity and misuse of the public purse to engender shared prosperity.

Under BRP-inspired arrangement of democracy practice, participation at the 
local level will be communal, and at the national level, it will be based on multiparty 
operations. This means that representatives at the local level will be leaders of the 
communities chosen solely by members based on traditional norms, conventions, 
and practices for a term limit. Registered competing political parties will present 
suitable candidates to the communities constituting a constituency, and members 
of the communities will elect one of them by universal adult suffrage to represent 
the constituency at the national level. Once a representative is elected, the person 
becomes a consensual representative for all members of the constituency and not 
a representative of party members only for those who voted for him or her. The 
guiding mindset will be allegiance to community supersedes that of the party, and 
members of the community will have full rights and control of the power of recall, 
and not parties deciding the fates of representatives. If community members think 
their representative has underperformed, they will exercise the power of recall 
within the duration of term limits or wait till the end of tenure and vote for another 
representative. The same multiparty arrangement will be in place for the elections 
of the president to lead and govern at the national level.

Leaders of the local assemblies chosen by the community members will 
select among themselves occupants of the various district and municipal office 
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positions with an important gendered caveat. When a male leader is selected for 
a substantive position, the deputy will automatically be a female leader and vice 
versa. The leaders will be supported by cadres of technical officials and experts 
assigned to the districts in the management of local governance affairs. Details 
of these arrangements will be included in the Constitutional Amendments and 
Enactments Reports, and Annexes of the National Command Papers will provide 
information on the adoption and rollout of BRP to be released by the respective 
countries.

Participation in communal and multiparty-based representatives’ selection 
principles will ensure autonomy of local government institutions and serve as a 
bastion against leviathan executive overreach and abuse. Decentralization will have 
real meaning and ceases to be an extension of central government interests at the 
local level. Corresponding officials at lower levels will no longer exist and operate 
as poodles of national authorities by the fiats of appointments and dismissals. This 
manner of participation is geared at providing grounded checks and balancing of 
individualized and collective interests at both local and national levels.

As community members select their own leaders to constitute local 
government assembly members and occupants of corresponding offices, they are 
placed in unhindered positions to exert influence as checks on local performance 
of duties and responsibilities. This in turn would likely translate into collective 
strengthening and empowering of local government institutions and catapult them 
into spheres of influence to minimize or eliminate impunity at the national level. 
In this respect, local government will no longer be the weakest link in the ruling 
national-local partnership value chain in government transactions and operations 
across the continent.

For the regional ruling councils (RRC) of target societies, 50 percent of delegates 
will be chosen by the members of the DAs within the region, and 50 percent of 
delegates are chosen based on multiparty arrangements of electing interested 
individuals to represent the region at the RRCs with a term limit. Members of the 
RRC select the heads and deputies among themselves based on the aforementioned 
gendered balance principle.

BRP has been constructed with the grounding mindset that the indigenous 
forms of representation and participation would be problematic in urban settings 
because of the different philosophical underpinnings therefore various forms of 
the Western versions and formats would seem to provide the solution. Conversely, 
the wholesale application of the Western version seems inept in the rural and 
several parts of the few semi-urban settings. This state of affairs is evident in 
several attempts by successive governments in Africa to create, without much 
success, credible and responsible governance structures.

The inadequacy of the modern forms of leadership and governance in Africa 
has been neatly illuminated in the following comments:

the first three decades of African independence have been an economic, 
political, and social disaster. . . . This sad state of affairs is not simply a 
consequence of an unfortunate coincidence of collapsing commodity prices 
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and mismanagement, but rather because of a fundamental flaw in the prevailing 
development paradigm. This was based on the erroneous proposition that state 
institutions derived from metropolitan models could be made the engine of 
development in the post-colonial era. In retrospect, it is all too obvious that the 
underlying cultural premises of these institutions were alien to the vast majority 
of Africans, and they started to crumble the moment the colonial administration 
left . . . [Even] most of the models introduced [afterwards] can be viewed more 
as attempts by African leaders to rationalize their authoritarian regimes than 
genuine efforts to construct nation-states on the basis of the communal and 
participatory principle found in traditional African societies. These leaders failed 
to articulate a process for nation-building understood by ordinary citizens, that 
could effectively mobilize them around a shared vision.6

This insufficiency of wholesale application of the borrowed forms of government 
across the length and breadth of the continent is further reflected in the conditions 
of the communities depicted in the following observation:

Independence brought with it an idealism that has been blasted apart by the 
brutality, looting and mismanagement of too many African governments. 
Whether they opted for multi-party democracies or one-party states has 
usually proved irrelevant for the majorities who have accustomed themselves 
to hunger, lack of education, unemployment, poor health, and brutal 
repression. Local democracies and freedom of expression are rare. And the 
communities are powerless to do anything but watch as the fruits of their labor 
are squandered on development follies, personal luxuries and weapons of war 
and repression.7

To buttress the observations, it is remarked that “both local politics and global 
economic factors conspired to produce a . . . political economy [in Africa] that 
not only conflicted with the existing philosophical and social systems of the 
[communities], but one in which they perceived little economic or social equity.”8 
Accordingly, “while the twentieth-century events have changed some of the 
dynamics of the rural world view, the basic principles still exist and have retained 
their legitimacy. The development of local government structures since the 1950s 
has separated chiefs from control over local revenues, but the chiefs retain the 
moral authority to impose assessments and mobilize efforts for communal needs.”9

Further, one perceptive author concluded that the crises in the global political 
economy and the rural-urban migrations of the last two decades have only 
disrupted but not destroyed the rural communal processes of coexistence.10 In the 
opinion of another observer of the same genre,

for over three decades, both the African political class and development 
practitioners have failed to realize that the long-term efficacy of new socio-
political institutions depends on an imaginative integration of modern structures 
with pre-existing institutions and practices at the grassroots level.11
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The following pointed comments attributed to the former president of France, 
Jacques Rene Chirac, paint a vivid picture of the African situation with an indelible 
mark and implications for the post-independence leadership and governance 
arrangements: “We bled Africa for four centuries. We looted their raw materials, 
then we told lies that the Africans are good for nothing. In the name of religion, we 
destroyed their culture. And after being made rich at their expense, we now steal 
their brains through miseducation and propaganda to prevent them from enacting 
Black retribution against us.”12

In another vein, the Minister for Parliamentary Affairs of Ghana noted that 
“our governance system needs retuning and fine tuning.” From his perspective,

The masses are not having the benefits of the wealth of the nations . . . Ghana, we 
are endowed with resources. In terms of resources, we are much more endowed 
than the UK, and yet our circumstances are not the best. . . . We must admit 
though that in the days of colonialism, they exploited our wealth to also develop 
their countries but how long has that been? The fault certainly is in ourselves. 
[This is not to say] I am not oblivious of the negative impact of colonialism but 
let us not keep blaming colonialism for our future development. We need to 
do better for ourselves. . . . Let us improve the governance architecture of our 
nation to really have greater transparency and accountability on the part of the 
governors, the rulers, and I think by that we will be able to spread the resources 
to better develop this country . . . improving governance, improving the ethos 
of transparency and accountability, parliament has a very great role to play. 
Our parliaments are not living up to expectations regarding providing proper 
oversight over the executive.13

All these comments are indications for a serious consideration of the indigenous 
leadership arrangements in any meaningful attempts to address the problem of 
leadership and governance in Africa. The critical issue is whether the African 
political class can provide a “viable system where local communities can harness 
the productive resources of these indigenous institutions within the context of 
a decentralized political structure. Such fluid political environment is likely in 
the long term to challenge authoritarian state control, extractive and corrupt 
bureaucracies.”14 The BRP construct could provide a classical answer to the search 
for alternate conceptualizations with flexible capabilities of enshrining the types 
of sociopolitical institutions urgently required for some semblance of long-range 
effectiveness.

Background Development Landscape

The book has been conceptualized through biographical reflections and 
observations of the African development landscape crisscrossing eras of 
policies, strategies, events, and episodes of domestic and external origins. This 
long-range gauging spans several decades of memorable periods, including the 
nationalist struggles, the joys of independence, and the abrupt end of the self-rule 
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experimentation; the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), regional organizations, 
and economic communities; the overthrow of the early visionary leaders, years 
of military dictatorships, and “strong man” rule; the unhinged activities of 
multinational companies (MNCs), the rise of ‘Tied-Aid’ industries, and the 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) phenomena; the Bretton Woods Twins’ 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAP) and Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers 
(PRSPs) globalization era; the “Perestroika” and the “Glasnost” years, and the 
simmering of the Sino-Soviet conflict on the continent; the fall of Apartheid, 
the emergence of Chinese benevolent autocracy, the Asian Tigers’ narratives; the 
popular uprising, yearning, and demand for good governance leading to a series of 
peaceful transitions of power and multiparty intensified activities and vibrant civil 
society organizations; ascendancy of ruckus political participation, community 
empowerment, and social inclusion interventions; the Highly Indebted Poor 
Countries (HIPC) and Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) 
initiatives; the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI); the Ebola 
outbreak, avian flu, SARS and the Covid-19 pandemic, African Continental 
Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA), fintech, and the proliferation of social media 
platforms, to list some of the noteworthy interventions and challenges of the 
times.15

Central to these events and episodes are leadership and governance actions 
and inactions which induced the interventions. More often, it was the inactions 
and missteps which compelled the mounting of the policy and strategy responses. 
As such, there is a consensus “among the UN and development agencies, 
international financial institutions, and many Africans” that leadership and good 
governance are the banes of the developmental woes of Africa.16 The legendary 
sage of African literature Chinua Achebe aptly summed it up for the continent in 
his words on Nigeria: “The trouble with Nigeria is simply and squarely a failure 
of leadership. There is nothing basically wrong with the Nigerian character. There 
is nothing wrong with the Nigerian land or climate or water or air or anything 
else.”17 Similarly, the economist Dr. Ishmael Yamson expressed “frustration over 
the country’s [Ghana] slow pace of development and blamed the situation on bad 
leadership, corruption and greed.”

Journey on Solutions Pathway

Navigating the nuances of these episodes and making intelligent sense of them 
entailed a painstaking journey of reflective observations by the author. This 
journey commenced from the formative years in neighborhoods of no-street 
communal communities in Kpandu;18 undergraduate studies in political science 
at the University of Ghana, Legon in Accra—a variant urban city; graduate 
education in international development at the University of Guelph, Ontario, 
Canada, with academic work focusing on the winners and losers of the SAP; 
and the critical assessments of indigenous knowledge systems and leadership 
structures in modern-day governance in Africa. The journey also involved 
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professional careers in international civil service at the United Nations Mission 
in Kosovo (UNMIK) and the World Bank Group in Washington, DC; a period of 
reaffirmation of thoughts at an executive position in Ghana entailing bird’s-eye 
view interactions with high-level government officials in the political space on 
the continent.

The purpose of this book is to induce public policy reforms of building 
commonsense, resilient, and robust rulership institutions in the image, 
realities, aspirations and needs of Africa. The motivational intent is to enhance 
representation, political participation, transparency in policy decision-making, 
and accountability for resource use, misuse, and abuse of power and authority in 
democracy practice on the continent. Effective and efficient institutions are one 
of the four pillars of good governance as they are critical in fulfilling needs and 
propelling a nation to greatness. For example, in 2009, the former US president 
Barack Obama proclaimed in a speech to the parliament of Ghana that “Africa 
doesn’t need strongmen, it needs strong institutions.”19 While this assertion is 
apt, and patience and time are prerequisites for building such institutions, Africa 
mainly needs rulership institutions based on its dualistic world life realities to be 
effective and efficient.

Representation and Participation in Governance: The Case of Ghana

It is appropriate to use a country case to illustrate the flaws in arrangements 
for representation and participation in governance across the continent. There 
seems to be no ambiguity that universal adult suffrage via competitive partisan 
elections regardless of inherent flaws is the acceptable means of representation 
and participation of Africans in governance at the national level. Ghana and many 
countries have chalked up relative successes by electing presidents and Members 
of Parliament through peaceful elections leading to successive alternate changes 
in party-based ruling governments. What seems contentious is the governance 
and leadership designs at the local level. With the 1992 Constitution, the local 
governance and leadership design have been based on the appointment of the 
district chief executives (DCEs), and the nonpartisan elections of corresponding 
district assemblies and unit committee members as the major actors.

Over the years, associated with this mode of representation and participation in 
governance at the local level are the undermining characteristics:

 1. national executive overreach, influence, and control through 
appointments, inequitable allocation, and distribution of development 
resources

 2. abysmal level of interests and participation by ordinary people in the 
governance arrangement

 3. lack of transparency in decision-making and resource allocation, and 
inability of the ordinary majority to hold the local officials accountable for 
stewardship

 4. arrested development aspirations of the communities.
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As the development dividends of the prevailing local governance and leadership 
designs become increasingly elusive, there have been numerous calls for some 
reformative actions to redress the situation. What seems to gain groundswell 
consensus is a desist from the appointment of the district chief executives by the 
national executive and their direct elections by the people on competitive partisan 
basis alongside corresponding assemblies and unit committees.

To be precise, the call for institutional reforms at the local level is well-placed. 
However, whether to continue with the nonpartisan method or introduce 
competitive partisan elections seems to be missing the point that the inability of 
prevailing local governance arrangement to meet the aspirations of the ordinary 
populace is a systemic leadership design anomaly than either nonpartisan or 
partisan elections of the major actors.

Arguably, the backseat role assigned to the institution of chieftaincy in the local 
government design and operations is the root of abysmal interest and participation 
by people in the local governance, and the inability of these local structures to 
evolve into a bulwark for ensuring transparency and accountability in national 
governance operations.

As Ghana is branded a “beacon of democracy” in Africa, it could further 
strengthen its democratic credentials by contributing uniquely to designs of local 
governance systems for the region founded on the core principles and values of its 
civilizations. The persistence of poverty and the vicissitude of the poor majority 
continue to be an indelible mark on the capability of national leadership to stem 
the tide and lead the country out of the abyss of deprivations amid relatively 
endowed human, natural, and material resources.

A critical factor underpinning this scenario is the inability of the emergent national 
leadership (since independence and regardless of professed party-political leanings) 
to craft and institutionalize local governance and leadership arrangements capable of 
energizing the vast majority to participate vigorously in development efforts beyond 
recent periodic involvement in competitive partisan electioneering campaigns and 
voting. This situation at the local level affects the overall quality of governance in the 
country in terms of participation in decision-making, transparency, openness, and 
accountability for stewardship in the use (or abuse) of development resources.

On the way forward, guidance is needed on the country’s experiential practice 
of competitive partisan politics, particularly at the national level, vis-à-vis the 
institution of chieftaincy and the corresponding indigenous knowledge systems 
which people continue to utilize for sustaining coexistence, as well as the 
psychosocial compositions of the communities with primordial ties to leadership 
and participation structures.

Certain critical hard facts are noteworthy in this context:

 1. Competitive partisan politics per se is not the cure-all for lack of interest and 
participation of people in local governance, and the weak and ineffective 
capacity associated with these structures. More importantly, it has also not 
led significantly to transparency in decision-making and accountability of 
stewardship at the national level.
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 2. Incessant individualism engendered by the winner takes all character of 
partisan politics is tearing apart the social fabric of communalism which 
undergirds how people make living in their homes and communities.

 3. Divisive and acrimonious tendencies associated with the forms of partisan 
politics practiced in the country have strangulated families and communities 
to become wary and suspicious of each other on the basis of party affiliations.

 4. Competitive partisan politics is mainly one form of organizing principles of life in 
a polity and should not be construed as the only tool for governance arrangement 
designs, which merit the label of democratic accolade and behavior.

 5. The institution of chieftaincy, regardless of its inherent flaws, remains the 
more cohesive governance and leadership structure at the local level with 
symbiotic capability to communicate, mobilize, and organize community 
members for collective development actions.

 6. There is demonstrable high-level interest and participation of people in 
the functional operations of the institution of chieftaincy, and thus can 
be empowered and utilized innovatively to ensure transparency in local 
governance and decision-making, and hold officials accountable for 
stewardship of development resources at the national level.

 7. The institution of chieftaincy (when reformed, adapted, and weaned of its 
anachronistic tendencies) can hold fort at the local level and progressively 
complement competitive partisan politics at the national level to build a 
nation-state capable of meeting the development aspirations of all Ghanaians 
regardless of party affiliations.

 8. Development as a transformational process is predominantly political 
requiring energetic participation, transparency, and accountability to meet 
targeted goals. Majority of the people have to grapple with vacillations 
between two dominant and competing leadership structures at the local level 
at times to the point of paralysis.

Through constitutional and legal provisions, the structure which is more popular 
among ordinary people has been anomalously designated unofficial for the 
purposes of public policy decision-making, resource allocations and management, 
and stewardship at the local levels. There would not have been any concern if this 
arrangement has worked to fulfill the aspirations of the people. No questions would 
be asked if the people are able to participate effectively within such operational 
apparatus, and utilize the prescribed rules and principles of engagement to ensure 
transparency and accountability for the use and misuse of public resources on 
which subsistence depends. If politics as practiced in Ghana is the means by 
which development resources are translated into beneficial dividends to meet 
aspirations of ordinary people, then the constitutional provision barring chiefs 
from participating in politics has outlived its usefulness.

Paradoxically, the vast majority continue to rely more on the so-called unofficial 
and informal leadership arrangements and principles to make living within their 
family structures. And national leaders perceive such close ties and continuous 
relevance and influence as mainly veritable sources of access to votes and exploit 
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them for self-serving purposes during competitive party election campaigns to 
boost vote-grabbing efforts and voter turnouts.

Even the relative peace Ghana enjoys amid a sub-region riddled with turmoil 
is arguably attributable to the ways and means the vast majority keep intact their 
unofficial leadership structures. Several people are therefore left in a quagmire as 
the imposed leadership structures could not unleash collective energies and know-
how to seek and find solutions to mind-boggling problems of poverty confronting 
them in their daily lives of existence.

Now, the tangible dividends of the forms of democracy practiced in Africa 
have mainly dimmed hopes on the continent. The situation is such that several 
of the youth in particular want to leave the continent and not come back.20 Hopes 
have been dashed, and dreams become wishful. The grind of eking out a living 
has taken a tremendous toll on the physique of many.21 This institutionalized 
practice of democracy is captured in the following words: “Authoritarian and 
semi-authoritarian rulers, mindful of foreign opinion, have dressed their regimes 
with the forms of democracy, such as regular (if rigged) elections and de jure 
(not de facto) separation of powers. Presidential term limits, where in place, have 
been frequently circumvented through so-called constitutional coups.”22 Given 
widespread entrenched circumvention of rules, norms, and practices by vested 
interests under this institutionalized scenario, it is mainly BRP-inspired policy 
reforms which can bring about effective, resilient, and robust leadership and 
governance institutions in Africa.

In this respect, this book seeks to promote envisioned policies and frameworks 
which Africa could adopt and utilize for more resilient institutions and administration. 
The BRP approach could possibly cure the winner-takes-all, divisive, and alienating 
political economic ills currently in vogue across the continent. In a nutshell, BRP is 
a framework around which local and national government administrations can be 
reformed with more prominent roles of indigenous leadership.

The TAP (transparency, accountability, and participation) principles which 
are the principal motivating factors of good leadership and governance are yet 
to have strong footholds in the post-independence political, economic, social, 
and cultural organization of lives across the continent. Proactive efforts such as 
those undertaken by Singapore and Malaysia (under Lee Kuan Yew and Mahathir 
Mohamed respectively) to induce economic growth and poverty elimination are 
required to turn things around without acquiescing to the dictates of the few at 
the expense of the existential needs of many. It is mainly by redirecting efforts to 
address the deep-seated dysfunctionalities in the prevailing type of institutionalized 
democracy practice that the dividends of a caring and transformational society 
would be evenly spread among the population.

Institutional Dividends with Operationalization of BRP

Adopting and operationalizing the BRP will trigger some immediate possibilities 
resulting in likely specific outcomes. The first major possibility under BRP will be 
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a tremendous rise in active genuinely enthused political participation by ordinary 
people because participation at the local level will be communal while at the national 
level, it will be based on multiparty operations. A second bold actionable possibility 
will be increased demand for accountability of stewardship at the local and 
national levels—approach will strengthen the practice of democracy through the 
effective use of guardrail channels and avenues. Third, there will likely be increased 
transparency in resource allocation, usage, and translations into dividends to fulfill 
needs and propel manifestations of blessings of success for all. This will mainly be 
due to the fact that actions will be technically knowledge-driven and wheeled by 
expertise based on genuine commitments to mutual benefits of society.

As community members select their own leaders to constitute local government 
assembly members, and occupants and managers of corresponding offices in 
collaboration with technical experts and advisors, they are placed in unhindered 
positions to exert influence as checks on local performance of duties and 
responsibilities. This in turn would likely translate into collective strengthening 
and empowering of local government institutions and catapult them into spheres 
of influence to minimize or eliminate impunity and misuse of the public purse 
at the national level. In this respect, local government will no longer be the 
weakest link in the ruling national-local partnership value chain in government 
transactions and operations across the continent.

Better Governance Outcomes

Possibly, these strategic measures and activities will lead to four key outcomes 
pertaining to better governance practices: (1) there will be deepened closeness 
of local and national ruling regimes to the majority from a distance gap, and 
these regimes will be imbued with a greater capacity to communicate, mobilize, 
and organize for collective purposes; (2) there will be increased administrative 
efficiency as related to resource use, service delivery, and overall leadership and 
governance performance record at the local and national levels; (3) several people 
will trust and respect the local and national administration operational procedures; 
and (4) majority of the people will express an increased sense of belonging and 
buy-in toward the leadership and governance arrangements. In a word, these 
governance outcomes have the potential to widen the prospects of a more positive 
path for African future.

Appreciable Sector Living Standards

The varied measures and activities will engender empowering environments to 
ensure that many Africans have fair and equitable access to resources for enabling 
with ease quality standards of living in the areas essential for peaceful coexistence—
health care, education, agriculture, labor mobility, technology for harnessing and 
processing, housing with amenities, and enabling infrastructure for facilitating 
peaceful coexistence. Examples of actionable activities in the various realms will 
include the following:
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First, health policy would be formulated with an overriding objective of 
ensuring availability of adequate financing23 while reducing pressure and lessening 
overreliance on orthodox medicinal facilities and resources. The medicinal value 
of herbs would feature prominently in the outlook and projections of crafting 
effective responses to meet health demands and needs of the society.

Second, a cardinal feature of a thriving self-sustaining nation lies in the capacity 
to feed itself and assuring adherence to nutritional guidance for better quality 
living. It is beyond comprehension that Africa cannot feed itself and food imports 
dominate the budgets of all countries.24 Growing an economy to be capable of 
feeding itself as well as optimize resources to engender and sustain an appreciable 
standard of living is a nonnegotiable responsibility of leadership. A future practice 
of democracy under Tran-Serve leadership will engineer social enterprises for 
seed-to-plate agriculture (StP) largely through systematic transformation of 
small-scale agriculture into highly attractive and profitable businesses covering 
the entire value chain of maximizing production, use, and consumption of food 
crops, fruits, fisheries, and livestock to handle the food and nutrition requirements 
of the continent.

Third, Africa is now practicing a runaway democracy partly attributable to an 
established post-independence education system, which churns out more self-
serving public officials with mindsets that glorify other peoples’ creative possessions 
and superintend over the hyper-exploitation of what belongs to them. The inherent 
wisdom of showcasing pride in cultural and heritage-derived belongingness has 
long been thrown into the dustbin. A pivotal feature of democracy practice under 
a Tran-Serve leadership will be dedicated education policy efforts of inspiring 
and motivating widespread consciousness and stimulation of generational 
responsibility for public goods and welfare in several dimensions of learning, 
knowledge acquisition, coexistence, growth, and development.

Fourth, Africa is currently experiencing a situation where a large share of the 
population is comprised of children and young adults, and it seems the leadership 
has placed both arms on its head and is resigned to the fate of dejection and 
hopelessness. According to the World Bank, 200 million people in Africa fall 
into this category, making up 20 percent of the population, 40 percent of the 
workforce, and 60 percent of the unemployed on the continent.25 Although the 
proportion of the youth outnumbering the rest of the population is a critical 
challenge of economic management, this phenomenon is construed under a Tran-
Serve system of rulership as a moment of creativity and innovations which would 
increase and expand the productive capacity of the economies. In this context, 
windows of opportunities enabled through digitalization, market integration to 
strengthen production of regional public goods, retail and commerce landscape, 
an accessible and affordable child- and elder care sectors, for example, would 
contribute immensely to ushering in an Africa of shared responsibilities, wealth, 
and prosperity.

Fifth, policy openings likely to provide pathways to the labor market for the youth 
and other able bodies are in the realms of feeding, clothing, sheltering, health and 
wellness, protection and guidance, education, training, and digital skills acquisition. 
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Each opening is an industrial boom for productive capacity, purchasing power, 
accumulation, and consumerism raining potential benefits on the economies that 
may not have existed before in adequate magnitude. African software developers, 
for example, are in global demand, and companies such as Microsoft and Amazon 
are leading big tech’s push to relocate them outside the continent.26 Avenues for 
substantial entrepreneurship, wealth creation, financing engineering, and capital 
accumulation are credible sources of inspirations and motivations in any society.

It is noteworthy to buttress such notions of possibilities with lessons of advanced 
economies that have “affordable, accessible child- and elder care sectors, and those 
economies have higher participation rates of the very people we’re talking about.”27 
It takes leadership visions, peoples’ mindsets, attitudes, and behaviors to marshal 
societal energy; mold and direct toward creative and innovative solutions for 
tackling a particular challenge of a moment. Tran-Serve leadership will formulate 
policies geared at communicating, mobilizing, and organizing society to feed, 
clothe, and shelter the youth across the continent.

Sixth, Africa has endured and continues to endure its share of tragic woes 
within the global community—from its battered image, global stigmatization, 
and anti-blackness to flawed development paradigm embedded with colossal and 
rapacious looting of resources. Also, the present-day minimal trust and faith by 
the vast majority in the capability of leadership to uplift them out of the carnage 
and mess they find themselves—all these occurrences have taken a tremendous 
toll, unleashed untold hardships, and fragility by depleting the reservoir of coping 
and adaptive resources.28 The continent is in need of replenishing coping and 
adaptive resources for building and sustaining strong institutional resiliency in 
all facets of organizational coexistence—political, economic, social, cultural, and 
ecological. Tran-Serve leadership is conceptually configured, designed, and crafted 
to steer societies in the directions of formulating appropriate policies aimed at 
replenishing depleted coping and adaptive resources.

Game-Changing Services Provisions

The vision of providing and delivering services under the guiding principle of 
serving first the needs of others rather than self, family, and friends is certainly a 
game changer compared to what pertains in the various societies at the moment. 
It implies a radical change in the image and modalities of how priorities are set 
and how service providers are organized and oriented to serve. Performance of 
the respective providers is raised as service delivery outcomes are improved and 
satisfaction of beneficiaries is increased without any disruptions to the social 
order. This then will be a true test of the envisaged leadership as its follower base is 
increased voluntarily and exponentially.

Envisioning service provisions and delivery in a new light will be liberating as 
this will be undertaken within a framework of ensuring that the core beliefs of 
the driving vision are not compromised. Those in positions of responsibility will 
produce based on engendered adaptation capabilities to increase the satisfaction 
for many beneficiaries and not just selected few or privileged in society. An 
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atmosphere of humility will characterize and becloud service delivery processes 
as a major distinguishing feature of Tran-Serve leadership. In this regard, 
operationalizing BRP will be enhanced with tremendous support emanating from 
many people knowledgeable of the consistent possibilities of service provisions 
under the envisioned leadership and governance arrangements.

Crafting solutions pathways for tackling the problems of governance in 
Africa through the effective blending of traditional and national leadership 
arrangements furthers the discourse on prevailing leadership and governance 
fundamental problematics in the right direction. As noted, “first, at an 
intellectual level, it becomes imperative to develop further a discourse about 
governance for an illuminating basis from which to assess, and possibly 
criticize policies and institutional changes. Second, it is important to develop 
suited alternatives and options in order to re-animate political debates and 
counter the too often heard argument there is no serious alternative.”29 A 
BRP construct is thus aimed at creating an institutional framework which 
allows the emergence of new social relationships compatible with institutional 
empowerment in Africa.

Organization of the Book

This book is organized as follows: Chapter 2 traces the intellectual origins of a BRP 
construct to highlight the scholarly fountain from which BRP evolves as logical 
solutions pathway to address the governance problematic fundamentals in Africa. 
About half a century ago, some seminal works pinpointed worrying cracks in the 
post-independence African leadership and governance arrangements, networks, 
alliances, and trends within the global community. This observation deserves a 
befitting homage through recall reviews of such works.

A throwback recalling of the international development literature of the period 
reiterates the longitudinal background, character, and mark of origin of the BRP 
construct. As in this case, the bulk of the scholarly observations advancing the 
thoughts on BRP is culled from the formulations in pursuit of politics of sustainable 
livelihoods.30 Relevant schools of thought paved way for a granular evolvement 
with expositions from the following literary nuances:

 1. understanding the problem of leadership and governance from how people 
eke out living in homes and communities;

 2. determining the formidability of available capacity for collective actions;
 3. fairness of access to resources possibilities for inclusive growth, quality 

standards of living, and peaceful coexistence;
 4. identifying and empowering tried and tested rulership institutions;
 5. adapting participation arrangements to reflect real-world life experiences;
 6. engendering shared prosperity service provisions modalities;
 7. caring as the missing value of governance;
 8. noticeable anomaly in leadership and governance arrangements;
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 9. retrofitting foundation design and balancing operational orientations of the 
African state.

The chapter meticulously draws from the richly apt repertoire of literary observations 
to trace the intellectual origin of the BRP construct and re-emphasizes component 
elements as fit-for-purpose reform remedies for the leadership and governance 
problems in Africa which could be embraced, adopted, and operationalized across 
the continent.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide a philosophical trilogy of Africa’s development 
ills, which shed abundant light on the concerns about the continent’s future, 
especially for the idle and vulnerable young people coming of age in a time of 
great uncertainty.

Specifically, Chapter 3 provides a conceptual narrative depicting the realities 
of an African within the global community as an irrefutable entry point for 
solution remedies capable of curing the leadership and governance maladies of the 
continent. Acceptance of reality is a valuable skills trait of a good leader. Nothing 
can change until it is accepted. Reality must be faced as it is and not as it was or 
wished. “It takes courage to accept reality as it is, and only then can you . . . begin 
to make changes.”31 Charting the realities of any situation creates consciousness 
and awareness, develops the mindset for well-equipped coping and adaptive 
capabilities, and sets the pace of response with swiftness and agility.

The chapter begins with the post-independence two-world syndrome reality 
of the African life, which requires mental extrication to handle the exigencies 
within the global community meticulously and successfully. It then highlights 
the vicissitudes of navigating life in caricature societies supposedly functioning 
and catering to the needs of both worlds categorized as superior and inferior. 
Thereafter, the key aspect of schooling to embrace one worldview and shun the 
other is discussed. In this context, the African is faced with the hard choice of 
socialization, where the land of heritage and culture is continually depicted as 
inferior and associated with all manner of ills, evils, wrongdoings, blackness, and 
stigma. Meanwhile, the faraway land never to be seen by many in a lifetime is 
labeled as crystalline superior and expected to be accepted by all as such without 
any culpable links to contributions from episodes of plunder and sweats of forced 
labor.

Laboring for transformation in a world pitted on grounds of pity and 
hopelessness renders success and high achievement motivations the bellwether of 
elusiveness, wishful dreams, and expectations. The aspirational goals of millions 
from this world have been stunted and arrested. The chapter ends with a reflection 
on interests of the political and economic magnates which have been aligned at the 
global marketplace. Further attention is given to the realization that many of these 
actors have acquired predatory accumulation characteristics with perfunctory 
pretensions at the intersections of the two worlds.

Chapter 4 highlights the fundamentals of the confusing and difficult leadership 
and governance challenges, and their corresponding effects on social living, 
and postulates on the types of arrangements capable of addressing these issues 
effectively for better outcomes. A conspicuous prevalence of leadership and 
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governing systems grounded in external aspirational beliefs has been exerting 
very high tolls on the majority’s capacity to coexist harmoniously which recently 
prompted, for example, a usual toothless continental espousal without hitting 
the problem on its head.32 The posture of dysfunctionality between the ruled and 
the rulers mainly enables increasing reliance on ever-lurking threats of coercion 
rather than the spirit of voluntarism as the basis of enforcing social contract terms 
defined in the image of the haves at the expense of the have-nots.

Transparency in public finance management remains another crucial point 
of concern. A tailored focus on high-profile institutionally commandeered 
initiatives in the extractive sector reveals up and downside results while the 
phenomenon continues to loom large in varied forms at the landscape. Aspects 
of accountability for related policy decision-making, actions, and choices do 
not fare better; and neither does participation in electoral politics which tends 
to fan more flames of divisiveness rather than integration and unifying around 
common reasonable causes. Furthermore, spreading evenly dividends of post-
independence governing arrangements has remained elusive and hard to 
accomplish.

The chapter ends on the note that without a firmly rooted leadership system 
based on the beliefs and values of what constitutes goodness in the minds of the 
majority, all major high-profile response attempts at rectifying the situation to date 
have remained paper tigers and wishful. It is about a critical time the ruled and 
the rulers sing from the same hymn book because without synchronized measures 
driving reform, such related efforts regardless of intent and purpose would 
continue to be top-down and elitist in context and approach.

Chapter 5 explains the driving values of blessings for success against the 
background of the fundamentals of the governance conundrum to complete 
a philosophical trilogy of the trailing perils and woes of Africa’s development 
trajectory. The objective is twofold: (1) elaborate on what the values entail, necessary 
actions and measures which would enable the surest guarantee of manifesting the 
blessings for success in a nation’s existence; and (b) provide reminder insights 
into why Africa has been chasing the wind amid the ever-present principles of the 
blessings for success.

By completing the philosophical narratives of perils and woes of African 
development, the chapter serves as a bridge to appreciating the salient elements 
of the BRP concept and the dynamic ideals of servant and transformational 
leadership. The servant leader focuses solely on fulfilling the needs of society while 
the transformational leader views fulfilling needs as a vital preconditional means 
to manifesting the blessings for success and greatness in a society. The ideals of a 
servant and transformational leader are analogous. Africa requires the combined 
underlying values of these ideals for a potent cure of its dreaded leadership and 
governance illness seeping through the pores of the continent.

The chapter provides a dialectic of the ideals construed as the wheels of success 
and greatness in life. This is juxtaposed with certain policy practices, choices, 
and actions undertaken, which are inimical to fulfilling the needs of the masses 
and uplifting African societies to glory and greatness. The chapter ends on the 
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note that regardless of the litany of illness, Africa is too blessed to despair and its 
potential is glaring—“a global economic driver, digital innovation hub, and model 
for green, resilient infrastructure.” In this regard, there is an urgent need to come 
together within the global community “as public and private sectors, to ensure an 
inclusive, resilient recovery . . . unite around one shared and audacious goal: . . . 
create a more equitable and resilient world coming out of the pandemic.”33 The 
road to building the foundation for Africa’s future could start with embracing, 
adopting, and operationalizing the BRP concept across the continent.

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 detail the salient elements of the BRP concept, receptiveness 
of the idea among major stakeholder groups, and step-by-step guidelines on 
operationalization across the continent.

Precisely, Chapter 6 outlines the constituents of the BRP as a groundbreaking 
conceptual framework imbued with a potent cure for the leadership and 
governance ailments ravaging Africa. To provide a contextual background, the 
chapter commences with conceptual roots entailing a three-phased series of 
professional anecdotal activities and experiences spanning over two decades. These 
varied activities include academic engagements in North America for graduate 
certifications, professional endeavors at the United Nations and the World Bank 
Group, executive assignments of high-level interactions with a bird’s-eye view of 
government operations in Ghana, and an analytical reflective exercise of local 
governance subpar performance in Africa.

Furthermore, the salient elements of BRP are detailed, and the corresponding 
implications for necessary constitutional amendments, policy reforms, and 
country-level pathway adjustments noted. If African countries are expected within 
the global community to have strong, resilient institutions capable of fulfilling not 
only the needs of the elites but also those of the vast majority, the BRP concept 
could be embraced, adopted, and operationalized across the continent.

A major thrust of this manuscript is to translate the findings and lessons of 
background activities, interactions, analyses, and reform-implied interventions 
into tangible forms of blended representational principles on the ground. In this 
regard, BRP as an intellectual solutions pathway emanated from over two decades 
of empirical content, professional engagements, and experiences within the 
international community across countries on four continents including Africa, 
Europe, Asia, and North America.

Chapter 7 provides ample reasons why embracing BRP is a commonsensical 
undertaking for Africa and the broader global community. First, the level 
of receptivity to the concept of BRP by groups of stakeholders is purposely 
gauged during the period of executive high-profile interactions in Africa. And 
the expressed sentiments of these targeted stakeholder groups are categorized 
and summarized for literary convenience and insights. Second, instances are 
highlighted to demonstrate that without adopting and operationalizing BRP, the 
alternate pathway for the continent is the continuation of ongoing situation of 
organized chaos. However, it is always wise to stop digging a hole if sinking. Third, 
pertinent possibilities and outcomes bordering on the ideals of better governance 
on the continent which would be engendered by BRP are emphasized. Fourth, 
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the sterling characteristics of the type of leadership arrangements—“Tran-Serve” 
(transformational servant)—which will steer the boat through the rough tides are 
noted. Tran-Serve leaders are those who lead to serve and transform by propelling 
nations to fulfill needs and manifest the blessings of success. A distinct profile 
of this notable leadership arrangement is constructed to reinforce the conviction 
that a BRP-inspired rulership is the potent cure for the leadership and governance 
malady in Africa.

Chapter 8 details the necessary steps to operationalize BRP across the 
continent. The critical driver is to ingrain in the collective psyche of Africans 
and the international community that a systematic building of blended rulership 
institutions involving so-called formal and informal structures is the key to the 
leadership and governance malaise afflicting the continent. An onset reminder is 
made to revisit for appropriate directional insights, the mission, vision of service, 
and virtues underscoring the overall endeavor. A critical mass of BRP champions 
will not emerge by happenstance. The seeds must be sown and nurtured to fruition 
deliberately and proactively. In this regard, essential interventions establishing two 
basic forefront avant-garde structures—National Task Force on Operationalization 
(NATFO) and communities of learning and practice (CLP)—are required to 
propagate and ground the philosophy of service to the mission of building blended 
resilient and strong rulership institutions.

The ideals and values of Tran-Serve leadership are required to be learned, 
imbibed, internalized, and practiced as the driver of service and interactions. This 
undertaking is not a quick-fix, short-term process but a long haul of inspirational 
motivations and persuasive advocacies penetrating the spirit and soul of the 
African. The pivotal facilitating thread is grounding the champions of Tran-Serve 
leadership by encouraging widespread voluntary actions establishing communities 
of learning and practice at all public facets of society, including state organs, 
workplaces, schools, churches, villages, and townships. This chapter outlines all 
the concrete steps, actions, and activities to be undertaken including versions of 
planned constitutional amendment bills, partnerships, and resource mobilization; 
assigned agency, group or individual responsibilities, duration and completion 
of assignments, overall timetable, cost implications, likely risks and mitigation 
options, and sample case-based results framework.

As is the case, conceptualizing and articulating a mission is not as rough as 
the occurrence and realization in practice which remain the most difficult part of 
the process. The substantive measures outlined in this chapter are guides and 
not meant to be prescriptive and must be followed by the letter and sequentially. 
“Flexibility” is the watchword, and countries will decide on the mode of adaptation 
without compromising or truncating the ideals and values which underpin the 
concept of BRP. It is crucial to uphold concept integrity in the operationalization 
process for envisioned results and impactful outcomes.

The leadership and governance mess in Africa requires well-coordinated 
rescue interventions. BRP provides the certainty of stopping the bleeding and 
paving way for a momentous redemption. Several cracks noticeable in the African 
statehood enterprises during the 1960s and 1970s have widened and rendered 
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the whole structure complex, wobbling, and crumbling gradually under the 
pressure of present-day perennial challenges. Lo and behold, it is largely a BRP-
inspired intervention which could provide the resilient and robust foundation for 
withstanding the onslaught and coming out with a win-win situation for all.

Chapter 9 explores the continental dimensions for boosting the operations 
of BRP through the prism of an ongoing initiative of the African Traditional 
Leadership Union (ATLU)34 with an overarching goal of complementing efforts 
of the African Union (AU) in building the “Africa We Want”—a continental 
blueprint and strategic framework for ensuring inclusive growth and sustainable 
development by 2063 through the pathways of peace, unity, and integration.35 The 
thrust of ATLU is more restricted in intent and scope than that of BRP. However, 
both seek to proactively tap the power of communal togetherness inherent in 
traditional leadership and manifested through peace, love, unity, and development 
in local communities. BRP is a continental intervention and will utilize the ATLU 
platform to articulate and disseminate the concept during planning and preparing 
to adopting and rolling out of the ideals across the various nations to facilitate the 
pursuit and attainment of the collective objective.

Strategic opportunities afforded by the ATLU platform and the key benefits 
to the rolling out of BRP ideals and values including a center of excellence on 
Tran-Serve leadership at the continental level (the African Traditional Leadership 
Institute—ATLI) are highlighted. Also, the propellers of such a supranational 
structure for traditional leadership with the potential to boost the BRP operations 
are identified and discussed with an end note on the glimmers of lights in the 
recently launched African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA).36

Peace, unity, and integration are necessary ingredients for unleashing the 
continental potentials and capabilities of transforming and uplifting many Africans 
out of endemic poverty. Most Africans continue to rely more on the so-called 
unofficial and informal leadership arrangements—a pervasive scenario given the 
prevalence of entrenched primordial ties, the psychosocial composition of the 
populace, and the apparent ineffectiveness of the formal structures of development 
administration to reach the masses. It is therefore essential that the African ruling 
political class embrace, adopt, and roll out BRP which provides better mechanisms 
for maximizing the complementary development contributions and potential 
capabilities of traditional leadership in a Tran-Serve framework at national and 
continental levels.

In Chapter 10, carefully selected themes of wisdom which run through the 
book have been calibrated into enlightening insights on the practice of democracy 
with the rollout of BRP across the continent. These themes of wisdom collectively 
reinforce the key message that Africa needs to redesign the foundations of its 
democracy practice. The lines of thought which constitute the building blocks of 
this chapter are as follows: (a) Africa is hopeful because of its several problems 
and challenges; (b) promises of salvation are bogus and shambolic with retention 
and tweaking of the status quo organizational principles of life; (c) effective 
political participation is a reflection of the image and realities of society; (d) real 
transparency is knowledge-driven and wheeled by expertise; (e) accountability 
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for good stewardship will be strengthened by maximal utilization of guardrail 
channels and avenues; (f) the youth bulge is an opportune moment of necessity for 
creativity and innovations; (g) food and nutrition are not outsourced products of 
benevolence; (h) valued education inculcates, instills, and inspires intergenerational 
care, duty, responsibility, and accountability; (i) progress is embedded in coping 
adaptive and resilient resources and not clinging to dogmatic ways of doing things.

The amalgam of these wise thoughts underscores the craft of BRP geared at 
invigorating for good the practice of democracy across the continent. With 
this approach of illuminating a topical subject matter for its policy relevance, 
implications, and consideration, the chapter reiterates the driving narrative of the 
book that adoption and rollout of BRP will inspire, induce, and instill hope in the 
dividends of democracy practice on the continent.

The epilogue serves as a final note on the BRP concept as an invaluable solutions 
pathway to conclude the in-depth discussions on a potent cure for the leadership 
and governance malaise in Africa. A reiteration of some key inconvenient 
truths about the design and shape of statehood in Africa ends the journey with 
corresponding parting thoughts on the moral lessons in the practical utility of a 
BRP construct. Some key inconvenient truths are:

 1. Democracy practices can mainly flourish when derived from the needs, 
aspirations, and realities of the target societies.

 2. African structures of statehood are not designed and shaped to exert 
influence and pressure on each other to ensure accountability in the use of 
the public purse.

 3. The institution of chieftaincy in Africa is pivotal to the spirit of togetherness 
of constituent communities and cannot be marginalized in ensuring robust 
democracy practices on the continent.

Some corresponding moral lessons of such inconvenient truths are:

 1. The gains of democracy practice can be firmly anchored with BRP.
 2. Empty political promise destructs the spirit and soul of society.
 3. Multiparty politics is not the glue that binds Africa together; rather, it is the 

institution of chieftaincy.
 4. Voluntarism is the supreme sustainer of compliance.
 5. Acts of impunity regarding the management of the public purse will be rare 

under a BRP-inspired regime.
 6. A child does not soil the laps of a parent and is cleaned with a knife.

All these moral lessons double down on the inherent healing process of BRP as a 
suitable cure for the leadership and governance ailments on the continent.

Embracing, adopting, and operationalizing a BRP construct as a panacea for 
the leadership and governance problematics on the continent require a revolution 
of the mind both within and outside Africa. BRP is evidence-based, commonsense 
solutions pathway for transformational development in Africa. Tran-Serve 
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leadership is an attitude of a mindset committed to long-term creativity and 
innovation for integrated plans capable of solving practical problems of life.

Deep-seated deprivations, plundering of the public purse, the privatization 
of public wealth; friends, family, sycophants, and bootlickers’ regimes of control; 
internecine conflicts, senseless killings, forced displacement, deliberate creation 
of refugees, and the malaise of poverty which have become the development 
trajectory of Africa revolve around the post-independence operations of the 
modern state leadership and governance mismanagement.

The African majority needs real independence. Independence from colonial 
rule has been half-baked and silver-coated for the minority educated elites—
civilian and military. A real independence is needed to free many Africans from 
their own internal ruling elites and external collaborators and financiers—that is, 
independence from the neocolonial arrangements presided over by African elites 
as part of the strategy to safeguard the interests of the major beneficiaries of the 
prevailing world order.

A revolution of the mind is about ideas, knowledge generation, integration, and 
innovation for collective wisdom to solve problems. African intellectuals need to 
awaken, become conscious of their fundamental obligations to their people, and 
strive to bring about far-reaching and drastic changes necessary to cure the ills of 
leadership and governance on the continent.
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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

About half a century ago, some seminal works pinpointed worrying cracks in the 
post-independence African leadership and governance arrangements, networks, 
alliances, and trends within the global community. This observation deserves a 
befitting homage through recall reviews of such works to highlight the scholarly 
fountain from which BRP evolves as logical solutions pathway to address the 
governance problematic fundamentals in Africa.

A throwback recalling of the international development literature of the period 
reiterates the longitudinal background, character, and mark of origin of the BRP 
construct. As in this case, the bulk of the scholarly observations advancing the 
thoughts on BRP is culled from the formulations in pursuit of politics of sustainable 
livelihoods.1 Relevant schools of thought paved way for a granular evolvement with 
expositions from the following literary nuances: (a) understanding the problem 
of leadership and governance from how people eke out living in homes and 
communities; (b) determining the formidability of available capacity for collective 
actions; (c) fairness of access to resources possibilities for inclusive growth, quality 
standards of living, and peaceful coexistence; (d) identifying and empowering 
tried and tested rulership institutions; (e) adapting participation arrangements 
to reflect real-world life experiences; (f) engendering shared prosperity service 
provisions modalities; (g) caring as the missing value of governance; (h) noticeable 
anomaly in leadership and governance arrangements; (i) retrofitting foundation 
design and balancing operational orientations of the African state.

The chapter meticulously draws from the richly apt repertoire of literary 
observations to trace the intellectual origin of the BRP construct and re-emphasizes 
component elements as fit-for-purpose reform remedies for the leadership 
and governance problems in Africa which could be embraced, adopted, and 
operationalized across the continent.

Planting the Seeds of a BRP Construct

Understanding the problem of leadership and governance from how people eke out 
living in homes and communities is the first mark of origin of a BRP construct. 

Analytical Framework
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From the outset, the problem of leadership and governance in post-independence 
Africa as related to the basic requirements of organizing a society peacefully, and 
providing an acceptable quality of life for its members, induced calls for critical 
considerations of governing systems based on an effective blend of traditional 
and national leadership arrangements as a logical democratic mechanism. 
These exhortations and revelations laid grounds for a frame of thought in search 
of enabling and fit-for-purpose seedling conceptualizations. Essentially, the 
revelations commenced with the notion that

peoples’ ways of living in their homes, communities and environments present 
an important source for understanding governance issues in a more grounded 
way that challenges top-down institutional arrangements.2

Examining governance issues through the lens and prism of daily living 
conditions in homes, communities, and environments implies that any 
impactful approach to catalyzing change in response to a deep-seated social 
problem would essentially have to be political if it would “not benefit the rich at 
the expense of the poor, or the powerful at the expense of the powerless.”3 Such 
granular views opened politically oriented spaces for constructive engagements 
geared at addressing apparent failures in the prevailing dominant modernization 
“stages of growth” development paradigm, and inadequacies of countervailing 
“dependency” thought processes as part of the search for alternate and more 
appropriate conceptual options.4

Basically, the propensity to understand the problem of governance from 
how people eke out living in homes and communities is largely an outcome of 
analyzing the political economy of “the creation of world poverty.”5 These analyses 
exposed the deplorable conditions of “the wretched of the earth”6 and emphasized 
the creativity and entrepreneurship inherent in communities as a veritable 
source for social improvement and transformation.7 Simply stated, poverty as a 
contemporary African phenomenon directed focus to the questions of political, 
economic, and cultural oppression, and renders emancipation from these the 
primary political concern.8 In the opinion of one critic, within the conventional 
modernization paradigm of development, “the poor and forsaken are . . . 
condemned to live in a world of terrible injustices, crushed by [unreasonable] and 
apparently unchangeable economic magnates on which political authorities, even 
when formally democratic nearly always depend.”9

Restrained Capacity for Collective Actions

Determining the formidability of available capacity for collective actions is the 
second mark of origin of a BRP construct. As observed, the capacity for collective 
actions in Africa had been severely constrained because the world economic order 
and alliances defined the function of the mass of people to be pack hordes, while 
the function of their elites is to keep them under control.”10 In other words, “the 
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participation of ordinary people in development was conceived as unidirectional 
top-down process: the leaders led and the people were supposed to follow.”11

Clearly, the construct of BRP is rooted in advocating emphasis on the 
primacy of quality well-being for everyone, and the rejection of all predatory 
and exploitative colonial practices and behavior within the global system. In 
this respect, the formulation of BRP seeks a fundamental restructuring of the 
modern African state, the international markets, and civil organizations through 
which transnational elite interests are asserted and manifested within the global 
political economy.12 The truth then and now is that the disposition of a Tran-Serve 
leadership arrangement would “fundamentally question the . . . inequitable access 
to resources, to power and knowledge, and the current institutions of governance 
embedded in globalism.”13

The emergence of the aforementioned schools of thought provided the 
wherewithal to speak about politics, governance, and policies at local, national, and 
international levels through the lens of a BRP construct ensconcing the principle of 
blended representation. A BRP-inspired leadership and governance framework has 
been crafted to bring about the political organization of societies that would enable 
adequate fulfillment of needs and transformation to manifest the blessings of success 
for everyone. It is anticipated that this real-world life framework will possibly open 
political spaces for ensured access to productive resources on which livelihoods 
depend. Similarly, it will rekindle confidence in the relevance and effective utilization 
of local (indigenous) knowledge and vibrantly embrace convergent technologies in 
terms of appropriate science, know-how, and financing systems based on a blend of 
modern and indigenous knowledge for transformative development.

Access to Resources for Inclusive Growth

The third mark of origin is the fairness of access to resources possibilities for inclusive 
growth, quality standards of living, and peaceful coexistence. For the purpose of 
crafting a BRP construct, poverty is inextricably linked to the capacity for collective 
actions and production. Majority of Africans require fair and equitable access to 
resources for enabling with ease quality standards of living in the areas essential 
for peaceful coexistence—health care, education, agriculture, labor mobility, 
technology for harnessing and processing, housing and related household 
amenities. Emphasis on access to quality resources invites an examination of 
underlying organizational, management, and leadership principles utilized for 
forging caring societies and uplifting living standards. In this sense, a reappraisal 
of the unique knowledge embedded in traditional community governance 
approaches is necessary to unravel inbuilt collective wisdom and knowledge 
systems for decision-making and problem-solving. This appraisal is particularly 
important because within the post-independence development processes and 
the ongoing practice of democracy in Africa, “little serious attention is given 
to the possible enhanced role of indigenous knowledge and institutions in the 
improvement and transformation of livelihoods.”14
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Institutional Resilience and Empowerment

The fourth mark of origin as identifying and empowering tried and tested rulership 
institutions is the hallmark of BRP. The goal of a BRP construct is institutional 
empowerment—capable resiliency of ruling institutional arrangements to 
withstand the test of time, facilitate cooperation to identify problems, and 
organize toward a common objective of solving both immediate and future 
problems. Along this line, two interrelated mechanisms are essential in the quest 
for institutional empowerment: (i) the presence of community institutions/
associations for voluntary interactions and engagements, and (ii) availability of 
community leaders, actors, and entrepreneurs. In constructing the BRP, a lens 
is primarily zoomed on identifying and strengthening existing innovative and 
entrepreneurial local leadership and governance arrangements in the various 
communities and nations for embracing more inclusive, holistic, and empowered 
democracy practice.

Presumably, with proper organizational networks firmly grounded, collective 
actions are taken to meet immediate needs as well as the needs of the future. 
Actions to meet present and future needs are both pragmatic and transformative 
providing ultimately the basis for cooperation and the impetus for institutional 
empowerment. By cooperating in a constructive manner, trust, loyalty, dedication, 
a sense of belonging, and buy-in are inculcated and nurtured. These principles 
are utilized within the institutional arrangements for collective undertakings 
to continue identifying problems and organizing to solve them. The solving of 
immediate problems ultimately provides the encouragement and confidence 
to identify further problems to be solved—a spiraling syndrome of problem 
identification and finding appropriate solutions which, in essence, is the 
quintessential epitome of Tran-Serve leadership.

Empowerment is awakening of institutional power, and the capacity to engender 
this collective action is the social energy or “know-how” of the community. 
For institutional empowerment to unfold, there is the need for innovative 
ideas, knowledge, leaders, and political spaces or “sites of construction,” that is, 
elimination of authoritarian rule which would normally prevent such situational 
social changes from unfolding.15 BRP-induced participation, transparency, and 
accountability processes require organizational changes to enable persistent 
exercising of countervailing power. By and large, this exercise of power would 
permit commensurable assertiveness of rights to entitled resources, which in turn 
would pave way for the realization of institutional empowerment.

The Centrality of Participation in Governance

Adapting participation arrangements to reflect real-world life needs, realities, and 
experiences is the fifth mark of origin. The need to reorganize political spaces is 
very significant and urgent because in Africa, things have long fallen apart,16 and 
most of the people continue to wallow in abject poverty. First, at an intellectual 
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level, it has become necessary to develop further a discourse about governance 
for an illuminating basis from which to assess, and possibly criticize, policies and 
institutional changes. Second, it is important to develop suited alternatives and 
options in order to reanimate political debates and counter the too often heard 
argument there is no serious alternative.17 Crafting solutions pathways for tackling 
the problems of governance in Africa through the effective blending of traditional 
and national leadership arrangements is bold and constructive. Also, it furthers the 
discourse on prevailing leadership and governance fundamental problems in the 
right direction. In this regard, a BRP construct is aimed at creating an institutional 
framework which allows the emergence of new social and political relationships 
compatible with institutional empowerment in Africa.

Clearly, vigorous and dynamic participation of most of the people in the 
planning and making of decisions which govern their lives is an essential 
molding ingredient in the construct of BRP. This scenario is practically possible 
with certain themes of thought geared at shaping the dialectical discourse. Such 
illuminating thoughts include: (a) harmonizing existing differential characteristics 
and philosophical orientations of the target population, (b) elevating principles 
of organizing human interactions of coexistence; (c) realigning the nature of 
majority participation in decision-making and resource management within a 
milieu; and (d) reconfiguring available leadership arrangements in the exercise of 
local political authority and day-to-day administration: As noted:

Of central concern in any discussion of sustainable development [to engender 
shared prosperity service provisions in a society] in wider human terms is the 
issue of participation. It is a pretense to think that the crisis [Africa] is facing can 
be overcome, and that the reshaping of its societies, the development of its rural 
areas and eradication of the worst forms of poverty can be undertaken without 
the participation of the people, particularly the large numbers who are poor.18

Shared Prosperity Service Provisions Modalities

Participation engendering shared prosperity service provisions modalities is the sixth 
mark of origin of a BRP construct. As pointed out, participation requires leadership 
arrangements capable of mobilizing and organizing human interactions for 
enabling shared prosperity modalities to be rooted in societies. Participation and 
the strengthening of associational life are crucial to building viable leadership and 
governing systems capable of fulfilling needs and transformation to manifest the 
blessings of success for everyone. Both empower ordinary people, giving them the 
voice to demand more accountable government.19

Ethically, participation in this context would mean that all available leadership 
and governance arrangements in a particular polity are unified and geared to 
manage the resources upon which the people depend for their existence in a 
way that benefits everyone. The emphasis here is the role of the state to bring 
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about political and economic organization of society in a peaceful manner as the 
foundation for sustaining and transforming lives. In this respect,

governance is the use of political authority and exercise of control over a society 
and management of its resources for social and economic development . . . 
[Governance] encompasses the nature of functioning of a state’s institutional 
and structural arrangements, decision-making processes, policy formulation, 
implementation capacity, information flow, effectiveness of leadership, and the 
nature of relationships between rulers and ruled.20

The resources for sustaining and transforming lives in ways that ground firmly 
shared prosperity modalities are both human and material. Therefore, any good 
leadership and governance strategy would be shaped and guided by culturally 
acceptable property ownership modalities, wealth generation and prosperity sharing 
avenues, caring mechanisms to promote unity and peace among residents, humane 
use conditions of natural resources, and human capacity building measures.

Key Values of Caring Governance

Honing the factor of caring for public goods, services, and interests as a cardinal value 
of governance is the seventh mark of origin of a BRP construct. From the foregoing, 
governance evolves out of the key organizing principles of a community’s life and 
is basically a group and collective behavior. This assertion renders the shared 
cultural values embodied in the principles of organizing and managing resources 
upon which the existence of the majority depends crucial to inducing effective 
mechanisms for majority participation in decision-making and problem-solving.21 
These values are essential because they espouse local perceptions of “good” in 
terms of organization, mobilization, communications, roles, rules, regulations, 
responsibilities, transparency, and accountability regarding who gets what, when, 
and how in the various communities. Not only do the values “show the mode of 
thought and general principles used to direct personal and social behavior, but 
they also reveal the way Africans look upon the tangled web of human relationship 
and life, and chart in details the dangers of life and the perils of the human 
environment.”22

The prevailing trend of coexisting traditional and multiparty forms of 
organizing society in Africa reveals principles of knowledge systems relating 
to the right and forms of representations, sense of responsibility, autonomy, 
accountability, transparency, and dissent. Both knowledge principles include types 
of empowerment modality that would ensure the making of decisions and choices 
with the probability of effecting positive political changes. As opined by Ayittey, 
the institutions of chieftaincy are generally democratic, with strong and viable 
inbuilt systems of accountability and participation.23 And “checks and balances . . . 
exist in the form of chieftaincy institutions which largely prevent traditional rulers 
from being despotic.”24
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To buttress this viewpoint, it is important echoing a perceptive comment on the 
independence struggle era which was true then and remains so now:

the so-called educated Africans are not divorced from the institutions and 
customs of their people regardless of the acquired mannerisms in dressings and 
language of communications regarding conduct of official business. What seems 
to be changing presently with worrying concern is the persistence assault and 
erosion of the communal system of living by the ruling elites through multiparty 
democracy activities which threaten to obfuscate the meaning and guidance 
inherent in the maxim of sink or swim with the family and community. It has 
been demonstrated that by and large individuals, whether civilians or military, 
have come to the top and grabbed political power into their hands with the object 
of exploiting the masses. Several instances of developments showed that nearly 
everywhere in Africa, exploitation of the masses by the better organized and 
more powerful middle-class men, civilian and military, has been the common 
experience.25

Furthermore, as pointed out, “what is wrong with the parties in the new states is 
not that they exist, but that their inheritance from European political philosophy is 
the language and tactics of the class war, rather than language and tactics of groups 
whose problem is to live in a coalition with each other.”26 Apart from the few urban 
enclaves, African societies were and remain largely communal societies, and it 
would be perilous to undermine and prevent this communalism from defining 
the people’s perception of self-interest, their freedom, and their location in the 
social whole of organizing politically. In this sense, the wholesale replication of the 
Euro-American version of participation in governance arrangements would make 
little sense in Africa because “political parties do not make sense in societies where 
associational life is rudimentary and interest groups remain essentially primary 
groups.”27

While in some cases both indigenous and modern principles are employed to 
regulate the use and management of resources upon which existential needs of the 
people depend, the use of indigenous African principles is still prevalent which 
brings to the forefront the place of indigenous knowledge (values) in a scheme 
of fostering good leadership and governance strategies in contemporary Africa. 
As a matter of fact, this situation presupposes that in the various communities 
something from the past has worked and continues to work.28

Anomaly in Governance Arrangements

Tackling the noticeable anomaly in leadership and governance arrangements 
is the eighth mark of origin of a BRP construct. The coexistence of modern and 
indigenous principles in organizational lives which shapes access to resources 
and relationships implies the existence of parallel leadership arrangements. This 
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is a crucial phenomenon underlying the exercise of local and national political 
authority in day-to-day administration of target communities.

Under this arrangement, national leadership has been constitutionally mandated as 
the central government to exercise ultimate political authority and given responsibility 
for major development initiatives in the communities across the continent. In the 
same vein, the indigenous leadership arrangements, which constitute the political 
embodiment of values of governance cherished, protected, and preserved by the mass 
of the people, are relegated to the margins of modern day-to-day administration 
and restricted to peripheral roles in development initiatives undertaken in the 
communities. Clearly, this is an anomaly in modern political organization, planning, 
and administration, which does not augur well for inducing the form of leadership 
and governance arrangements capable of ensuring peace and transforming lives and 
existence which will enable shared prosperity in the communities.

The subordinate position of indigenous leadership in prevailing governance 
arrangements suggests the majority of the people are not included in making 
decisions and managing the affairs and resources of the communities. This 
sentiment is succinctly captured in the following:

to the mass of the people, all the heated debates about (Western) ideology and 
political systems—one party or multiparty—are irrelevant. In most African 
nations, (the ordinary urban and rural dwellers) constitute the majority. Yet they 
have no voice in (modern) government, no protection before the law and no 
guarantees of human rights and freedom. Since independence they have been 
systematically exploited for the benefit of the tiny which dominate all (modern) 
political systems.29

Such a state of affairs is unfortunate because the values embedded in the indigenous 
leadership and organizational arrangements are mainly values of human security, 
community sustenance, property ownership, entrepreneurship, unity and peace, 
freedom, and well-being which are pivotal to institutional resilience, sustenance, 
and strength. It is appropriate that attempts to re-create participation to ensure 
good governance in the context of the sociocultural realities of Africans should 
engender an inclusion of relevant values which demonstrate the functionality of 
cherished ideas and practices instrumental in forging group and collective ties in 
the communities:

The solution to the problem of democracy lies in the discovery and the forging 
of a new viable political synthesis which derive firmly from the African past, 
yet fully accepts the challenges of the African present. . . . Popular participatory 
democracy based on African concepts of community appears to be an essential 
element in any meaningful answer to endemic political and economic troubles 
in Africa.30

This perspective and need make the construct of BRP a logical mitigating antidote 
to the leadership and governance problematics in Africa worth attention and 
exploration.
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Specifically, a BRP construct focuses on the pressing need to foster a critical 
review and reconciliation of the complementary ideas of rulership espoused in the 
indigenous African and Euro-American sociopolitical thought in vogue in Africa. 
The compelling motive will be to devise and elevate means of institutionalizing 
practices of participation based on the communal orientations of the people. It 
is thus important in the contemporary search for good governance in Africa to 
demonstrate how those areas of weaknesses in the forms of representation and 
participation derived from the Western model which have been institutionalized 
correspond to the strengths of indigenous forms of governance in the African world.

BRP has been constructed with the grounding mindset that the indigenous forms 
of representation and participation would be problematic in urban settings because 
of the different philosophical underpinnings so forms of the Western version seem 
to provide the solution. Conversely, the wholesale application of the Euro-American 
version seems inept in the rural and several parts of the few semi-urban settings. 
This state of affairs is evident in several attempts by successive governments in Africa 
to create, without much success, credible and responsible governance structures.

The insufficiency of the modern forms of leadership and governance in Africa 
has been neatly illuminated in the following comments:

the first three decades of African independence have been an economic, political 
and social disaster. . . . This sad state of affairs is not simply a consequence of an 
unfortunate coincidence of collapsing commodity prices and mismanagement, 
but rather because of a fundamental flaw in the prevailing development paradigm. 
This was based on the erroneous proposition that state institutions derived 
from metropolitan models could be made the engine of development in the 
post-colonial era. In retrospect, it is all too obvious that the underlying cultural 
premises of these institutions were alien to the vast majority of Africans, and 
they started to crumble the moment the colonial administration left . . . [Even] 
most of the models introduced [afterwards] can be viewed more as attempts by 
African leaders to rationalize their authoritarian regimes than genuine efforts to 
construct nation-states on the basis of the communal and participatory principle 
found in traditional African societies. These leaders failed to articulate a process 
for nation-building understood by ordinary citizens, that could effectively 
mobilize them around a shared vision.31

This inadequacy of wholesale application of the borrowed forms of government 
across the length and breadth of the continent is further reflected in the conditions 
of the communities depicted in the following observation:

Independence brought with it an idealism that has been blasted apart by the 
brutality, looting and mismanagement of too many African governments. 
Whether they opted for multi-party democracies or one-party states has usually 
proved irrelevant for the majorities who have accustomed themselves to hunger, 
lack of education, unemployment, poor health and brutal repression. Local 
democracies and freedom of expression are rare. And the communities are 
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powerless to do anything but watch as the fruits of their labor are squandered 
on development follies, personal luxuries and weapons of war and repression.32

To buttress this observation, it is remarked that “both local politics and global 
economic factors conspired to produce a . . . political economy [in Africa] that 
not only conflicted with the existing philosophical and social systems of the 
[communities], but one in which they perceived little economic or social equity.”33 
Accordingly, “while the twentieth-century events have changed some of the 
dynamics of the rural world view, the basic principles still exist and have retained 
their legitimacy. The development of local government structures since the 1950s 
has separated chiefs from control over local revenues, but the chiefs retain the 
moral authority to impose assessments and mobilize efforts for communal needs.”34

Further, one perceptive author concluded that the crises in the global political 
economy and the rural-urban migrations of the last two decades have only 
disrupted but not destroyed the rural communal processes of coexistence.35 In the 
opinion of another observer of the same genre,

for over three decades, both the African political class and development 
practitioners have failed to realize that the long-term efficacy of new socio-
political institutions depends on an imaginative integration of modern structures 
with pre-existing institutions and practices at the grassroots level.36

Needless to say, all these comments are indications for a serious consideration of 
the indigenous leadership arrangements in any meaningful attempts to address 
the problem of leadership and governance in Africa. The critical issue is whether 
the (African) political class can provide a viable system, where local communities 
can harness the productive resources of these institutions within the context of 
a decentralized political structure. Such fluid political environment is likely in 
the long term to challenge authoritarian state control, extractive and corrupt 
bureaucracies.37

A BRP construct could provide a classical answer to the search for alternate 
conceptualizations with flexible capabilities of enshrining the types of sociopolitical 
institutions urgently required for some semblance of long-range effectiveness.

Flawed Design and Operations Bias of the Administrative State

Retrofitting the foundation designs and balancing operational orientations of the 
African state is the ninth mark of origin of a BRP construct. In a general sense, the 
major consequence of this anomaly in governance is the creation of a conceptually 
flawed modern African state in practice which, as pointed out by then and late 
Secretary-General of the United Nations Kofi Annan in a report to the UN 
Security Council, led to “colossal human tragedies.”38 The Secretary-General at the 
time blamed much of Africa’s instability on its leaders and called on them to turn 
to political rather than military means to solve their problems—an unequivocal 
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reference to the practice of politics of words and not swords which the construct 
of BRP portends to induce in varied manners.

This anomaly in governance has also created a situation whereby “the conduct of 
public administration and affairs is characterized by a displaced sense of purpose, 
an urban bias, an elite mentality, nepotism, distrust, paternalism, centralization, 
disregard for time and an absence of organizational loyalty.”39 As further elaborated 
“in almost all conceivable services, policies have been pursued that favor the 
politically influential urban populations. The result is that every service is urban 
based; urban areas are disproportionately more developed than rural areas.”40

A Report of the Commission on the Structure and Remuneration of the 
Public Services in Ghana was cited to highlight the existing anomaly in public 
administration:

it is strikingly obvious that development in Accra is quite disproportionate 
to what has taken place in other parts of the country. The rural areas in 
particular, appear not to have had their fair share of amenities and employment 
opportunities. . . . It is clear that much of the extensive construction in Accra 
could only have been financed at the cost of abandoning or deferring programs 
for the improvement of amenities or the development of the economy in the 
rural areas. This was possible because of the concentration of both power and 
facilities in Accra. In a properly ordered government structure, it should not be 
possible for one area of the country to be developed at the expense of the rest.41

Unambiguously, this referenced report was true then in its entirety and remains 
so presently. It is such narratives about the substantive directions of development 
interventions and the related performance of the public bureaucracies that the BRP 
is constructed to change with a compendium Tran-Serve leadership arrangement 
across the continent.

Conclusion

In the past, more than thirty wars occurred in Africa (mostly within states), and 
records of several attempted coups and successful military takeovers dotted the 
landscapes which are rearing their ugly heads quite recently mostly in the West-
African sub-region. A rethinking of the so-called modern leadership arrangements 
is required if Africa wants to end a sixty-year legacy as the world’s most strife-torn 
continent.

It is essential that the search for good leadership and governance strategies 
in Africa should involve an explanation of indigenous values and principles of 
participation in a manner that expresses their complementarity to the Western 
model in practice. Such a task could lead to considerations of infusing relevant 
indigenous knowledge, values, principles, and philosophy of participation in 
decision-making into community governance and leadership rearrangement 
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initiatives in Africa. This is what the construct of BRP is about in mission, spirit, 
intent, focus, and goal.

In essence, African scholars have a fundamental obligation to deepen the 
understanding of the knowledge systems of their people, act as intermediaries 
in identifying problems and organizing to solve them. Opening political spaces 
for constructive collaborative endeavors and robust institutional strengthening in 
the genre of a BRP construct requires the conscious and honest engagement of 
African scholars to generate intellectual debates on the practice of democracy, and 
develop alternative plans on how to induce the collective empowerment of the 
majority of their people.

The construct of BRP is thus an intellectual obligation to the people of Africa—a 
choice which conforms with the common maxim that charity begins at home. Or, 
as Achebe puts it, “if the lizard of the homestead should neglect to do the things 
for which its kind is known, it will be mistaken for the lizard of the farmland.”42



hapter C 3

EXISTENTIAL REALITIES

Introduction

This chapter provides a conceptual narrative depicting the realities of an African 
within the global community as an irrefutable entry point for solution remedies 
capable of tackling the leadership and governance challenges of the continent. 
Acceptance of reality is a valuable skills trait of a good leader. Nothing can change 
until it is accepted. Reality must be faced as it is and not as it was or wished. 
“It takes courage to accept reality as it is, and only then can you . . . begin to 
make changes.”1 Charting the realities of any situation creates consciousness 
and awareness, develops the mindset for well-equipped coping and adaptive 
capabilities, and sets the pace of response with swiftness and agility. The chapter 
begins with the post-independence two-world syndrome reality of the African 
life, which requires mental extrication to handle the exigencies within the global 
community meticulously and successfully. It then highlights the vicissitudes of 
navigating life in caricature societies supposedly functioning and catering to the 
needs of both worlds categorized as superior and inferior.

Thereafter, the key aspect of schooling to embrace one worldview and shun 
the other is discussed. In this context, the African is faced with the hard choice 
of socialization, where the land of heritage and culture is continually depicted as 
inferior and associated with all manner of ills, evils, wrongdoings, blackness, and 
stigma. Meanwhile, the faraway land never to be seen by many in a lifetime is 
labeled as crystalline superior and expected to be accepted by all as such without 
any culpable links to contributions from episodes of plunder and sweats of forced 
labor. Laboring for transformation in a world pitted on grounds of pity and 
hopelessness renders success and high achievement motivations the bellwether of 
elusiveness, wishful dreams, and expectations. The aspirational goals of millions 
from this world have been stunted and arrested. The chapter ends with a reflection 
on interests of the political and economic magnates which have been aligned at the 
global marketplace. Further attention is given to the realization that many of these 
actors have acquired predatory accumulation characteristics with perfunctory 
pretensions at the intersections of the two worlds.

Existential Realities
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Straddling between Two Worlds

Straddling between two worlds is basically freeing oneself from mental 
enslavement,2 stemming from a systematic assault on culture and heritage.3 From 
cradle, the post-independence African has to grapple with a bequeathed claims of 
two worlds which are pivotal to developing backbone self-confidence and esteem. 
Whatever is associated with the cultural practices of the Western world is superior 
and those associated with the culture of the African world is inferior. Thus, from 
the onset, this branding of the two worlds becomes the existential burden of the 
post-independence African.

Underlying this notion of the inferior African practices is a deep pattern of self-
serving deceit, calculated lies, and contradictions. Anything from Africa which 
has to do with riches and wealth creation and can be used to adorn the streets, 
museums,4 offices, and homes of the “superior” world is not bad. It is alright to 
inherit the riches and benefits of theft and plunder. No one should expect any 
remorse from the present generation of beneficiaries even if mechanisms rooted 
in the ravages of the past are still in place continuing the siphoning of resources 
from the so-labeled “dark” continent.5 Prestigious scholarships and foundations 
have been created in the home capitals to honor those who took from “heathen” 
Africa with open hands in the name of the homeland what did not belong to 
them.6 Evidence abound that many people have been knighted and celebrated for 
plundering the resources of the inferior world. Yet the expectation is to mute any 
criticisms that question the moral righteousness and integrity of such actions, and 
propagate them as glorified missions of pacifications of the downtrodden and the 
hapless.

The sad irony of all these distorted characterizations is that several Africans in 
the past and present bought into these chaotic mental schemes and have become 
what the “conqueror” wanted them to be—stooges, puppets, and praise singers. 
However, some stood firm at the peril of their lives and remained what they are, 
and their stalwartness interred with their bones. The later generations owe these 
stalwarts a ton of gratitude for paving the way with their heroics and lessons of 
pride in upholding the integrity of their rich cultural heritage.7

The systematic assault on cultural heritage has certainly created some upheaval 
in the mindset and economic operations of the post-independence Africa with the 
obvious being the divide-and-rule tactics of “official” language barriers. Another 
good example is the practice of the whole bunch of foreign earnings and reserves 
is deposited in the vaults of the central bank of the colonizer.8 And the country has 
to go and borrow one’s own funds whenever needed on the ground. Regardless of 
how such an arrangement flies in the face of common sense and logic, and reveals 
the insidious intentions of the mastermind, the peers, enablers, and compatriots 
see nothing wrong and have kept mute ever since. Numerous tales abound 
regarding how treacherous questioning such an anomaly could be in the realm of 
coexistence of individuals and nations.9

Institutional implications of this perennial assault on cultural heritage abound 
in varied areas of human progress and transformation, including health, education, 
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agriculture, labor mobility, technology utilization and deployment, governance, 
and many more. Despite this systemic onslaught, many great things and practices 
of immense value survived which could be relevant for crafting viable solutions 
to the present-day predicament of many African societies. Emancipation from 
mental enslavement requires openness to both worlds, embracing, extricating, 
and blending what is potentially good and relevant from both realms and adapting 
such institutional knowledge, practices, norms, and values for crafting sustained 
solutions to overcome current challenges.

Navigating Life in Both Worlds

The two polarized worldview syndrome is further deepened by the structural 
delineations: formal-informal; rural-urban divide; national, regional, and 
local levels of governance and administration.10 Access to public resources—
appropriation, accumulation, distribution channels, quality services, business 
opportunities, and so on—is largely conditioned by where one resides, coexists, 
operates, or one’s position and status in the societal structure categories. Overall, 
the degree of difficulty and steepness associated with the entire process of 
navigating life in society is shaped and influenced by such categorizations.11 Given 
the historical experiences and circumstances, the societies created as nation-states 
post-independence were prototype enclaves of the “benevolent” societies with 
limited reach and restrictive penetration of space within a geographical boundary. 
There was little or no room for crafting entities which would build on or utilize 
time-tested elaborate structures, institutions, and norms in existence, which held 
the communities together for coexistence with each other. The “see nothing good” 
mentality in the African cultural heritage informed and shaped the narrative on 
nation-state building.12

Established societal structures for interactions with the state, for representations 
and participation in political and socioeconomic policy decision-making, 
ensuring voice and accountability in such processes, are largely functional in the 
formal sectors and urban spaces. The present-day state has become a behemoth, 
a leviathan whose presence is hardly felt in the informal and rural spaces. This 
means the mass of people residing and operating in such realms have minimal 
interactions with the formal state structures but coexist in harmony with each 
other utilizing organizational mechanisms which hitherto have been condemned 
to nothingness.13

State performance of “law and order” responsibilities in the informal and rural 
spaces is made possible through the lurking threat of force, coercive compliance 
apparatus, and enforcement mechanisms not necessarily reliant on sense of 
voluntariness and belongingness.14 The likelihood of a post-independence African 
interacting with state structures is higher when resident in the formal and urban 
spaces. Navigating life under such scenarios is usually accompanied with ease and 
less frustrations, and higher prospects of accomplishments, success, and results.
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Likewise, representation and participation structures are divergent in 
effectiveness and efficiency depending on space of residence, coexistence, and 
operations. It is relatively more difficult for residents in the informal and rural 
spaces to fuel and galvanize voice and accountability mechanisms in state policy 
decision-making processes at the national and regional levels using established 
formalized structures of communication and participation.15 Particularly in the 
political arena, parties as units of mobilizing and organizing society for good 
have metamorphosed into entrenched cabalistic creatures where the ever-present 
predatory behavior of privatization of public wealth and postures as well as having 
exclusive monopoly of knowledge and wisdom become the norm.16

Nowhere is the African conflictual mental predicament stemming from the 
constant and calculated assault on cultural heritage is more prevalent than in 
the realm of religious worship and practice of faith and belief systems. Having 
been bombarded with lies at a point in time that even the Supreme Being was 
introduced to the African space from outside, there is the noticeable tendency 
of the post-independence African to oscillate between practices grounded in 
the much-maligned cultural heritage and external religious pastoral beliefs and 
inclinations.17

Similarly, navigating access to services in the sector of health, for example, 
speaks volumes of heavy reliance on a combination of orthodox and traditional 
medications and treatment procedures and processes.18 In terms of agriculture, 
the age-long maniacal focus on so-labeled “cash crops” has blunted any reasonable 
spirited attempts at formulating and implementing coherent food policies. As a 
result, Africa cannot feed itself and its leaders have to rely on the embarrassing 
acts of resorting to charity and benevolence to meet such basic rights needs and 
obligations.19

Presently, navigating life under the various societal circumstances created 
several decades after independence poses serious risks and challenges for the 
youth in particular and the broader population at large. African societies are 
facing the “youth bulge” given its average age and several of them eking out a living 
in penury, idleness, and vulnerability.20 The notion of servant leadership21 is an 
anathema in the prevailing political climate rendering navigation of life a brutish 
venture particularly in the informal and rural domain for the post-independence 
African. Quick fixes and band-aid solutions for deep-seated structural problems 
are bandied around by politicians, who have become drains on national and 
continental coffers, and indelible scars on the consciences of the good people in 
the global community.

Several of the African societies have become ticking time bombs due 
to despondency and failures by an overwhelming geriatric leadership who 
erroneously believe longevity in office is the panacea of viable solutions 
for malfunctioning societies.22 A troubling trend is re-emerging with the 
reappearance of the guns in the capitals of some societies, thereby complicating 
further the process of navigating sustainable life for many in post-independence 
Africa.23
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Schooling to Embrace One Worldview and Shun the Other

The schooling system churns out graduates with elite mentality who believe and 
act broadly as “tin gods”—very greedy occupants of public offices who do not want 
to have anything substantial to do with the very communities they hail from except 
to visit and cajole for electoral votes, if running for public office.24 They prefer the 
communities to remain informal and rural given the urban-bias and thrust of the 
so-called formal development strategies championed in respective countries.25 The 
visionary traits of compassion and the urge to lead for good—characteristics of 
some of the leaders of the anticolonialism struggle—have evaporated and been 
replaced with the self-serving leaders desirous of turning public resources into 
private wealth. Occupying public office has become devoid of any notion of servant 
leadership and perceived as a license to “create, loot and share.”26 Graduates of the 
school system mainly construe public positions as honorable to the extent they 
serve as viable conduits for self-accumulation and aggrandizement. Public offices 
remain privileges so long as they provide the grounds for “shambolic respect” out 
of the ability to dole out favors to kinsfolks, colleagues, and friends.27

This attitudinal dysfunctionality is partly the result of the post-independence 
pyramidal school system which focused primarily not at problem-solving but 
on rote learning of content28 and imitation of behavior rooted in the way of life 
of the “yardstick civilized culture.” The exclusive selection process left behind a 
chunk of the populace and their corresponding communities along the way in 
a vicarious manner. As a result, the majority shuffled out tend to perceive the 
few who eventually have been crowned with glittering titles and certificates as 
“superheroes” with the wisdom and capability to lead and improve the lot of the 
population. It has also reached the point where the few graduates of the school 
system perceive themselves in the manner and prestige accorded to them by the 
majority of the populace to rationalize their miscreant attitudes and behavior 
whenever they occupy any esteemed public office.

The private apprenticeship system29 which emerged to produce artisans and 
absorb the vast majority is geared to cater to the consumption needs and interests 
of the few so-labeled elites without the expansive capital foothold programs and 
assistance to serve the broader needs of society. A well-oiled patronage relationship 
of a “big man” syndrome30 has been established, which makes the majority artisan 
groups dependent on the few elites for the practice and sustenance of their trade 
with serious consequences for quality service provisions, delivery, and revenue 
generation particularly in the public sectors. By so doing, exertion of pressure 
on public officials for accountability and good stewardship is either absent or 
minimal. In this respect, the majority often eschew the attitude to look the other 
way whenever there are violations of public ethics, especially if the public official 
is considered as one of their own.31

At the moment, there is a proliferation of learning centers across the continent 
with questionable status which continues the trend of schooling out of the cultural 
heritage.32 The products are highly indoctrinated and brainwashed to conceive 
success as possible mainly through an external intervention and not anything 
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which could be derived from their homes and communities. The resultant attitude 
is to deepen the stance of shunning efforts toward home-grown solutions for 
designs coated with the worldview of external conceptions. No wonder the school 
system, unlike in jurisdictions Africa seeks to emulate, has failed persistently to 
provide adequate solutions for the myriad challenges facing the generations of 
today.33 What would serve better as a measure of success could largely be derivative 
of qualities and values of both worldviews.

Laboring for Transformation

Success at laboring for transformation by an African domiciled particularly in the 
informal and rural space is an uphill task and a mind-boggling life trajectory-
altering phenomenon.34 Communities and families in such settings usually live 
under the poverty line, and there is a pervasive lack of equity in terms of distribution 
of educational facilities compared to many urban spaces. It is an environment 
where the elementary school completion and graduation with flying colors’ rate 
is palpable, and progression to higher phases of schooling may be limited to a 
handful of the very brilliantly endowed.35 The whole effort toward transformation 
may be construed as acquisition of “borrowed” garments and transfer of privileges 
through formal education based on socioeconomically disadvantaged background 
of upbringing.

Access to higher social order is conditioned as the preserve of upscale upbringing 
and good life as the domain of elite education. Deeply engrained tensions, obstacles, 
and resentment would usually pave the way for efforts to climb the social ladder, as 
the guardians and enforcers of the “pecking order” intentionally or unintentionally 
engage in practices to dissuade people considered as not belonging or deserving 
of such supposedly bestowed social privileges. These sentiments would certainly 
induce internal struggles among people of lower-scale background in developing 
the requisite identity and mentality of toughness for seizing the opportunities to 
exceed social expectations. In so doing, the first casualty with the likelihood of 
deepening the conditions of informal and rural spaces is that the “beacon of hope” 
mainly leave behind the local schools and communities in the trail of developing 
and acquiring new attitudes, mannerisms, practices, and skills commensurate 
with the aspirations of attaining reserved privileged status.

The feelings of alienation in the process of attaining transformation pervade all 
aspects of lives. First and foremost, there would be little in common with peerage 
colleagues, acquaintances, and friends who hitherto did not have the opportunity 
of so-labeled elite education to climb the social ladder. Home communities 
usually seem distant and far away in imaginations while obligations from societal 
expectations may mount. Although such feelings of alienation may ease over 
time, the pride of attainment usually paves the way to a sense of overwhelming 
frustration and hopelessness given the entrenched deprivations and deterioration 
facing many of the communities.
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Usually, the acquired privilege through education goes with the opportunity 
to observe from close quarters the extent of wanton dissipation of public 
resources into private pockets when not in cahoots with the progenitors. The 
political leadership seems to be on a planet of its own creation and somewhat 
oblivious to the plight of the masses, who provide the electoral votes in return 
for the misuse of public wealth. All over the continent, electioneering is mainly 
replacing one looter with another while expecting different results and outcomes. 
If this phenomenon is not insanity at its epic, then no one knows what it is, and 
something has to be done. Certainly, this may require changing the methods of 
leadership arrangements with the mandate to govern. This measure is possible 
through innovative ways of blending the knowledge base of the two worlds, which 
has ingrained in the post-independence African mindset the notion of twoness 
with the lingering impassioned internal conflict of self-worth and coexistence 
within the community of nations.

The Odds Are Stacked against Millions

Most of the three-quarters products of the pyramidal school system are half-baked 
literates with arrested aspirations and subpar work skills and ethics compared to 
globally accepted standards. These are people who largely roam the streets of the 
capitals and few urban centers with a “quick fix,” “get-rich-instantly” mindsets 
and very economical with the cardinal principles of trust, loyalty, and sense of 
belonging in an organizational setup.

Having been uprooted from their cultural heritage with the taste and experience 
of some “formal” education, they constitute the loud and boisterous foot soldiers 
of the dominant political parties,36 and serve as the conducive ignorant cover of 
support for the plunder of the very public resources which could have made their 
lots better. The urban bias of development focus and public resource allocation 
concentrations means the agriculture sector, for example, which could provide 
viable employment opportunities for many of these people, remains ironically 
undeveloped, and thus incapable and unattractive to their aspirational goals. 
Instructively, however, the counterparts who continue to reside in the informal and 
rural spaces are the bedrock of the local youth groups, who uphold in high esteem 
the indigenous leadership institutions and practices pivotal to the harmonious 
coexistence of the communities.

In a local parlance, “things have never been soft in the economy since 
time immemorial.”37 The vast majority of the multitudes of semiliterates and 
dunderheads eke out a living in nation-states with “jobless growth” situations 
the past several decades,38 and perceive the political arena as the main source 
of opportunities for leapfrogging to their dream good lives. As practiced in its 
current state, the politics of avarice and prevarication does not hold any bright 
future prospects for the millions who are expecting the leadership of the continent 
to deliver on the promises of the independence cries, rallies, and clarion calls. 
The constant worsening of the political and economic plight of the people, the 
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deeper the cultural heritage decadence and forward marching toward a societal 
Armageddon.

Changing the fortunes of million idlers and vulnerable is neither an option nor 
alternative for bureaucratic deliberations in a continent on the brink of implosion. 
Continental initiatives such as the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) 
are long overdue.39 However, patience is thinning when results are not easily 
forthcoming from such policy actions to ameliorate conditions. Measures toward 
realization of the ideals seem to be dangling in the same directions and manner 
of high-level forums, meetings, mission travels of principals of the predecessor 
generations.

The current generation of African leaders needs to wake up from the stupor, 
galvanize itself, listen, and act expeditiously when the alert bells are ringing on the 
rooftops with the message that time is running out for inactions and obliviousness. 
An account of the plight of a Nigerian before departure to the United States vividly 
paints the picture of the situation of millions eking out a living on the continent: 
“I had great hopes after graduating from the university, but four years afterwards, 
the only reality that stared me in the face each morning was the one of packing 
sachet water into bags and hanging on a moving truck to supply to customers, to 
make ends meet.”40

Predatory Aligned Interests

One good thing about the world is it has become a global village and community 
with ubiquitous information and communications technologies (ICTs) particularly 
social media handles/channels. With this is the intensified alignment of interests of 
the global elites, which is non-concerning so long as it leads to good for the global 
community. The leaders of Africa and other developing countries have always been 
the “junior partners” of the global order. This has remained so until such aligned 
interests have been vicariously transformed into leakages of resources, which 
deprive the mass of the people critical resources for basic needs and improvement 
in living conditions across the continent.41

Globally aligned interests have become predatory in Africa leading to 
deprivation of valuable public resources in two major ways: mode of representation, 
and the practice and manifest of hegemonic activities. Western-oriented political 
parties and the accompanying acts of periodic elections of constitutionally 
mandated rulers, overseers, and managers of public resources have become the 
universally accepted mode of representation within the global community of 
nations. In Africa, it does not matter whether the manner of communicating, 
mobilizing, and organizing political parties is tearing apart communal bonds 
and unleashing divisiveness, acrimony, loss of lives, and avoidable depletion and 
wasteful resources.42 It is even irrelevant if the process of party operations leads 
to the suppression, marginalization, and relegation of the remnants of indigenous 
leadership, which enabled harmonious coexistence of communities over the 
past several decades. Whether the whole gamut of political party operations and 
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electoral processes have become a sham and charade of what pertains elsewhere, 
the mockery is fine and the outcome of irritable imitations acceptable for the 
conduct of governance.

The Bretton Woods twins43 continue to manage the postwar global financial 
order with agility, which ensures that reckless, recalcitrant, or reneging actions 
and behavior are nipped in the global bud for conformity. This arrangement 
has suitably replaced the obtrusive “gun boat” policy with “pin-stripe suits” 
policy, while projecting a benevolent image of the “senior partners” of the global 
coalition. The mantra of sovereign debt and the associated management rituals 
of negotiations, rescheduling, capital flights, and siphoning remain a powerful 
instrument for compliance and recalibrating the global financial order. As recently 
noted by the World Bank president David Malpass, “we need a comprehensive 
approach to the debt problem, including debt reduction, swifter restructuring and 
improved transparency.” Accordingly, “debt loads in low-income countries surged 
12 percent to a record $860 billion in 2020 amid the pandemic . . . sustainable debt 
levels are vital for economic recovery and poverty reduction.”44

Certain mind-boggling operations of some trust companies and locations in 
global metropolis metamorphosing into havens for illicit financial transactions 
have further muddied the waters of resource deprivation for millions in Africa and 
other developing nations. Revelations by the recently published “Panama Papers 
. . . expose a system that enables crime, corruption and wrongdoing, hidden by 
secretive offshore companies.”45 The scenario painted is truly a “destruction of 
the poor in their poverty.”46 What this means is that many children of the poor 
will continue to walk barefoot several kilometers to schools under trees; go to 
bed hungry; will not be attended to by a qualified health professional when sick; 
no dental visits, and vacations for roller skating, amusement and Disneyland 
theme parks. Yet these children are part of the same global community and 
expected to compete with counterparts and perform creditably with shinning 
outcomes.

Pretensions at the Intersections of the Two Worlds

The African development landscape is replete with pretensions and contradictions.47 
Recycled and severally debunked theories, policies, and strategies continue to 
be superintended without any substantial difference in results and outcomes. 
An avowedly but discredited strategy has been the structure of production and 
trade. African economies are conditioned to participating in global trade through 
concentration on the production of unprocessed raw material goods and products 
in which they have comparative and competitive advantage, and prices determined 
by the invisible marketplace forces.48 It is a known fact that the “invisible hands” of 
the marketplace have always been tilted in favor of vested and powerful business 
elite actors.49 And only economies with value-added processed goods and 
products have ever fared better at the global marketplace. However, trade based 
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on comparative advantage has remained the pivot of the development projections 
of the African continent until the recent proclamations of AfCFTA, which have 
remained textual ideals and are yet to be grounded in practice.

Another eerie structural formulation of resource accumulation and wealth 
creation is noteworthy. The arrangement whereby several linguistic-bound 
African countries are compelled by an outdated colonial imposition to deposit 
foreign earnings and reserves at the central bank of the former colonizer in 
return for continuous so-called protections from volatility and instability at the 
global marketplace. And these countries would engage in borrowing their own 
money whenever funds are needed for expenses at home. It must be magical to 
the point of impracticality, despite intentions and goodwill, for any substantial 
transformations to materialize under the yolk of such an arrangement.50 Notably, 
this is the rationale of the proposal in November 2019 by eight West African 
countries, including Benin, Togo, Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Niger, 
and Guinea Bissau to withdraw their currency reserves from the French central 
bank to Senegal. As is the case, even though these eight countries had gained 
independence years ago, they continued to vest their foreign exchange reserves 
with the French central bank.

By design, the aforementioned conditions of production and capital 
accumulation are structurally fundamental and shape other vital indicators 
regarding the performance of an economy, including currency exchange rates, 
interest rates, inflationary rates, GDP growth, balance of payments, purchasing 
power, returns on investments, and related business transactions. The currencies 
of African economies are always referred to as “soft” and never “hard” ever since, 
and have fluctuated deeply compared to those of other jurisdictions at the global 
marketplace. For example, in the case of Ghana, the Business Financial Times (BFT) 
reported that recently “the Ghana cedi has experienced depreciation against the 
US dollar in the first week of October 2021, despite the inflows of foreign currency 
which have given the economy enough forex to cover imports for five months.”51 
All the other indicators have mainly been on the astronomical high sides of the 
compendium in Africa. Countries with attractive trajectory of comparable lower 
rates in these varied categories of economic indicators are either “developed” or on 
the transformation track.

Of course, if a country devotes its most arable land and financial incentives to 
producing “cash crops,” and concentrates on incurring very high food importation 
bills, stunted growth, underdevelopment, starvation, and deprivation would be 
the lot of the vast populace. Even the much-touted African Green Revolution has 
not changed the narrative in this regard.52 A nation which cannot feed itself is 
a disgrace to humanity and remains a scar on the conscience and mentality of 
the global elites, who oversee and superintend pretentious development relations 
among nations. The aid industry would cease to be profitable if emaciated bodies 
of children are not paraded and beamed over on TV screens in many homes as 
rationale for donations and appeal to the benevolence of several “marauding” 
elites.53
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Conclusion

This chapter provides the context of realities which will influence and shape the 
strength of leadership and governance arrangements capable as suitable solutions 
pathway for policy considerations across the continent. By so doing, the chapter 
sets the tone for the level of literary candidness and admissibility necessary for 
discussing the leadership and governance malaise which have afflicted Africa 
like a dreaded disease seeping through its pores with the intensity of ravaging 
it beyond repairs if timely action is not taken. The usefulness of any solutions 
intervention can be measured by the undergirding realism, courage, and hope it 
exudes. The envisioned blended solutions must have the requisite toughness to 
grapple with the vagaries of the double worldviews, the challenges of navigating 
life as an African within such setup, and socialization mechanisms which tend to 
alienate inhabitants from their cultural heritage and redirect energy and focus to 
appreciating anything coming from outside the continent. All this represents a tall 
order requiring swift, agile leadership and governance arrangement which inspires 
and motivates with the mindsets of fulfilling needs and manifesting the blessings 
of success for everyone.

Furthermore, the trials which accompany everyday hustles of eking a 
living in poverty to transition out of wretchedness whiles the odds are heavily 
unfavorable with predatory aligned interests and pretensions have to be taken into 
consideration. In this regard, familiarity and objective knowledge of the realities 
are essential for crafting suitable solutions which would withstand seemingly 
unsurmountable challenges for robust countervailing mitigating responses.
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hapter C 4

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE CONUNDRUM

Introduction

This chapter highlights the fundamentals of the confusing and difficult leadership 
and governance challenges, and their corresponding effects on social living, 
and postulates on the types of arrangements capable of addressing these issues 
effectively for better outcomes. A conspicuous prevalence of leadership and 
governing systems grounded in external aspirational beliefs has been exerting 
very high tolls on the majority’s capacity to coexist harmoniously which recently 
prompted, for example, a continental espousal without hitting the problem on its 
head. The posture of dysfunctionality between the ruled and the rulers mainly 
enables increasing reliance on ever-lurking threats of coercion rather than the 
spirit of voluntarism as the basis of enforcing social contract terms defined in the 
image of the haves at the expense of the have-nots.

Transparency in public finance management remains another crucial point 
of concern. A tailored focus on high-profile institutionally commandeered 
initiatives in the extractive sector reveals up and downside results while the 
phenomenon continues to loom large in varied forms at the landscape. Aspects 
of accountability for related policy decision-making, actions, and choices do not 
fare better, and neither does participation in electoral politics which tends to fan 
more flames of divisiveness rather than integration and unifying around common 
reasonable causes. Furthermore, spreading evenly dividends of overall gamut of 
post-independence governing arrangements has remained elusive and hard to 
accomplish.

Grounded Leadership System

The genesis of the governance conundrum in Africa is that leadership choices, 
avenues, and options are not grounded in the beliefs of the kind of society Africans 
want and dream about given the continent’s cultural heritage and historical 
experiences.1 For far too long, Africa has dangled between two dominant 
ideologies of organizing societies (capitalism and socialism) without much 
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success of replicating either type for the good of its people.2 The Africa of today 
is comprised of social entities far from their pristine communal roots under the 
leadership institution of chieftaincy which is inadequate to handle the exigencies 
of present-day needs and challenges facing the people.3 However, Africa is paying 
the price of molding and fashioning leadership systems purely in the image of the 
outside world at the expense and neglect of utilizing as foundations leadership 
structures and institutions, which have held the communal societies together.

As a mark of its fiftieth anniversary, the African Union (AU) made some 
grandiose postulations of the “Africa We Want.”4 For our purpose, the “Agenda 
2063,” however, has left open the leadership types which would transition the 
continent into the promised land. In all honesty, many Africans wish the “goodies” 
capitalist societies provide in its wake without necessarily the “trickle down,” 
“survival of the fittest,” “weakling handouts” modes of resource accumulation, 
acquisition, distribution, access and control systems.5 Undoubtedly, a society 
grounded in the tenets of communal mode of coexistence at the grassroots 
blended with a conscientious leadership to protect public wealth, values, and 
interests at the national and international levels would drive and serve better the 
ideals of the “Africa We Want.” In this context, leadership systems appreciative of 
the complementarity of positions and roles in society would be more suited for 
promoting and attaining the ideals of the communities. Such systems likely operate 
with an adrenaline fortified by a deep sense of care, duty, and responsibilities to the 
mass of the people.

Leadership expressions of gratitude would go beyond engineering results 
for entrenched self-serving rule or routine “thank you” tours after solicitations 
and securing of electoral votes.6 In truth, the gestures of gratitude will largely 
be significant and meaningful to the vast majority of people if they reflect real 
public recognition of efforts manifested in the provisions and delivery of due 
shares of public resources. And tours will specifically be exercises undertaken to 
boost morale and motivate while demonstrating full support of overall existential 
activities, and not eliciting hooting and rejections over electoral votes not 
delivering on promises.7

Rebuilding the “Africa We Want” would require leaders with demonstrable 
appreciation of the realities and not acting all-knowing as monopolists of wisdom. 
It would be leadership systems which would forge prosocial behavior by unleashing 
the innate social values, qualities, and capital of communities toward positivity, 
helpfulness, and intentions to proactively engage in activities geared at attaining 
the envisaged societal ideals. The purported structural leadership arrangements 
would be tolerant of diverse opinions regardless of the sources as a cardinal 
yardstick of unity and harmonious coexistence of the various communities under 
the umbrella of nation-states.

Furthermore, the society types which would deliver the ideals of the 
“promised land” would be fostered by ruling systems with the underlying driving 
philosophy of leadership for all and good based on the approach akin to servant 
leadership—a style of leadership which sees people’s needs as the end. “Servant 
Leadership is defined as a philosophy and set of practices that enriches the lives 
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of individuals, builds better . . . [societies] and ultimately creates a more just and 
caring world.”8 Notably, “servant leadership does not expect any outcome other 
than simply fulfilling the needs of people. It is implied that serving them will 
only do well for them.”9 The attributes of a servant leader were noted in the values 
of societal transformation espoused by Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Lee Kuan 
Yew of Singapore, and Mahathir Mohamed of Malaysia, to mention a few who 
demonstrated and implemented a compelling vision in this context.

Africa is in the throes of rulership confusion situations, which provide 
opportunities mainly to praise singers, sycophants, party apparatchiks, family and 
friends of the leaders in power.10 There are usually no rooms to accommodate 
communities and individuals that happen to be on the opposite aisle regardless of 
the expertise, experience, and skills for contributions of substance.11

In the sense of rebranding and rebuilding the “Africa We Want,” servant 
leadership would empower everyone in their homes and communities despite 
party colors and leanings. As it is, “the competitive future belongs to those leaders 
and [societies], which will have everyone on board empowered to identify and 
resolve [societal] problems . . . awards citizenship through servant leadership. 
[This] means that for [citizens] to show altruism and go beyond their call of duty, 
the servant leader must empower [everyone] to feel like a significant member.”12 
Such a scenario is only attainable when the leadership of the society is concerned 
holistically with the care, well-being, and growth of everyone.

Synchronous Rulership

Another notable dimension of the leadership and governance conundrum in 
Africa is that the rulers and the ruled are not in sync. They are not on the same 
page, and neither do they sing from the same hymnal. The values of the rulers are 
different from those of the ruled.13 To use an apt analogy, the head (elites) and the 
body (masses) are not working together.14 The rulers are unable to inspire and 
motivate the ruled; they have a diminished capacity to communicate, mobilize, 
and organize society voluntarily for good (except sycophants,15 praise singers, or 
party adherents) without the threat of force or the promise of doling out material 
favors. In the public arena, many officials have difficulty leading by example 
which is a critical embodiment of the foundational values of public servants. They 
cannot be servants to their values but rather engage in activities of privatizing 
public wealth.16 Some officials literally interpret the concept of “public servants” as 
turning into “errand men or bowing to the superiors” and would rather encourage 
or engage in behaviors which create a culture that shuns and undermines such 
values in the execution of official duties.17

The first casualty of such rulership anomaly is closeness: that is, the 
organizational regime with the mandate to rule will not be close to the people; 
and the vessel of the state through which power and authority are manifested 
would become a distant hanging “Damocles”18 with jittery footholds and no or 
fake imprints in the minds and hearts of the citizens.
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Also, a collateral casualty is administrative efficiency and efficacy in terms 
of management of public resources for the provision and delivery of services to 
the people. Those in charge of the public offices are usually unable to encourage 
everyone to be on the same page, think outside the box, accommodate, and analyze 
diverse opinions before arriving at a decision for moving forward with a solution. 
In this case, these officials are unable to ensure that the final decision is a byproduct 
of a collective collaboration and exchange of ideas. In this sense, collective 
responsibility for a particular challenge of society, which requires attention, 
would be negated and sacrificed on the altar of self-serving individualistic power. 
Consequently, such acts of responsibility emanate from one person’s mentality 
instead of everyone’s contributions to the end results.19

Trust, respect, and loyalty (the cardinal ingredients of better governance) 
to the whole ruling structures become increasingly elusive, hard to forge, and 
instill. Under such circumstances, it becomes extremely difficult for the rulers to 
communicate the values people are expected to live by, and the overall vision of 
society which should be bought and ingrained in the minds of the ruled. The task 
of building a higher level of trust in society is shoddily executed and restricted to 
reaching mainly those who belong to the clique of ethnic backgrounds, family, and 
friends. Leaders are unable to lead the whole society and are rendered deaf and 
hardened to the plight of those who exist outside such tightly protected coterie. 
The purpose of ruling is then construed as limited to fulfilling the needs of those 
perceived to be deserving and are supposedly the loyal followers. As trust is earned 
and not given on a silver platter, the coercive instruments and tools are directed to 
clamp down on those considered hostile, disloyal, and untrustworthy.

A scenario of asynchronous rulership dents the mindset of the majority in 
nurturing and fostering a sense of belonging and buy-in of the much-touted agenda 
of one nation, one people, and one continent. Many of the present crops of African 
leaders tend to forget that ruling is not about them, and it was never and will not 
be but rather it is about the people who make it all thrive and worthwhile. As 
noted, great leaders “facilitate the success of others and make everyone feel valued 
and their contributions matter to the overall attainment of consensual societal 
goals. . . . Great leaders drive change in many ways, but unselfishness is what 
ultimately allows them to scale” their vision and create a long-lasting, memorable, 
and impactful legacy.20 This implies that if a leader is perceived by the people as 
greedy, selfish, and uncaring with fuselage and adrenalin running on meaningless 
unfulfilled promises, there would be little or no excitement and minimal sense of 
belonging toward the endeavors undertaken during such rulership.

Transparency in Public Financial Management (PFM)

Africa’s development landscape is riddled with numerous reports on financial 
improprieties with the debilitating consensus on lack of transparency in public 
finance management as a deep-seated governance problem.21 The situation has 
been so worrisome that in the late 1990s onwards, a major pillar of the County 
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Assistance Strategy (CAS) and later named Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) of 
the World Bank and other related development agencies has been on strengthening 
public finance management.22 On the requests of ministers of finance, the World 
Bank embarked on countless missions to help rectify the situation and organized 
seminars, workshops, and relevant series of learning events on this topical issue.

The focus and objectives of some of these learning events revolved around, for 
example, strengthening capacity for establishing open and orderly public financial 
management (PFM) systems, processes, and institutions in the country. Sample 
content details include guidance on international best practices related to the 
core dimensions of an open and orderly PFM system in terms of: (i) credibility of 
the budget, (ii) comprehensiveness and transparency of the budget; (iii) policy-
based budgeting; (iv) predictability and control in budget execution; (v) financial 
accounting, recording, and reporting; and (vi) legislative and related external 
scrutiny and auditing of the budget.23 In fact, the preoccupation of a whole 
department of the World Bank has been engagements and exercises to find suitable 
solutions to this canker of persistent leaks in public finance.24 Reforms have been 
suggested, at times imposed, and the bank’s assistance and assessment of country’s 
creditworthiness have been shaped or conditioned by the extent, commitments, 
and results on public finance management.

The Extractive Industries sphere is a major culprit cited quite often. For the past 
two decades or more, the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) has 
been a bureaucratic flourishing business globally aimed at mitigating “the negative 
effective effects of resource abundance by promoting the transparency of resource 
revenues and accountability of the resource rich states.”25 The jury is out there on 
the effectiveness of the overall EITI.26 What remains a fact is that the absence of 
transparency in this field is widespread and is a major contributive factor to the 
leadership and governance challenges facing African countries.27

Other features of PFM lacking transparency which are commonly cited include 
the award of contracts across all fields and sectors of endeavors but particularly in 
construction and the provision of infrastructure; sovereign borrowings (loans), 
assistance (credit), and donations (aid); procurement of public goods and services; 
project financing, foreign direct investments (FDI), and official responses to 
investigative revelations of financial improprieties.28 The issue of concern here 
is that without transparency and failure to lead by example and a clear purpose, 
many would neither hold in high esteem nor emulate such leadership practices. 
Transparency forges trust as a cardinal principle of good governance and 
followership, which has a direct correlation to work performance.29

Without transparency in decision-making, the governing atmosphere is laced 
with doubts and constant second-guessing of motives and intentions, which 
hinder the ability of those in charge to foster leadership in others—a necessary 
ingredient of bridging and continuity in governance as related to the need to 
develop the next generation of leaders. The conscious and proactive act of passing 
the torch through molding the next generations to lead is an intergenerational 
responsibility of mentoring, coaching, and hand-holding. Lack of transparency in 
decision-making on resource use and allocation is an anathema to such thoughts 
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and necessary action. It is important that the present generation gives back to 
the next, which is likely the only way to foster innovation and creativity for great 
leadership qualities in aspiring future generations of leaders.

Whether it is deliberate or not, Africa has experienced situations whereby after 
the demise of a long-serving octogenarian leader, the succession processes have 
been plagued with chaos, conflicts, anarchy, and destruction.30 To ensure that 
such transitions are accompanied with peace and harmonious interactions among 
the successor generations, transparency in decision-making would constitute 
a hallmark and bedrock of governance norms and practices. A deliberate effort 
on the part of the older generation of leaders to instill and inspire the younger 
ones by giving more of themselves is not a choice but necessary acts of valuable 
statesmanship representing a potential legacy of history-making epoch.31

Accountability for Policy Outcomes

A veritable source of the leadership and governance conundrum is how public 
officials who exercise political power and authority are answerable for policy 
decisions, actions, and outcomes, which affect the vast majority of people. Other 
noteworthy dimensions are whether public officials are responsive to the needs 
of the people they are expected to care for in the process, and whether existing 
and available mechanisms and institutional arrangements are able to ensure 
enforcement of any disciplinary sanctions in cases of failure to satisfy expectations.32

Generally, the issue of accountability is a hydra-headed phenomenon, and the 
dynamics of the challenges are riddled with complexities.33 The issue has been 
largely addressed with formal and informal mechanisms or with institutional 
arrangements in domestic and external contexts.34 The approaches for suitable 
solutions have also taken the forms of vertical, horizontal, and social groups 
and individual interventions. At a point, external promptings from the donor 
community (World Bank and DfiD) took the forms of community empowerment 
and social inclusion initiatives. Many of these interventions were geared to catalyze 
civil society groups to be vigorous and vigilant, and other related programs, whose 
effectiveness in terms of moving the needle forward, were considered by some 
critical observers as doubtful.

Regardless of the entry point, certain facts are crystal clear and indisputable: 
holding African government officials accountable remains a huge challenge and 
finding effective solutions elusive. Attributed reasons are a combination of external 
factors such as colonial legacy, cold war, and neoliberal economic policies and 
internal factors entailing civil wars, military dictatorships, the lack of a vigorous 
civil society, and poverty.35

As noted,

Africa is arguably a continent where the problem of accountable government 
remains most stark. The decolonization process of the 1960s promised an era 
of self-rule and independence in which the new governments would be both 
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responsive to the needs of the people and accountable to them. Yet the regimes 
that decolonization gave birth to did not meet that promise.36

The tactics of retreating from established commitments and undermining 
accountability structures including constitutional, legislative, and judiciary 
arrangements by the elites have been on display in the name of party politics 
dispensations and operations across the continent. The democratic wave of the 1990s 
and the proliferation of social media handles presently have seemed to resuscitate the 
public yearning for greater accountability. However, the widespread practice of politics 
of “create, loot, and share” as well as that of “friends and family” has eroded any gains 
which emanated from such laudable societal interventions in this cherished era.

Blurring lines between the public and the private spheres has remained a deeply 
ingrained practice, and the conduct of abhorrent behaviors with impunity by public 
officials is rampant. On several occasions, the offices of government are mute 
whenever the people are expecting explanations for certain actions and behaviors. 
What merits responses from government offices are usually determined arbitrarily 
or on ad-hoc basis and not by public consensus. Regardless of circumvention of 
societal needs and expectations for personal gains, and whether abuse of power 
or authority and misuse of public resources may have occurred in such instances, 
no official explanation or response would be provided. Too often the public may 
be expecting disciplinary sanctions regarding specific occurrences only to be met 
with complete stone-death silence, particularly if the person whose ox has been 
gored is highly placed in society.37

Without doubt, accountability is needed to ensure fairness, equality, and equity 
in public resource allocations and expenditure decision-making. Yet a multitude of 
culturally shaped and overlapping formal and informal relations determine citizens’ 
ability to hold their public officials and representatives accountable. For example, 
in many cases, it has become an acceptable local norm and regular practices of 
parliamentarians to pay “school fees” of children of constituents, attend funerals, 
make contributions or donations to families, and preside over important events 
and celebration of festivals with monetary gifts in their respective constituencies.38

The nature of electoral votes solicitation and the practices of multiparty 
politics across the board in general have amplified existing multiple sources and 
overlapping forms of accountability. To a large extent, these actions undermine, 
diminish, and prevent public voices for accountability from becoming louder 
and more empowering. In this regard, it is logical and increasingly clearer that 
“some hybrid forms of local leadership have the potential to forge a degree of 
accountability,” and society should be geared in this direction for a way forward.39

Participation in the Practice of Electoral Politics

Electoral politics, as practiced on the continent, has been debilitatingly divisive 
and drives the alienation of many people from those with the mandate to represent, 
rule, and govern.40 Coexisting in societies which operate on the foundations of a 
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weakened political culture41 characterized by many unmet needs and expectations 
from political authorities have made participation of the majority limited and 
restricted to electoral cycles.42 Interests in the periodic voting processes are shaped 
by partisan affiliations and the extent of involvement in the activities of a particular 
political party rather than awareness and understanding as acts of constitutional 
rights and obligations. Constitutional provisions in terms of regulation of 
relationships with the regime in power, and parties contesting outcomes of the 
elections as well as relations with fellow citizens, exert minimal influence or shape 
consciousness in this regard.43 For example, it is noteworthy that the participation 
of the youth in general is similar across the board: “Africa’s youth vote less and are 
more likely to demonstrate either no partisanship or attachment to opposition 
parties rather than to incumbent parties . . . and unlike older voters, the youth tend 
to vote less the longer an incumbent party has been in office.”44

Further, in relation to women’s participation, accordingly, “African countries 
are still far from achieving women’s equality and effective participation in political 
decision-making. Women constitute only 24 percent of the 12,113 parliamentarians 
in Africa, 25 per cent in the lower houses and 20 per cent in the upper houses of 
parliaments.”45 Research has also debunked the claim that “political participation 
[in Africa] is costly and requires inputs in terms of individual resources . . . and 
citizens face comparatively high participation costs and have more limited resource 
endowments” than their counterparts elsewhere.46

The lack of enthusiasm toward voting has made the motivational force behind 
the decision to participate an essential component of the leadership and governance 
conundrum in Africa. There is a deep-seated knowledge deficit among many 
Africans to understand and internalize the complex and important relationships 
fostered through expectations of constitutional obligations, including the critical 
role played by elections in institutionalizing and entrenching such arrangements. 
Usually, nationwide civic education programs facilitate the governing processes 
which enable governments to provide and expose citizens to the necessary tools for 
appreciating the essence of such constitutional obligatory requirements. Examples 
of relevant tools in this case will include an independent judiciary; a free press; 
free, fair, transparent, inclusive, and credible election.47

Certainly, “addressing these issues will require grappling with longstanding 
grievances left untreated and often exacerbated by the poor, sometimes brutal 
governance that is all too common across the continent.48” As noted, “African 
governments can shore up their deficits and strengthen their responses to [such 
situations] by tapping into the political capital of informal leaders, such as religious 
and traditional leaders.”49 An effective response in this direction will require “true 
commitment to conserving and deepening domestic political capital, strengthening 
the social contract with their citizens and governing accountability.”50

Unequal Distribution of Rulership Dividends

On the eve of its 2021 Annual Conference, the International Monetary Fund’s 
(IMF) forecast on the operations of the global economy warned that “the outlook 
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for the low-income developing country group has darkened considerably due 
to worsening pandemic conditions.”51 The bulk of the low-income developing 
country group comprises African countries, and so although this IMF forecast 
is quite worrisome, it is not surprising to many critical observers of the African 
development landscape.52 At a point, many people in Africa subsisted on one dollar 
a day, and now this has increased to two dollars a day which means the progression 
needle has not moved that much.

The “quick fixes,” commercially focused and commodity-based approaches, 
and short-term interventions to tackling Africa’s economic development-fueled 
challenges continue to be in vogue on the continent. These approaches are the 
very stark contrast between how similar challenges are addressed in other related 
jurisdictions within the global system.53 Such interventions remain what they 
are: cheaper in the short term, “provide a sense of direct and quick return on 
investment,”54 operate with little or no efficacy span, and do not usually constitute 
the bedrock and mainstay solutions. No wonder nothing seems to work in several 
sectors of the economies in Africa after six decades and more.

On this day in 2022, things have not changed that much for the ordinary 
African, and conditions have been worsened further by the Covid-19 pandemic. 
As noted by the World Bank in its effort to ensure a strong recovery for developing 
countries, “the global economy is experiencing an uneven recovery, with the 
risk that it will worsen inequality and leave low-and-middle income countries 
behind. . . . Developing economies face challenges that could slow their recovery 
for years to come.”55

Of course, if you are part of the ruling elites, well-connected in society and your 
party is in power, life cannot be better in Africa. Judging from outcome records 
of previous interventions, the ruling elites (politicians) will be the intended front 
and center of any assistance from the international community. As reported, the 
World Bank has “mounted the largest crisis response in its history . . . to help 
ensure that all countries can participate in a green, resilient, and inclusive return 
to stability and growth.”56 This response will certainly ensure that the ruling elites 
continue to have access to their chauffeured-driven four wheels convoys and other 
perk benefit guarantees under the conditions of public service rules inserted in the 
constitutions of the various countries.

However, from the grind- and brunt-bearing ends of the masses, for example, 
the health systems which severally crumbled with the onset of the Covid-19 
pandemic have remained “death traps” ever since along the accompanying mantra 
that ordinary people go to hospitals not to seek cures but to die. More often, the 
coterie of elites, who are part of the transnational beneficiaries of such bandage 
interventions, are flown outside the continent for medical treatment. For the 
ordinary African, a resort to the combination of whatever is available within the 
orthodox and indigenous herbs spheres becomes the norm of medical recourse.

The public education system keeps churning out graduates with the few bright 
and talented well-versed mainly in theoretical concepts without corresponding 
applicable skills set and knowledge, and the large majority who can arguably be 
labeled as half-baked literates. Children of the elites are enamored with certificates 
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from the best schools available locally or sent overseas by parents to attain the 
necessary education, which always put them at the top over their less-privileged 
counterparts in the job and career world. In fact, the cities of Africa have been 
turned into huge shopping malls dotted with Christian churches, prayer camps, 
mosques, and religious centers, many of which are deeply in the business of 
preaching and propagating “prosperity gospel.57” And these malls are often serving 
the material needs and acquired tastes of elites given prices of many items are out 
of reach of the poor masses.

The agriculture system has balked on its primary role of adequate food 
provisioning and rather engendered policies resulting in large-scale food shortages, 
periodic starvations and famines, food importations with astronomical foreign-
denominated bills, chronic dependence on handouts, donations, and charitable 
organizations. Africa is even more at a very high risk with the present-day supply 
chain woes due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the never-ending Russian-Ukraine 
War rattling the global economy. As noted in an International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) report, food prices have increased the most in low-income countries where 
food insecurity is most acute, adding to the burdens of poorer households, and 
raising the risk of social unrest.58

Labor remains idle, vulnerable, and cheap as the continent recovers from the 
pandemic. This has deepened earlier ripple effects from decades of growth without 
jobs and continuing “tougher financing conditions as debt levels climb, inflation 
soars and currencies weaken against the US dollar—compelling . . . [raising of] 
interest rates in a bid to keep inflation expectations in check.”59 The practical 
situational outlook seems direr. As per a recent World Bank report released October 
11, 2021, sub-Saharan Africa’s “debt burden increased to record $702 billion in 
2020—the highest in a decade,” and the region has more debt than it can pay off.60

At its face value, and regardless of the uneven spread of infrastructure, the 
only bright spot with hidden social undercurrents is in the area of technology 
for communications.61 Almost more than half of the population in Africa have 
cellphones and a vast number among them have social media handles. Many 
operate mobile money accounts and the unbanked seem to seize and enjoy 
the opportunities of digital money transfer transactions. The Telcos and Big 
Tech are making gigantic strides regarding handsets and internet penetration 
with the ubiquity of information and communications technology (ICT).62 
However, the promise of much-touted leap-frogging impact on the overall 
economic development efforts and the poverty-reduction agenda is yet to 
materialize.63

The rise in journalistic activities through media houses, television, FM 
radio stations, and online portals and podcasts regardless of partisan capture 
and leaning deserves a pat at the back in the right directions of press freedom. 
However, the quality of core journalism—news coverage and reporting—has not 
kept pace as it has remained in its mediocre realm. Similarly, the technology 
applications for construction, resource extraction, and related big-ticket 
interventions supposed to transform the “dark continent” have either lagged 
behind in terms of impact on the lots of the majority or underperformed with 
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associated risks of conflicts, displacement, climate change-induced and related 
environmental consequences.

The housing sector has not fared better. Improved and affordable housing for 
all remains a dream-pipe fantasy and sloganeering of the ruling elites.64 Household 
amenities meant to make life more bearable by reducing the raw energy spent on 
simple chores particularly for women who bear a disproportionate brunt in this 
sphere are either very expensive or above the pay grade of many. Soaring inflation 
rates have made access to utilities such as electricity, water, and hygienic sanitation 
services out of reach for many in the various countries.

Given the predicament of ordinary people, some critics painfully think after 
several decades of so-called independence and self-rule, “Africans have lost their 
minds” as the continent remains an “industry for weaponry for destruction, 
guns, and killing . . . industry of disease . . . the industry of displacement 
and dehumanization of human relationship” instead of a viable location for 
transformational development.65

Similar sentiments were revealed by the Nigerian diaspora sampled for 
thoughts and reactions on the occasion of sixty-one years of independence on 
October 1, 2021. Basically, the sum of the responses indicates there is “nothing to 
celebrate at 61; poverty, insecurity, poor leadership still thrive.”66 To reiterate the 
deplorable conditions in the country, “an Afrobarometer poll from 2018 found 
that one in three Nigerians wanted to move outside the country. This is especially 
so among younger, more educated males who typically leave in search of 
employment opportunities within and outside the continent, traveling to the 
Middle East, Europe, America and Asia.”67 The sentiments captured in relation 
to Nigeria speak volumes of the thought similarities and seemingly challenges 
of the post-independence continent. All of this is an attestation that a pattern of 
wobbling dividends and corresponding distribution channels constitute a critical 
component of the leadership and governance conundrum faced by Africa.

Conclusion

This chapter provides a somewhat somber analysis of what are arguably the 
fundamental elements of the leadership and governance challenges facing Africa. 
Without a firmly rooted leadership system based on the beliefs and values of what 
constitutes goodness in the minds of the majority, all major high-profile response 
attempts at rectifying the situation to date have remained paper tigers and wishful. 
It is about a critical time the ruled and the rulers sing from the same hymn book 
because without synchronized measures driving reform, such related efforts 
regardless of intent and purpose would continue to be top-down and elitist in 
context, approach, outcomes, and impact.

The RTAP (representation, transparency, accountability, and participation) 
principles which are the principal motivators and engines of good leadership and 
governance are yet to have strong footholds in the post-independence political, 
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economic, social, and cultural organization of lives across the continent. Proactive 
efforts are required to turn things around without acquiescing to the dictates of the 
few at the expense of the existential needs of many. It is mainly by redirecting efforts 
to address the deep-seated highlighted dysfunctionalities would the dividends of a 
caring and transformational society be evenly spread among the population.



hapter C 5

TOO BLESSED TO BE CHASING THE WIND

Introduction

This chapter explains the driving values of blessings for success against the 
background of the realities to complete a philosophical trilogy of the trailing perils 
and woes of Africa’s development trajectory. The objective is twofold: (1) elaborate 
on what the values entail, necessary actions, and measures which would enable 
the surest guarantee of manifesting the blessings for success in a nation’s existence; 
and (2) provide insights into why Africa has been chasing the wind amid the ever-
present principles of the blessings for success.

By completing the philosophical narratives of the perils and woes of African 
development, the chapter serves as a bridge to appreciating the salient elements 
of the BRP concept and the dynamic ideals of servant and transformational 
leadership. The servant leader focuses broadly on fulfilling the needs of society 
while the transformational leader views fulfilling needs as a vital preconditional 
means to manifesting the blessings for success and greatness in a society. The 
ideals of a servant and transformational leader are analogous. Africa requires 
the combined underlying values of these ideals for a potent cure of its dreaded 
leadership and governance illness seeping through the pores of the continent.

What follows is a dialectic of the ideals construed as the wheels of success and 
greatness in life. This, in turn, is juxtaposed with certain policy practices, choices, 
and actions undertaken, which are inimical to fulfilling the needs of the masses 
and uplifting African societies to glory and greatness. The chapter ends on the note 
that regardless of the litany of problems, Africa is too blessed to despair and its 
potential is glaring—“a global economic driver, digital innovation hub, and model 
for green, resilient infrastructure.” In this regard, there is an urgent need to come 
together within the global community “as public and private sectors, to ensure 
an inclusive, resilient recovery . . . unite around one shared and audacious goal: 
. . . create a more equitable and resilient world coming out of the pandemic.”1 The 
road to building the foundation for Africa’s future could start with embracing, 
adopting, and operationalizing the BRP concept across the continent.

Too Blessed to be Chasing the Wind
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The Critical Drivers of Success

As a grounded philosophy of human existence, everyone is blessed for success. 
This is applicable as individuals and collectively as nations, and is manifested in a 
lifetime or during a period on earth. How the blessings for success are manifested 
depend largely on certain fundamental principles, which can be appropriated, 
imbibed, and practiced to attain a reasonable measure of success as desired. 
Simply, success is a state, situation, or condition with the capability to pursue and 
attain wishes, desires, and aspirations.

Over the years in the history of humankind, the following principles have been 
the critical drivers of success at one point or the other in the existential trajectory 
of individuals and nations:

 1. Belief and faith in God
 2. Aspirations to do good
 3. Heightened sense of excellence
 4. Insatiable caring for people
 5. Realization of human limitations
 6. Availing to serve the nation (commitment, duty, loyalty, and service to the 

nation)
 7. Glorification and replication of success.

While all these principles may not necessarily be at play the same time or practiced 
in a chronological order, their presence and practice in sync have proven to be the 
surest way to manifestations of the blessings for success in a lifetime or period 
of existence. Manifestation is not automatic or chance happenstance but driven 
by perspiration with clear mindsets of conscious deliberations, activism, and 
orchestrations.

As the undergirding principle, belief and faith in God is not an indication that 
atheist and nonbelievers are excluded from the blessings for success. Rather, it 
has been for many Homo sapiens the formative cornerstone of umbilical links 
of personifications molded through the nexus of family, community, church, 
school, and nation. Aspirations to do good is a cultivated and nurtured inner trait 
demonstrably revealed through intentions, words, deeds, and practice. Heightened 
sense of excellence is not settling for mediocrity and the inferior but knowledge 
of possibly available options or alternatives and the urge to surge for the ultimate 
superior in all endeavors. Insatiable caring for people is a mark of benevolence, 
philanthropy, shared, and concerned interests in the well-being of others. In a 
word, seeking the best for everyone and malice toward none. Realization of human 
limitations is the translations that human and societal needs are unlimited and 
some would certainly be overwhelming to remain unmet in a lifetime. Availing to 
serve a nation is about fulfilling obligations to society for its nurturing provisions 
of life and existence. And finally, glorification and replication of success is about 
giving thanks and praises, giving back to society, and creating enduring pathways 
for intergenerational extension of blessings for success.
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Visions and Values of the Path to Greatness

Central to the notion of the ever-presence of God are the visions and values, which 
guide and propel a nation to pursue and achieve its goal of greatness compared 
to others.2 The foremost values which shape the path to greatness always include 
purposefulness, belongingness, and the relentless surge to higher aspirational 
ideals.3 Sense and consistency of purpose is a key driver in the life and existence of 
successful nations. Most undertakings and engagements are grounded and driven 
by a purpose and consistency in the focus of purpose. Consistency of purpose 
leads to excellence which is not just an act but habitual and requires hard work, 
dedication, and devotion in terms of time committed to fulfilling the purpose. 
In the context of consciousness of God which molds the pillars of greatness, the 
approach and attitude to any given work, assignment and responsibility would be 
consistent dedication, devotion, punctuality, and hard work to pursue and achieve 
excellence in purpose. Hence, purposefulness is an essential value and a defining 
strength of success. Kwame Nkrumah, Lee Kuan Yew, Mahathir Muhammed, and 
others, such as Nelson Mandela of South Africa and Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, at 
a point in their various journeys of leadership and governance have practiced to a 
certain degree of success consistency of purpose.

Sense of belonging is another essential value that drives a nation’s vision of the 
journey to greatness.4 In every dynamic workplace environment of a successful 
nation, corporate and community goals are pursued and met with much vigor, 
efficiency, and effectiveness if all the workers and members think and feel that 
they belong to the place.5 Everyone would share and commit to the vision and 
mission of the corporation and community. The same goes for team and group 
pursuits. Sense of belonging engenders team and group cohesiveness and serves 
as the linchpin and glue for bonding for results. It is a conduit for ensuring the 
reliability, trustworthiness, and loyalty of team members, and enabling teams to 
avoid and resolve conflicts amicably and quickly. To inculcate a sense of belonging, 
many successful nations proactively make and enforce rules, norms, values, and 
mores, which guide, ensure, and encourage people to actively participate and 
avoid behaviors deemed hostile, rude, discriminatory, and disrespectful. Also, the 
value of sense of belonging enables people to be accommodating, friendly, polite, 
transparent, open, forthcoming, collegial, and accountable in dealings with each 
other.

Striving for higher aspirational ideals is a cornerstone value of professional 
endeavors and an intrinsic character trait in many successful nations.6 The 
relentless urge to surge forward and reach higher ideals require thoughtful and 
purposeful intervening programs and activities with clearly defined targets, goals, 
results, risk calculations, and mitigating measures. This is an important value 
which regularly shapes and influences professional aspirations and undergirds 
roles and responsibilities of nurturing the pathway to pursuing and achieving a 
nation’s goal of greatness.

In all African countries, the ever-presence consciousness and acknowledgment 
of God is abundant and needless to provide proof and evidence. At the dawn of 
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independence, a vision of greatness was unleashed, hopes were astronomical, and 
the pathway well-lit and brushed by the nationalist leaders. However, along the way 
something seemed to be amiss with the undergirding values of purposefulness, 
belongingness, and aspirational higher ideals sidelined for a spiral descent to 
chasing the wind.

Practice of Faith

The practice of faith is an enshrined right of all people in nations either great and 
successful or desirous to be great and successful.7 Widespread freedom of worship 
enables fellowships and communion among people of diverse backgrounds, and 
cultivates the seeds of loyalty, solidarity, alliances, links, and networks—invaluable 
ingredients required in a nation for effective communication, mobilization, and 
organization for success. Faith practice is made possible and guaranteed through 
institutional channels of the family, community, schools, and dedicated places 
of worship (churches, mosques, etc.). These channels provide opportunities for 
learning, knowledge acquisition, enlightenment, and awareness of aspirational 
potentials, possibilities, options, roles, and responsibilities in the immediate and 
external surroundings in the world.

Character formation to embrace the vision that engenders aspirational pursuits 
and contributions to achieving a great nation is at the core of interactions within 
the institutional channels that guarantee the practice of faith. In this context, faith 
practice for success promotes a character formation process that harnesses fully the 
inherent human potential capabilities to attain excellence.8 This is a phenomenal 
feat, which requires nurturing and pursuing before attainment, and it is not merely 
given and attained because one is born of human seed. Thus, the eventual assumed 
character is basically woven by the vision of greatness into a texture or fabric of 
success. The collective harnessing of such formative character products, traits, and 
outcomes and transforming them into potent sources of creativity and innovations 
provide the impetus for shaping human inner strength capable of catapulting a 
nation to greatness.

The ethics of work, whether public or private, are molded and catalyzed by 
the practice of faith.9 Fellowships and communion in faith do not hinder but 
rather embolden and enhance attitudinal inclinations toward work. Times for 
worship and work are not necessarily conflictual but balanced reinforcing nuances 
based on devotion, dedication, and punctuality. Professing to give all in faith for 
an anticipated goal requires extending the same in work including commitment 
levels. “Trust in faith” is not a synonym for “Wait in faith”: the former urges to 
surge forward and attain the desired, while the latter beckons to stand still in 
expectation. Worship and work comingle in the spiritual but not physical realm 
where the self is extricated to the whims and demands of meeting a corporate or 
otherwise organizational goal within a given time period.

Some fuzzy trends are discernible in terms of practice of faith regarding Africa’s 
march in pursuit of its vision of greatness and success. Constitutional guarantee 
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of faith practice as an inalienable right is not necessarily implanting the seeds 
of loyalty, solidarity, and alliances in a manner that would produce the fruitful 
ingredients for communication, mobilization, and organization of society for 
proclaimed envisioned greatness and success. While the institutional channels 
which guarantee the practice of faith are intact, those of the corresponding 
learning and knowledge acquisitions at a point in time yielded the creativity 
and innovations to deliver some promising results but seemed certainly to have 
grinded to a halt presently. Collective visioning of greatness has become the enemy 
of individual character formation processes, and the pursuit of mass excellence 
has been sacrificed by gloating on the altar of mediocrity and sub-standardization. 
The absurdities seem more pronounced in the realm of work ethics and attitudes 
toward work. Worship has now been fused with work and assumes a prerogative 
over work.10 Engaging time in work particularly at the public space is largely now 
a derivative of the time devoted to worship as people are affected if the balance 
between the two acts around them is upset and out of tune.

Communal Bonding and Institutional Synchronization

Communal bonding is a core element of social organization which belies the notion 
of sustainability. It is premised on the capacity of every individual to produce and 
regenerate one’s existence under the principle of collective responsible reciprocity—
an implied process of collective rights and actions, responsibilities, solidarity, 
accountability, collaboration, and concern for intra- and intergenerational equity.11 
The expectation is that each individual’s responsibility and right to generate and 
regenerate one’s existence would not conflict nor undermine those of others 
coexisting within the same milieu. In a word, each person and everyone is thy 
brother, sister, or neighbor’s keeper. Thus, at the heart of communal bonding there 
is some sort of equilibrium, looking out for each other’s interest, covering the back 
of thy fellow, transitional change, continuity, and a fundamental concern for the 
capacity levels which determine the quality of sustenance in the process. This value 
of communal bonding dovetails with some of the attributes which a Tran-Serve 
leader will exhibit under the operationalization of a BRP construct. A Tran-Serve 
leader operates to serve others first with the consideration of every individual’s 
needs and inputs, sets aside self-interests for the transformation of the whole, 
focuses on building communities and creating empowering spaces for everyone 
within the polity.

At a point, particularly in the early period of a nation on the path to greatness, it 
becomes essential making the choices to strike a balance at all levels of humanity to 
attain the desired levels of bonding. This process requires undergirding institutions 
of the family, community, churches (or mosques), and schools to be in sync with 
each other for the pursuit and achievement of a collective purpose. Nations are then 
suitably and sustainably positioned in the transformational regenerative process to 
confront the realities and issues bordering on governance (political regeneration); 
production, distribution, consumption, investments, and surplus appropriation 
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(economic regeneration); mobilizing and organizing relatively idle and vulnerable 
labor skills, expertise, and talents for a meaningful purpose (social regeneration); 
and the facilitative interpretation of natural and human environmental relations 
as related to the application, appropriation, and exploitation of natural resources 
for sustainable usage (balanced climate conditions or ecological regeneration). For 
example, in the context of reducing emissions and less reliance on fossils, Tran-
Serve leadership would promote regional investments in polysilicon factories and 
domestic manufacturing of solar panels, inverters, batteries, and wind turbines in 
strategic locations across the continent.

The catalytic prowess of communal bonding and the synchronization of the 
corresponding institutional elements for the pursuit and achievement of collective 
endeavors in many African countries have been negated to the periphery and 
margins in the course of participation in the world economy. Although a cherished 
knowledge-based principle for shaping human interactions, relations, and 
adaptations with others in the world, Africa has neither fully integrated communal 
bonding as a capable principle for shaping interactions and participation in the 
global economy. Nor has measures been put in place for insulating citizens from 
the pressures due to neglect. With one foot in the global economy and the other in 
subsistence and informality, the principle of communal bonding has been debased 
in value with the complicity of actions and omissions by the administrative states, 
corporations, intellectuals, and experts seeking voices and places in the discourse 
and processes of engagements at the global market place.12

Africa’s development trajectory has been shaped by a truncated form of 
communal bonding. The varied groups and classes within the various societies 
since independence seek to establish alliances and partners outside to craft 
economic strategies which have proven incapable of ushering benefits to majority 
of the populace. At some point, cracks emerged which deepened and weakened 
the sociocultural fabric that nurtured communal bonding as a principled bulwark 
against mass marginalization and alienation. The value of communal bonding is 
no longer a fortress for inclusion, transparency, accountability, and participation 
in the stewardship of societal resources. It has become an acceptable norm of 
nonconformity to the age-long mores of each person is thy neighbor’s keeper. 
In other words, the value of communal bonding has metamorphosed into an 
unbridled penchant for trampling on thy neighbor to pursue self-serving and 
elevated individual goals vis-à-vis those which could propel the broader society 
to greatness.13

Largely as a result, the continent is now amid a ruthless struggle for 
socioeconomic fulfillment and improvisation with gradient-skewed minority 
winners and majority losers. The societies are unable to harness the elements of 
solidarity, responsibility, accountability, collaboration, and initiatives embedded 
in the norms and values highlighted earlier. The consequences of this anomaly are 
varied and profound. These include but not limited to (a) the design and operation 
of flawed nation-states which have lost in practice the sense of purpose and 
responsibility; and (b) an entrenched crisis of continuous undermined legitimacy 
and credibility of community leadership essential for mobilizing and organizing 
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of labor for sustained livelihood activities to cure the malaise of poverty which has 
engulfed nations.

Overall, Africa is blessed for success with the open proclamation of the belief 
and faith in God. However, through largely leadership and governance omissions 
and inactions in the actualization of the fundamental principle of communal 
bonding, the corresponding blessings are manifested in drips and drops on the 
continent.

Imbalanced National and Local Leadership Interests

By dint of historical circumstances, leadership at the national level acquired 
the prerogative responsibility to determine the nature and forms of local-level 
leadership arrangements which would play lead roles in galvanizing the population 
to find solutions for the challenges of generating and regenerating existence with 
a sustained sense of collective purpose. The implementation of this prerogative 
turned out more as self-serving shortsightedness when it came to the tasks of 
institutionalizing local leadership arrangements capable of leading the vast 
majority to identify needs, set priorities, and mobilize resources geared at tackling 
and achieving desired goals.

National leadership interest has been more on creating a leviathan with 
concentrated power and authority at the national level. Local-level leadership 
arrangements have been construed in terms of control and perceived as an extended 
limb subservient to national leadership. To a large extent, this practice breeds 
sycophancy and incompetence in the management of societal resources. Across 
the continent, local level leadership structures have not been designed to function 
as checks on national state structures, or influence and shape behavior and actions 
of national state officeholders. This phenomenon deprives the national state of the 
foundational legs upon which cohesive institutions would thrive to inspire and 
rally citizens around a common sense of purpose, vision of development, and 
transformation of lives. Legitimacy of the nation-state and the justification of its 
existence as a representative structure are often derived from concepts, constructs, 
and practices which at times alienate majority of the citizens, or from the specter of 
real, imagined, and perceived threats of coercive apparatus rather than persuasion, 
trust, loyalty, and sense of belonging ingrained in the citizens.14

Furthermore, the scenario undermines the prospects of effective participation, 
transparency, and accountability of stewardship in the appropriation and use 
of public resources. The lower-level structures are the weakest links between 
the central-regional-local structure nexus. This phenomenon severely affects 
the participation of citizens in development governance decision-making with 
serious implications for deploying both vertical and horizontal accountability 
mechanisms to consolidate the dividends of democracy on the continent. Such 
a prevailing scenario translates into disconnect and distance (or at best tenuous/
artificial relations) between the citizens and the state structures—a phenomenon 
which undermines the effectiveness of applying the principles of participation, 
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transparency, and accountability to ensure that public resources are utilized 
efficiently by elected officials for the delivery of services and improvement of 
development outcomes (Chapter 4).

It is to rectify such practical anomalous scenarios that a BRP construct could be 
an essential antidote. The logic of a BRP framework is that majority of the people in 
target communities will be better represented by their own chosen leaders based on 
familiar understandable norms and conventions in local governing arrangements. 
These people would have access and influence over their leaders to ensure 
transparency in policy decisions regarding the management of common resources. 
Collectively, the people would utilize their strengthened local governance structures 
to influence and exert collective pressure, to enable transparency and accountability 
for stewardship of national affairs, which would possibly minimize or eliminate 
impunity and misuse of the public purse to engender shared prosperity.

Curtailed Grassroots Participation and Involvement

Participation and involvement in the stewardship of public resources are severely 
curtailed at the grassroots because the established participation apparatus and 
mechanisms are neither fully understood by many people nor are they familiar 
and comfortable with their effective usages. This situation gives rise to alienation, 
marginalization, and aloofness toward the behaviors and actions of leaders in 
terms of transparency and accountability for public stewardship.15 Participation 
for desired results and outcomes requires trustworthy and respectable leadership 
structures capable of being utilized for communicating, mobilizing, and 
organizing—the rules of engaging people. For effective participation, the people 
must be pivotal in creating the leadership structures, be familiar and comfortable 
with the principles and rules of engagement, and understand the corresponding 
uses for intended purposes. And such structures must be rooted in their belief 
systems and ways of life derived from their communities of heritage.16 Ownership, 
understanding, familiarity, and ease of usage of the participation structures are 
thus the linchpins of responsive governance, which strive to ensure that leaders are 
transparent and held accountable for the good stewardship of public resources in a 
society.17 It is true Africa has completed some peaceful elections under the various 
constitutions and the investiture of new administrations (despite some disturbing 
trends recently).18 By and large, elections are periodic events for holding elected 
leaders accountable for public resources held in trust and managed on behalf 
of the populace. However, accountability for stewardship of the public purse is 
not a periodic event or a one-time act but a continuous process of participatory 
relations with the electorate embedded in the operations of state governance 
structures responsible for the management of public resources.19 The efficacy and 
effectiveness of these state structures at various levels in terms of involving the 
people in managing public resources would largely influence and determine the 
development prospects and transformation of lives in the nation.
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The seemingly high voter turnout recorded in some of the completed elections 
does not mean or translate to high level of participation by the majority in the 
development governance of the nation.20 In other words, high-level participation 
of the people is restricted to elections and not in the aftermath involvement in 
development governance. This is a serious anomaly which tends to retard efforts 
and progress toward transformational development. And there is a fundamental 
reason for this situation. Democracy does mean not only participating in elections 
but also partaking in the dividends of the aftermath development benefits which 
elections of leaders should engender in a nation.

Deliberate orchestration to curb grassroots participation for self-serving 
leadership ends has neither worked to fulfill aspirations of the rulers and the ruled 
nor has it ensured transparency and accountability for the use and misuse of public 
resources. It has also not led to national leadership structures, which command 
the trust, respect, loyalty, and confidence of the people without the lingering and 
overhanging threat of coercion or imagined authorized fear of the consequences 
of nonconforming.

Breeding and Instigating Representative Leadership Underperformance

The post-independence theme of “heritage nothingness” which emerged has been 
in display at its apogee with the formulations on representations and appointments 
under the various constitutions.21 The framers and adherents have gone all length 
to justify copious adaptations of modalities for an externally oriented approach 
to selecting leaders. Only token consideration has been given to the thought of 
extracting anything good of value from the communities of heritage to strengthen 
the constitutional arrangements for organizing society.22 In practice, one person is 
elevated to assume a “superhuman” character and wear several hats as a legislator, 
minister, board chairperson, and a host of others including roles as a parent, pastor, 
church elder, and so on. All these roles have demands, functions, expectations, and 
responsibilities, which require in many cases full-time undivided focus, devotion, 
and attention to pursue and achieve envisaged impactful results. The challenges 
and problems of these roles are so overwhelming that the scenario mainly breeds 
and promotes underperformance on the part of the incumbents and prevents 
broadening the horizon for more competent people to serve the nation in the 
various capacities.

Africa is afflicted with a deep-seated malaise of poverty and other societal 
ills requiring fundamental cures beyond tinkering or tweaking the institutional 
arrangements. In other jurisdictions the foundations of society are already 
fortified, and one legislator can double as a minister or perform other additional 
roles effectively and creditably. Extra efforts are needed in Africa for a fortified 
foundation, and dabbling in such inexplicabilities associated with the leadership 
selection and appointment processes tends to sway the mind to underlying vested 
interests and objectives beyond the sane purpose of institutionalizing leadership 
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mechanisms capable of shepherding a nation to greatness (total absence of the 
ideals of transformational and servant leadership).

To engender the blessings of success in leaps and bounds, this way of selecting 
government business leaders which breeds and instigates underperformance needs 
to be substantively changed with pragmatism and inclusiveness in the governing 
styles of the nations. Regardless of party or regime in power, the prevailing tendency 
of most government leaders and members hailing from regional blocs or have 
familial relations with the chief executives underscores the ubiquitous ineptness 
in the conduct of government business falling short of smoothening the path 
to greatness. Under Tran-Serve leadership arrangements, participation in local 
governance by target communities would be communal. In this case, whoever is 
elected to represent target communities in the national legislative assembly would 
pay more attention to the needs of the constituents rather than the needs of the 
sponsoring party. In this respect, party ideology and dogma would not hamper 
the broadening of the leadership selection talent pool. Target communities would 
concentrate mainly on ideas and things which promote competency despite origin 
and affiliations, and support anything meritorious which advances the interests of 
the nation-states.23

For example, further innovations in ensuring the leadership selection process 
which would pave the way to greatness could evolve from institutionalizing 
gendered checks and balances and monitoring mechanisms in the governing 
arrangements for preventing abuse of office and inculcating a consciousness of 
accountability in the stewardship of public resources. A likely situation in this 
context would be if a male official is appointed to a leadership position, the 
deputy would be a female, and vice versa; if a female official is appointed, the 
corresponding deputy would be a male. This intuitively would be an affirmative 
case of looking back and drawing on an adapted version of an admirable practice 
valued in certain African communities of heritage geared toward strengthening 
the present pathway to greatness.

Minimal Professional Rectitude in the Public Work Space

There is a huge deficit of professional rectitude in determining and executing 
responsibility of a public office. Shirking of responsibilities for contributions to 
the nation’s vision and match to greatness is pervasive in the public space. While 
public utterances with slogans and catchphrases indicate the desire to be great, 
many public officeholders and workers are reluctant to embrace the responsibilities 
for what it takes to build a great nation. Abysmal sense of purpose is displayed 
offhandedly, and many workers seek motivations from other obnoxious sources 
beyond stipulated remunerations before performing the tasks for which they 
are duly compensated. Associated attributes of high sense of purpose such as 
hard work, dedication, devotion, and commitment are minimally demonstrated 
in many public offices and the level of integrity not commensurate with what it 
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takes to pursue and achieve greatness in a lifetime. There is no shortage of staging 
postures and payments to be serious about the pursuit of greatness.

Public officials regardless of level barely engage in self-introspection while 
assuming ownership of the dismal state in the conduct of public affairs amid the 
perennial elusiveness of the nation’s quest to be great ever since setting up this goal 
at the dawn of independence. Several sources and causes of hindering problems 
are deemed exogenous without much thought to the complicity of endogenous 
actions and actors. Transnational interests have submerged and superseded any 
local interest. It is foolhardy not to subject such actions to objective test and verify 
the truth, trust, respect, and integrity in the transactions undertaken by public 
officials on behalf of the nation. Several transnational transactions at the global 
marketplace are shrouded in secrecy and circumvent the legal and regulatory 
approval processes. Transparency, competitiveness, and value for money have 
remained normative concepts in many dealings public officials execute on behalf of 
the nation. Terms like cooked, conspiracy, connivance, duped, conflict of interest, 
defensive fearmongering, preferential treatment, and so on, pervade the empirical 
storyline to the point of questioning whether the nation’s journey to greatness is 
either facilitated or hindered by many of these transnational transactions.

The ideals and values of Tran-Serve leadership are required to be learned, 
imbibed, internalized, and practiced as the driver of service and interactions. 
This undertaking is not a quick-fix, short-term process but a long haul of 
inspirational motivations and persuasive advocacies penetrating the spirit and 
soul of the African. The pivotal facilitating thread is grounding the champions of 
Tran-Serve leadership by encouraging widespread voluntary actions establishing 
communities of learning and practice at all public facets of society, including state 
organs, workplaces, schools, churches, villages, and townships.

Using a simple model of educating the educators in the ideals and values of 
Tran-Serve leadership, proactive efforts would be geared to stimulate society 
intellectually on the sterling qualities, generate public discussions, steer opinions 
and debates, and provide impetus for individualized learning and practice 
considerations, shaping and influencing the trajectory of occurrence of the mission 
almost anywhere in society. For example, schools from the formative stages to 
tertiary levels would have weekly sessions devoted to civics educating pupils on 
the ideals and values of BRP. Likewise, church leaders will be encouraged to utilize 
the pulpits to preach and disseminate the rationale and particularly, the spiritual 
undergirding elements constituting Tran-Serve leadership.

The insatiable urge at the public space to outwit and outsmart the collective 
consciousness of what is right and good for the nation has made some groups 
of individuals, particularly those who are in the elite class, to think, believe, and 
act as belonging more than others to the nation-state and therefore more entitled 
to any accrued benefits.24 Media houses and personnel are contracted to defend 
what is unfathomably indefensible and utterances which fly in the face of collective 
sense of reasoning. This truncated sense of belonging tends to alienate and 
deprive the nation of the unflinching drive and energy of everyone in a situation 
when all hands are needed to roll the boulders off the pathway to greatness. This 
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phenomenon is demotivating and affects how credit is accorded and rewards 
shared to induce exemplary behavior. It encourages attitudes of holding back 
on potentials and prospects, dampens spirits, and prevents stimulations to aim 
and reach higher laurels. In sum, high professional rectitude in the public space 
is the cog in the machine which drives a nation on the path to greatness. If this 
performance character trait is exemplified minimally in practice, the blessings of 
success can mainly be manifested in drips and sips.

Nation Life Choices and Alternatives

Life choices are pivotal props to success depending on the options and alternatives 
available to choose from when a nation is faced with making greatness-driven 
decisions. Choice determines the pathways which lead either to desolation, 
deprivation, and depression, or propelling, progress, and prosperity. The types 
of choices made in certain existential areas of a nation would be indicative of 
which pathways are able to propel the blessings of success in leaps and bounds. A 
perusal of the types of choices made by Africa in the critical areas of food strategy, 
appropriation, and application of medicinal ingredients, and technology adaptation 
and utilization seems to impede progress toward success.

Food Policy Strategy from Seed to Plate

Over the past several decades, Africa made clear choices to be on the route of not 
able to feed itself, and greatness eludes any nation unable to feed itself.25 As pointed 
out earlier, food strategy and interventions have been notable more in sloganeering, 
catchphrases, and absentee politico-elite meddling tactics than well-targeted 
strategies of hoisting on solid footing all stages and aspects of the value chains of 
food provisions from seed to plate. For a start, the continent is stubbornly stuck 
with the bequeathed misconstrued designation that food crops are not cash crops 
and should merit secondary attention in policy dispensations. Hence, structural 
and institutional setups and arrangements in support of a coherent food strategy 
and interventions have to date been wobbly and porous. This blatant choice means 
reliance on other sources to feed the nation with ridiculously astronomical food 
import bills and beckoning bowls of outstretched hands in the trails.

The chosen pathway has rendered the whole food value chain in derision. From 
the seed chain through the entire processes to the plate for consumption have 
overwhelmingly remained subsistent. Not a single component of the value chain 
has received widespread uplifting to engender engagement of a sizable number of 
the population in a sector which holds the promise of expansive capabilities and 
opportunities toward greatness. What is needed to rectify such a deep-seated self-
inflicting anomaly in food strategy is an agriculture-based seed-to-plate initiative 
tailored to support communities and provide numerous jobs/employment 
opportunities as business engagement and conducive ways of life for the many idle 
and vulnerable youths and young adults across the continent.
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A seed-to-plate food strategy (see Chapter 10 for details) is an undertaking 
of transforming small-scale agriculture into highly attractive and profitable 
businesses covering the entire value chain of maximizing production, use, 
and consumption of food crops, fruits, fisheries, and livestock. For example, 
under Tran-Serve leadership, the seed-to-plate lens would mean and require 
that business service support facilities would be established to aid throughout 
the value chain. In the case of food crops, tailored assistance will be provided 
for seed lots, land preparation, tilling and nurturing, makeshift irrigation, 
harvesting, storage, processing, packaging, marketing, and distribution for 
widespread internal uses and export. Same goes with the other product 
categories. The smallholder farmer in the various agriculture zones of the nation 
would be targeted and supported to maximize productivity in the products 
of choice within the space of cultivation. The compendium skills, tools and 
equipment upgrade, retooling, and automation regarding productivity, capacity 
enhancement, and extension support services in the value chain will create 
myriad jobs and employment opportunities for the many youths and young 
adults able and willing to be engaged as private business owners and partners, 
and/or formal employees of business services entities. Given the realistic 
potential of food agriculture capable of fundamentally altering positively the 
fortunes to propel the manifestations of the blessings of success in leaps and 
bounds, the seed-to-plate concept is a compelling strategy which could be 
considered in the continent’s quest for greatness.

Appropriation and Application of Medicinal Properties

Africa to date has been unable to craft and implement health care systems capable 
of delivering solutions to the health needs of the population. And to reiterate, 
greatness eludes a nation incapable of meeting the health care needs of its people. 
A fundamental reason is the inability of health policy to provide a balance of 
attention on resources from both orthodox and plant or herbal medicine. “Africa 
is endowed with up to 45,000 plant species—about 25% of the world’s plant genetic 
resources.”26 Yet, official health policy and practice overemphasize the pursuit of 
orthodox medicine to elusive sophistication and mastery while plant/herbal 
medicine is negated to secondary consideration in terms of education, training, 
research, and institutionalization of knowledge for widespread practical usage, 
appropriation, and application.

A typical African community comprises entities with dual health care and 
treatment procedures, where sickness and diseases are euphemistically categorized 
in terms of what could be treated with orthodox or plant/herbal medicines. 
Depending on the conceptual diagnosis and related factors of affordability and 
availability, either the orthodox or herbal medicine is used. Nevertheless, it 
is demonstrative of the attitudes of the people that they continue to use herbal 
medicine as they have done for several centuries. It will be expected that a 
continent striving for greatness will provide equal attention to the development 
and deployment of resources from both sources beyond the institutional lip 
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service and cosmetic focus of appropriation and application, which pertain in the 
domain of herbal vis-à-vis orthodox medicine.

It is known that remedies for many out-patient department (OPD) visitations 
could be drawn from increased learning of nutrition, herbal medicine, and other 
forms of natural medicine and yet the domain remains peripheral in health policy 
thinking and formulation in search of effective solutions to meet the health 
needs of the population. Health policy needs to be formulated with an overriding 
objective of reducing pressure and lessening overreliance on orthodox medicinal 
facilities and resources. Under a Tran-Serve leadership, the medicinal value 
of herbs would feature prominently in the outlook and projections of crafting 
effective response to meet health demands and needs of the society. This means 
the subservient attention provided to the herbal medicine domain would pave 
way for standardization of the entire value chain of learning, education, training, 
research, extraction of active ingredients, processing, packaging, dispensing, and 
usage. The pathway to greatness would be smoothened and the journey facilitated 
if a proper balance in attention and importance is struck between orthodox and 
herbal medicine especially given the latter’s prevalence, availability, affordability, 
and deep rootedness in the sociocultural psyche of the people.

Actions in the direction espoused here will also enhance the ecological 
footprints of African societies and engender invaluable country-level contributions 
to addressing some of the phenomenal effects of climate change. Uplifting herbal 
medicine to the standard of orthodox medicine in public policy formulations 
would increase the preservation of plant species and strengthen frameworks of 
ecological knowledge, rights, responsibilities for ensuring and preserving biological 
diversity.27 Such endeavors of ecological resource regulation and management 
regimes induce better land use planning and management practices, and enable 
deepening and dependability of the core elements of social organization—
solidarity, responsibility, accountability, collaboration, and initiative—all at the 
crux of many nations’ journey to greatness. In essence, Africa’s health care policy, 
planning, and management choices cannot remain at this state of institutional 
disparity and discordancy between orthodox and herbal medicine if the strive 
toward greatness is expected to yield the desired results and outcomes.

Adaptation and Utilization of Technology

The climb to “mount greatness” requires widespread and maximum adaptation 
and utilization of scientific knowledge to enhance purpose in what are arguably 
the “vital signs” of a nation—health, education, agriculture, labor, household 
amenities, and governance. From basic filing, record-keeping, registration at 
health facilities to the delivery mechanisms of preventive, curative, and nutritional 
health care, sanitation, and water, the level and quality of technology deployed 
in these spheres determine the efficiency, effectiveness, and reach of the services 
purposefully meeting intended needs. The abundant tales and sights of patients 
carrying files back and forth, abysmal lack of surgical gloves and auxiliary first 
aid kits, careless disposal of clinical wastes, overflowing garbage dumpsites, and 
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potable water-deprived communities foretell the palpable levels of technology 
utilization to enhance the purposeful functioning of health care systems in the 
societies.

Puzzling features of the education system amid the ubiquity of technology are the 
chronic lack of learning, reading, instructional and teaching materials; computer-
deprived libraries and depleted laboratories; delivery methods and formats devoid 
of industry-readied practical skills; innovation labs, simulations, and incubation 
spaces and parks. Thus, over the past several decades, the education system has 
increasingly churned out half-baked literates fed with leap-frogged technology 
spoils of social media platforms, where many have invented grammarless sentence 
constructions for communication and exchange of information, and are woefully 
ill-prepared for industry and corporate life.

Nowhere are the attendant effects of the minimal adaptation and utilization 
of technology more pronounced than in the field of agriculture. Allusions were 
made to this anomalous situation in the section on food strategy. But it is suffice to 
state that the pace toward greatness will quicken when bellies are full through the 
release of requisite energy, creativity, and innovations inherent in the utilization 
of technology to spur the tide ensuring sufficiency and security in the realm of 
agriculture.

Idleness and vulnerability are the banes of minimally utilizing technology to 
catapult labor toward industry readiness. The refrain that labor is abundant and 
cheap on the continent is more an indictment of the incapacity of the countries 
to create avenues for skills training and acquisitions commensurate to the needs 
and demands of industry. While such a situation stifles growth and expansion 
in industry, it also serves as a propitious ground for increased deviant behavior 
in the wider society. Avenues of wealth creation become limited for many with 
unhealthy aggressiveness and decadence pervading the social and moral fabrics 
of society. All over the continent, there are signs of incipient entrepreneurships 
which if harnessed with technology will unleash the impetus required to hasten 
the nations’ pathway to greatness.

Critical aspects of power generation and transmission seem technology-driven 
and enabled notwithstanding the attendant contentious and vexatious lingering 
issues of inadequacy in the value chain. However, the aspect of distribution seems 
to be in dire need of technology infusion and enhancement to have a semblance 
of efficiency and effectiveness in responsible company delivery performance. Vast 
swaths of areas with connectivity and regular supplies are undoubtedly captured 
in periodic underwhelming revenue projections and declarations simply due 
to inadequate use of technology-aided approaches of determining usage and 
user compliance with bills and payment collection arrangements. Segments 
of the population and sectors of the economy are spuriously categorized as 
underperforming which overwhelm underwriters that assume the disproportionate 
burden of covering the energy consumption costs. Such an existing scenario is not 
a mark of match to greatness.

It is a truism that the proliferation of cellphone and social media technology 
has exponentially enhanced communication and widespread information-sharing 
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capabilities of the populace across the spectrum. Long before the explosions 
in mobile and social technology, nations which attained the greatness feat had 
used and appropriated technology to induce engineering innovations, deepen 
communications and interactions, facilitate knowledge acquisition modalities; 
They also engaged in trend and pace-setting research for solutions to life-changing 
challenges, propelling smart skills and training undertakings. This has been 
done with such level of sophistication, widespread access, benefits, and impact 
that it becomes luxurious for such nations to just overly be concerned about the 
negativities which come with the ubiquity of mobile technology.

Smart mobile technologies are two-headed conundrum for nations in Africa. 
While they provide leapfrogging moments of by-passing aspects of infrastructure 
build-up, access, and reach, efforts are needed to (a) harness a mobile phone with 
an internet to induce innovations, facilitate knowledge acquisitions, learning, and 
research; and (b) address the negativities which accompany the proliferation of 
such technologies. The need for such efforts can be gleaned from one significant 
outlet—the public bureaucracy responsible for implementing and translating 
government visions into concrete actions and impacting results. Government 
business transaction communications is still heavily dependent on the 
conventional paper trail and less use of electronic channels. For example, although 
public servants do have official and private email avenues as well as widespread 
access to social media channels, the issue of concern is the preponderance reliance 
on paper trails to conduct and communicate government business transactions.

Leapfrogging has left the public bureaucracy behind in mastering computer 
technology for conducting and facilitating government business before massively 
embracing mobile and social technology. Such a phenomenon will be less 
bothering if social media channels are harnessed to fill the gaps exacted on the 
transaction communications performance of the public bureaucracy. The nations’ 
path to greatness will be greatly enhanced by utilizing the opportunities provided 
by the proliferation and widespread embrace of social media to facilitate sharing 
of not just social trivia but also serious formal government work. Fulfilling this 
endeavor remains a trying challenge to overcome in nations’ desirous quest to 
pursue and achieve greatness.

Minimal use of technology is also prevalent in the construction business with 
attendant effects on levels of productivity. Artisans engaged in the construction 
sector are barely equipped with the requisite simple tools to reduce the raw 
energy expended to produce an expected output within a given time period. This 
deficiency makes entry, recruitment, outputs, and rewards for engaging in the field 
and practicing the trade unattractive for many would-be interested hands. Artisans 
in the construction business are the main builders of nations’ infrastructure; 
their levels of sophistication in the usage of technology to enhance productive 
engagement are major determinants of the status, conditions, and availability of 
the infrastructural foundations which underscore prosperity and greatness.

Deployment of technology for conservation, protection, and judicious 
harnessing of natural resources whether on land, air, and sea is an essential driver 
of survival and regeneration of a great nation or those yearning to be. Performance 
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indices of conservation regarding utilization of the basics in the specific realm must 
be spectacular. For example, operating safe, efficient, and profitable airline industry 
over a prolonged period will be a notch toward excellence in the harnessing of 
airspace resources. Likewise, having the capability to preserve marine resources 
and prevent overfishing in territorial waters is a mark of ensuring ecological 
balance and sanity. Furthermore, persistent orderly application and enforcement of 
mining regulatory rights assist in avoiding uncontrollably hazardous exploitative 
tendencies and recklessness in harnessing mineral resources. Where a nation lies 
in relation to such basic measures usually shapes its pathways toward greatness.

Among strategies to consider under a Tran-Serve leadership is the utilization 
of regional public goods, which will be a key catalyst in the transformation of 
African economies in general, and boosting fragile, conflict, and violence (FCV) 
abatement investments in green and technology-enabled infrastructure to rectify 
some of the anomalies of the pathways to achieving greatness. Such regional public 
goods include building transport corridors, managing river basins, establishing 
cross-border digital connectivity, managing climate risks, and controlling 
outbreaks of pests and disease. Priority FCV zones in this context will involve: 
(a) Horn of Africa, (b) Lake Chad Basin, (c) the Sahel, and (d) the Great Lakes 
region. The driving issues of investment interventions in these zones will include 
drought, flooding, extreme heat, deforestation, degradation, displacement, and 
pest invasion.

This strategy would be implemented by establishing Project Development Fund 
Facility (PDFF) to undertake the following regional public goods in specific FCV 
zones:

 1. Horn of Africa: The multiple groups of countries are Somalia, Ethiopia, 
Eritrea, Djibouti, Sudan, and South Sudan. The primary means of economic 
activity is agro-pastoralism. Investment opportunity is to establish a regional 
industry for widespread manufacturing of animal feed, animal husbandry 
products and services, meat processing and packaging activities.

 2. The Lake Chad Basin: Involved countries are Cameroon, Niger, Nigeria, 
Chad. The main livelihoods of communities dependent on the lake are 
fishing and agriculture. Investments opportunity will be to establish a 
regional industry for an efficient fish supply value chain promotion. A 
key focus of the industry would be to enable improved access to regional 
markets for reviving cross-border economic activity.

 3. The Sahel region: The G5 Sahel countries include Mauritania, Mali, 
Niger, Burkina Faso, and Chad with claims to three main rivers—Senegal, 
Niger, and Nile—and a great potential for renewable energy. Investment 
opportunity is to establish a regional industry for polysilicon and the 
manufacturing of solar panels, inverters, batteries, and wind turbines. This 
will enable creating National Green Banks in each of the countries that help 
leverage private-sector funding for clean energy projects in low-income 
communities. The location of the regional industry will be strategic to create 
jobs and boost shared prosperity.
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 4. The Great Lakes region: It comprises seven lakes covering areas in the 
countries of Burundi, Rwanda, northeastern DRC, Uganda, northwestern 
Kenya, and Tanzania. As the largest freshwater system in the world, the 
investment opportunities with a regional value chain dimension seem 
abundant. The more obvious investment opportunity with an economic 
sense will be to establish a regional industry for bottling freshwater and 
producing nutritious beverages for catering to the health and wellness 
needs of the region. Africa is a “treasure trove of medicinal plants,” and this 
regional industry can be geared to be a leading provider of eco-friendly, 
healthy herbal drinks for consumers across the region. This will create 
jobs within the value chain and generate spillover economic benefits of 
employment for several people in the region.

Intensive utilization of technology to meet household amenities needs of the 
country is lacking. For example, Ghana has very rich deposits of clay and perennially 
rudimentary pottery industry. The widespread use of technology to refine the clay 
texture, upgrade products, and transform the entire industry with the capability 
to produce durable and competitive quality household products will be a step in 
the direction toward greatness. Every successful nation in this era and time has 
been able to reduce its import of porcelain products by building domestic capacity 
for meeting household needs. With several technical institutes dotting all over the 
landscape, and some rapidly transformed recently into universities even if in name 
only, it still remains a mystery why this basic feat of utilizing technology to refine 
and improve clay texture has not been attained in the musings to build great nations.

An important undertaking under a Tran-Serve leadership arrangement to 
address the minimal deployment of technology could be investments to increase 
access to digital skills training, through creating affordable, accessible solutions that 
provide learners with the relevant knowledge and skills they need to thrive at the 
job market. In 2021, Africa had 716,000 developers—Nigeria, South Africa, Egypt, 
and Kenya are the countries with the most developers.28 Combined, they received 
81 percent of venture capital in 2021.29 This could be done by establishing venture 
capital fund to support implementation of investments in learning and training 
platforms to enable Nigerian companies at the frontline to mount training and 
skills acquisition activities in the ECOWAS sub-region; Kenyan, South African, 
and Egyptian companies do the same in EAC, SADC, and AMC respectively. The 
dearth of tech talent across the continent will be addressed with a regional lens, 
which will allow funding of equity into tech companies from North Africa and sub-
Saharan Africa. An analytical tool could be used to easily identify such companies 
and understand the developer landscape on the continent to define a skills gap 
matrix. The skills gap matrix will feed into capacity enhancement training and 
learning programs to address types of skills required.

Spiritual Materialism and Instant Gratification

Belief and faith in God as a cardinal principle underscoring the blessings for success 
has metamorphosed largely into belief and embrace of spiritual materialism and 
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instant gratification in the societies. Miracle churches proliferate in all corners and 
preach instant wealth accumulation and delivery from poverty over conventional 
notion and wisdom of hard work, dedication, devotion, and commitment to the 
pursuit and fulfillment of purpose on earth.30 The very fabric of religiosity of the 
African has been turned headlong. And the preponderance overconcentration 
on mainly the spiritual realm to the neglect of the realities in the other equally 
essential spheres of life and human construct has rendered the average follower 
and worshipper at these miracle churches captives of misery and palpably pathetic. 
It is like déjà vu all over again: the gun-boat policy cunningness has not left 
the continent—the bible in one hand, the sword in the other, and proselytizers 
embarked on conversions. While the locals were busily acclimatizing to their new 
faith, their resources were speedily whisked away. However, this time around, it is 
not an outsider visiting this predicament on the unsuspecting and gullible locals 
but their own sons and daughters who parade themselves as the saviors, chosen 
and anointed ones ordained to deliver them out of the ravages of poverty and 
deprivation with superhuman powers and prophecies.

The gospel of sowing seeds and tithes for the self-proclaimed deliverers and 
leaders to build wealth and reside in luxury while the vast followers eke out a 
living in penury awaiting the miraculous day is propagated and justified as the 
new norm in the belief and faith in God. One United States-based comedian put 
it succinctly that unlike Jesus Christ who fed 5,000 poor and hungry,31 this time it 
is the other way around when the 5,000 poor and hungry are feeding their pastors 
and prophets. Avarice, self-centeredness, personal gain, and doubtful integrity are 
the halos that encircle and follow several leaders of these miracle places of worship.

As religious leaders of avowedly captive followers, they have very critical 
roles and responsibilities to ensure that belief and faith in God is turned into 
remarkable blessings of success for the good of the nations the way it could be. 
First and foremost, these leaders could see themselves as the mouthpieces of 
progress and transformation by minimizing sermons on instant miracles and 
gratification and amplify emphasis on purposefulness, consistency of purpose, 
hard work, responsibility, dedication, devotion, staying the course, commitment, 
and perseverance in the pursuit and achievement of goals and targets. Sowing 
seeds and tithes will not change the deleterious effects of neglecting the 
preventive steps and nutrition necessary to avoid certain illness and sickness 
in life amid the absence of the fundamental tools and equipment to provide 
basic curative responses. All-day fasting and all-night prayer sessions will not 
bring good drinking potable water and useful sanitation and waste management 
practices into the community. Neither will a clean city and community emerge 
through constant prayers; it takes purposeful planning and good development 
governance to accomplish such feats.

The churches could cease espousing laziness through expectations in instant 
miracles and gratification and rather promote education with creative and 
innovative skills acquisitions imbued with entrepreneurism. They could encourage 
testimonials of job creation and employment delivering essential services and 
products to the community. Ensuring food on the table regularly will not come 
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through the permission and generosity of the church leader but largely a function 
of “dirty hands” operating in a milieu of supportive policies throughout the entire 
agriculture value chain. The churches could acknowledge and propound that if 
able-bodied men and women are in church all day and all week, it is a worrying 
manifestation of idleness and vulnerability with all its attendant effects. It is 
equally important for the leaders to espouse and exhort members to explore and 
harness for upliftment the potential benefits of social media beyond just sharing 
and exchanging of trivial videos, gossips, and jokes. Furthermore, it could be 
extolled that for many of the followers, deliverance from the scourges of poverty 
lies in adding value to the very resources surrounding them in their homes and 
communities.

Preaching and practicing the gospel of spiritual materialism through 
miracles, prophecies, and instant gratification have placed the continent at the 
pedestal of a callous and careless leadership drive toward a horrifying outcome 
of institutionalizing blessings for the success of the few. The hapless populace of 
ardent worshippers has been negated to a constant struggle in worship and praise 
of their predicament—acceptance of fate or destiny while in wait of the miraculous 
deliverance. Belief and faith in God as a cardinal principle of the blessings for 
success can certainly lead to outcomes better than what is currently prevailing, 
and things need not be in such overdrive if the climb to mount greatness will be 
real and evident.

Conclusion

A philosophical trilogy of Africa’s development ills sheds abundant light on the 
concerns about Africa’s future, especially for the idle and vulnerable young people 
coming of age in a time of great uncertainty given “conflict is on the rise, and the 
number of countries falling into instability is increasing.”32 In the face of such stark 
realities, it is not out of place for a sigh of despair. But as succinctly noted, “if we 
do nothing, we risk losing them . . . we cannot allow this to happen.”33 And the 
call for a united front to confront this dilemma is in the right direction. However, 
the fact remains that capable solutions will not emerge from the same trodden 
pathways of the past. There seems to be a necessary need for more audacious and 
commonsense innovative ways to have a leap of faith in operationalizing concepts 
such as BRP for organizing the design and shape of statehood according to the 
needs and realities of target societies. Evidence for the belief in this vision is 
overwhelmingly abundant and irrefutable. The continent cannot continue leaving 
things to chance and commandeering public and private funds into the same 
leaking bowls and expect transformational results and outcomes.



hapter C 6

THE CONCEPT OF BRP

Introduction

This chapter outlines the constituents of BRP as a conceptual framework. To 
provide a context, the chapter commences with conceptual roots of anecdotal 
experiences entailing a three-phased series of activities spanning over two decades. 
These varied activities include academic engagements in Ghana and North 
America for tertiary certifications, professional endeavors at the United Nations 
and the World Bank Group, executive assignments of high-level interactions with 
bird’s-eye views of government operations in Ghana, and an analytical exercise of 
reflections on local governance subpar performance in Africa.

Furthermore, the salient elements of BRP are detailed, and the corresponding 
implications for necessary constitutional amendments, policy reforms, and 
country-level pathway adjustments are noted. In sum, the chapter concludes on a 
note that if African countries are expected within the global community to have 
strong, resilient institutions capable of fulfilling not only the needs of the few 
elites but also those of the vast majority, BRP could be embraced, adopted, and 
operationalized across the continent.

Conceptual Roots of Anecdotal Experiences

The concept of BRP derives its roots from a long-range three-phased set of activities 
spanning two decades as follows: (1) early scholarly work and engagements, 1990–
99; (2) professional mission visitations to over twenty African countries, 2000–
2015; and (3) residential Executive interactions in Ghana, 2016–21. The early 
scholarly works involved an academic study titled “Transnational Elites Interests 
as Manifested in the Socio-Economic Programs in Sub-Saharan Africa,” as part of 
the requirements for an MA degree at the University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, 
and a PhD dissertation, “The Pursuit of Politics of Sustainable Livelihoods: Focus 
on Governance in Ghana,” at the same university. Engagements in this context 
included interactions with the Africa Leadership Forum (ALF)1 and the Global 
Knowledge Partnerships (GKP)2 initiatives of the UNDP and other international 
development organizations. Professional mission visitations were part of the 
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World Bank Group programs in Africa. Among the African countries visited 
were Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Sudan, and Somalia in East Africa; 
Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, Togo, Benin, Nigeria, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, and 
Ghana in West Africa; South Africa, Lesotho, Seychelles, and Mauritius in the 
Southern Africa region. Residential executive interactions involved government 
appointment as the Executive Secretary (CEO) of the Ghana Refugee Board 
(GRB), which provided unfettered access and interactions with senior-level public 
sector officials, politicians, informal traditional and religious leaders, and ordinary 
citizens.

The MA studies afforded an opportunity to examine the roles, interests, and 
responsibilities of African leaders in relation to counterparts within the global 
community in the context of the design and implementation of Structural 
Adjustment Programs (SAPs) spearheaded by the IMF and the World Bank 
to ensure stability of the global economy.3 Safeguarding investments and 
related economic operations within the global economy requires transnational 
partnerships, cooperations, alliances, and affiliations. Sometimes, inadvertently, 
or otherwise, cementing transnational interests becomes vested to the detriment 
of the masses in African countries.

Using Ghana as a case study, the PhD dissertation established two interrelated 
issues pivotal to innovations to forging better leadership and governance 
practices for the fulfillment of needs and propelling the nations to greatness: 
(a) traditional leaders have a greater capacity than any leadership institutions 
to communicate, mobilize, and organize ordinary Africans voluntarily for 
collective purposes; and (b) traditional leaders are marginalized and relegated 
to minimal roles in local governance arrangements in present-day practices of 
development democracy.

It became clear that Africa urgently needs robust institutions to enhance 
political participation, enable transparency in policy decision-making, and ensure 
accountability for public expenditure, resource use or misuse, abuse of power 
and authority. Institutions are efficient and effective if they are reflective of the 
needs and realities on the ground. Time and patience are required for building 
strong institutions, particularly to engender constituent elements of a freer press, 
independent judiciary, loyal and efficient public servants, and reliable taxation and 
revenue generation systems.4 Former US president Obama referred to this essential 
task of building strong institutions in his visit to Ghana in 2009, and the aftermath 
White House undertakings in the context of the “Open Government Partnership” 
he launched in 2011 to secure commitments from African governments for 
transparency, accountability, and empowered participation.5 Although laudable, 
such efforts mainly follow the scripts of the discredited superior-inferior worldview 
and not molded in the image or based on the realities of existence of ordinary 
Africans.

It has been sixty years and more that post-independence Africa has been 
crafting and experimenting with Western-type institutions for representation, 
leading, ruling, and governing that marginalize leadership institutions which 
ordinary people utilize for coexistence in their communities. The results have 
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so far not been impressive and the jury is out there on the outcomes of tangible 
dividends. It is about time to revisit the institutions-building and designing the 
shape of statehood efforts and ensure that ordinary people are at the front, center, 
and back of the process especially at the grassroots level.

Engagements with the Africa Leadership Forum provided the opportunity to 
interact with former presidents, incumbent leaders, and senior public officials at 
that time, and groups of individuals currently in the driver seats on the continent. 
Many of the discussions and platforms focused on building the capacity of the 
successor generations of leaders with notable emphasis on emulating or replicating 
external innovations on leadership institutions-building. Such efforts by the ALF 
are similar in focus and intent like the Obama-era “Young African Leadership 
Initiative” (YALI),6 which has been invigorated by the Biden administration. All 
these efforts are evident of the leadership and governance deficits at the African 
development space.

Interactions under the auspices of the Global Knowledge Partnerships for 
Development (GKD) induced moments to delve deeply into indigenous knowledge 
systems, which undergird African leadership and governance institutional 
arrangements. The GKD initiative created and opened the space for articulating 
“blended” knowledge solutions to improve the one-way approach of “doing 
development in Africa” without much success. Blended knowledge approaches are 
what could instill resilience in rulership institutions in Africa with the capability 
of not crumbling at the cracking footsteps of self-imposed gatekeepers clothed in 
uniforms of brutality, or under the folly and greediness of counterparts in suits or 
African traditionally designed clothing.

Professional mission visitations were undertaken to several African 
countries under the World Bank-supported “Mobilizing the African Diaspora 
for Development” program. Although not an explicit priority of the Diaspora 
program, determining the position and role of traditional leaders in local 
governance arrangements was an issue of investigative focus during visitations 
to any African country. And in line with earlier scholarly findings, the story 
has basically been the same all over the continent—constitutional guarantee of 
recognition and presence, and backbench roles in local government despite need 
and relevance.

In addition to Ghana as a case study for the PhD dissertation, a few more 
country cases7 are worthy of note as follows:

 1. South Africa: There is constitutional recognition of the role and status of 
traditional leaders according to customary law, but they occupy the bottom 
rung of the local government ladder. More importantly, service delivery is 
the responsibility of the formal local governance structure.

 2. Zimbabwe: The constitution provides for National and Provincial Houses 
of Chiefs; nomination of 10 members as part of the 150-member National 
Assembly; and a provision for qualification to stand for elections on political 
party tickets.
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 3. Namibia: Traditional leaders were excluded from political office after 
independence and their traditional and colonial status reduced from that of 
political leaders to cultural agents.

 4. Botswana: There exists constitutional recognition of the status, powers, 
and roles but subjugation under legislative bureaucratization to peripheral 
responsibility in local governance.

 5. Sierra Leone, Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia, and Benin among others: All have 
constitutional provisions which recognize the existence, role, and status 
of traditional leaders but are assigned marginal responsibilities in local 
governance.

Without doubt, the backseat role assigned the institution of chieftaincy in local 
government designs and operations is the root of abysmal interests and low political 
participation by ordinary people in governance arrangements across the continent. 
Africa’s post-independence participation in democracy practice has been largely 
based on wholesale adoption of models and mechanisms from outside. There 
may not have been any concern if this arrangement has worked to fulfill the needs 
and aspirations of the people. No questions would be asked if the people are fairly 
represented in national deliberations, able to participate effectively within such 
operational apparatus and utilize the prescribed principles and rules of engagement 
to ensure transparency and accountability for the use and misuse of public resources. 
Furthermore, all would have been deemed well if the successive leadership structures 
command the trust, respect, loyalty, buy-in, and confidence of the people voluntarily 
and without threats of coercion, and are utilized to manage the basic resources upon 
which existence and subsistence depend.

A blended approach could provide the watershed solutions pathway because 
it seemingly constitutes a potentially viable and robust antidote to the leadership 
and governance challenges of the continent. The BRP principle makes room for 
multiparty-based elections and leadership at the national level and traditional 
leadership and communal representation arrangements at the local level.

Serving as an executive secretary of a government agency in Ghana provided a 
bird’s-eye view of the intricate operations of government and machinations of the 
public sector. The period afforded the opportunity to undertake a thorough review 
of the literature and objective reflections on the performance of local government 
structures, as well as the role of traditional leadership in facilitating harmonious 
coexistence of communities. The outcome of this review is a critical analysis and 
reflections on the situation in Ghana which provides compelling reasons to adopt 
a blended approach to addressing the leadership and governance challenges 
confronting Africa.

Review and Reflections on Local Governance in Ghana

This analytical review is organized around the following themes: (a) consensus 
and contestations on the mandated leadership arrangement; (b) undermining 
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features of the prevailing local governance arrangements; (c) misdiagnosis of 
local governance subpar performance problematic; (d) utterances on the frontline 
involvement of the institution of chieftaincy; (e) need to eliminate parallel 
leadership syndrome; (f) indigenous leadership for either transformative or 
regressive politics; (g) conscientious patriotism; (h) transformative development 
requires proactive involvement of indigenous leadership.

Consensus and Contestations on the Mandated Leadership Arrangement

By now, there seems to be no ambiguity that universal adult suffrage via 
competitive partisan elections regardless of inherent flaws is the acceptable means 
of representation and participation of Ghanaians in governance at the national 
level. Ghana has chalked up relative successes by electing presidents and Members 
of Parliament through peaceful elections leading to successive alternate changes in 
party-based ruling governments.

What seems contentious is the governance and leadership designs at the local 
level. With the 1992 Ghana Constitution,8 local governance and leadership designs 
have been based on the appointment of the district chief executives (DCEs) and 
the nonpartisan elections of corresponding district assemblies (DAs) and unit 
committee (UC) members as the major actors.

Undermining Features of the Prevailing Local Governance Arrangements

Over the years, associated with this mode of representation and participation 
in governance at the local level are the undermining characteristics: (i) national 
executive overreach, influence, and control through appointments, inequitable 
allocation, and distribution of development resources, (ii) abysmal level of 
interests and participation by the vast majority of people; (iii) lack of transparency 
in decision-making and resource allocation, and inability of the majority to hold 
officials accountable for stewardship; and (iv) arrested development aspirations 
of the communities as the overall gamut of governance arrangements through 
appointed district chief executives, district assemblies, and unit committees are 
unable to provide and deliver services to the satisfaction of the people; and (v) 
inertia largely due to the phenomenon of relegation of traditional leadership to 
peripheral roles and positions.

Misdiagnosis of Local Governance (LG) Subpar Performance Problematic

Contestations on the mandated leadership arrangements have been based 
on diametrical views leading to a misdiagnosis of the LG problematic in the 
country. Core viewpoints are to have either nonpartisan or partisan-based district 
assemblies and unit committees. The main focus has been on holding a referendum 
to amend Article 55 (3) of the Constitution (Organization of Political Parties) to 
permit the introduction of partisan politics into local government. The driving 
belief is the seemingly underlying consensus on the direct elections of the DCEs, 
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and their nomination has largely been the cause of the LG problematic. Amid the 
contestations, however, there seems to be missing the point that the inability of 
prevailing LG arrangement to meet the aspirations of the populace is a systemic 
leadership design anomaly than either nonpartisan or partisan elections of the 
major actors including the DCEs.

Utterances on the Frontline Involvement of the Institution of Chieftaincy in LG

The LG challenges have prompted many calls from eminent personalities 
including the Asantehene,9 Okyehene,10 Asokorehene,11 and the Agbogbomefia,12 
among others, for the frontline involvement of chiefs beyond prevailing 
constitutional provisions of guaranteeing recognition and presence, and 
consultations (jointly with other interest groups) by national executives on 30 
percent nominations regarding the composition of the district assemblies (1992 
Constitution—Chapters 20 and 22). These utterances have mainly remained 
pronouncements so far without corresponding blueprints on “HOW” this 
necessary and uncontestable feat can be pursued and achieved. Such a scenario 
spurred Togbe Afede XIV (the Agbogbomefia of Asogli State) to announce 
the establishment of an African Traditional Leadership Institute (ATLI) to be 
headquartered in Accra.13

Regardless, a committee of experts14 charged with the formulation of 
proposals for the 1992 Constitution recommended that (a) chiefs should be made 
ceremonial heads of the DAs; (b) a percentage of the DAs set aside for chiefs; and 
(c) cooptation of some chiefs as members of the DAs. It is important to note that 
these recommendations would mainly be cosmetics in practice and not adequate 
to induce fundamental changes.

Similarly, the Legal Affairs Committee of the National House of Chiefs’ 
suggestion to cede the constitutional stipulation on 30 percent nominations of 
the DAs by the national executives solely to Chiefs is also inadequate to alter the 
fundamental dynamics of parallel leadership which arguably is the root cause of 
the LG malaise.15 Although, the Legal Affairs Committee rightly pointed out that 
“the introduction of an electoral system should not be used to deprive traditional 
authorities of their role as effective partners in development and governance.”16

Need to Eliminate Parallel Leadership Syndrome

Parallel leadership syndrome stems from people having to grapple with vacillations 
between two dominant and competing leadership structures at the local levels 
at times to the point of paralysis and inertia. One structure is the chieftaincy 
institution, which the people have meticulously created, nurtured, guarded, and 
sustained. The other structure is the panoply of the DCEs, district assemblies, and 
unit committees, which have been constructed and superimposed as features of 
the post-independence LG arrangements

Through constitutional and legal provisions, the structure which is rooted 
in customs and thus more understandable and pliable among the majority of 
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people has been anomalously designated unofficial for the purposes of public 
policy decision-making, resource allocations and management, and stewardship 
at the local levels. National leaders perceive continuous relevance and influence 
as mainly veritable sources of access to votes and exploit them for self-serving 
purposes during competitive multiparty election campaigns to boost vote-
grabbing efforts and voter turnouts in national elections. There is the urgent 
need to eliminate the phenomenon of parallel leadership which has bedeviled 
local-level administration since independence.

Indigenous Leadership for either Transformative or Regressive Politics

Indigenous leadership manifested as the institution of chieftaincy (entailing both 
male and female chiefs) is a powerful mainstay of the Ghanaian/African society 
and should not be considered a relic of the past. Rather, the institution is an 
underutilized bastion for catalyzing mass participation, transparency in resource 
management, and accountability of stewardship for transformative development. 
The institution of chieftaincy, regardless of its inherent flaws, remains the more 
cohesive governance and leadership structure at the local level with symbiotic 
capability to communicate, mobilize, and organize community members for 
collective development actions.

The institution of chieftaincy as a home-grown, time-tested leadership 
institution can be reformed, adapted, and weaned of its anachronistic tendencies 
to hold fort at the local level. And this same leadership institution can progressively 
complement competitive partisan political representations at the national level 
to build nation-states capable of meeting the development aspirations of all 
Ghanaians/Africans regardless of party affiliations.

Conscientious Patriotism

Now, Ghana (and ultimately Africa) is in dire search of solutions for the LG 
problematic, which has partly contributed to the prevailing winner-takes-all, 
divisive, and alienating electoral politics regardless of the impressive successes in 
peaceful elections of presidents, MPs, handing over of power and change of ruling 
governments. Certainly, these are sterling actions which have provided the basis 
for the country to be branded within the global community with the accolade 
as the “beacon of democracy in Africa.” Regardless, it cannot be refuted that 
unbridled partisanship is increasingly marching the country off the plank and into 
the abyss. Families and communities have been strangulated and become wary 
and suspicious of each other along party lines. This is not to say that ascension to 
the throne under the institution of chieftaincy has been devoid of bitter clashes 
between “royal gates” or families vying for recognition and legitimacy regarding 
the leadership in a community.

Conscientious patriotic interventions are needed to calm nerves and remind 
the public that partisan politics is mainly one form of organizing principles of life 
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and crafting the design and shape of statehood according to needs and realities 
in a polity. Thus, it should not be construed as the only tool for governance 
arrangement designs, which merit the label of democratic accolade and behavior. 
Competitive partisan politics per se is not the cure-all for the LG malaise in the 
country as it has also not led significantly to transparency in decision-making and 
accountability of stewardship at the national level.

Transformative Development Requires Proactive Involvement of Indigenous 
Leadership

Development as a transformational process is predominantly political requiring 
fair representation, energetic participation, transparency, and accountability 
to meet targeted goals. The relegation of the institution of chieftaincy to purely 
ceremonial roles may explain the inability of associated local structures to 
evolve into a bulwark for ensuring transparency and accountability in national 
governance operations.

Ghana has about 40,000 settlements across the country and over 30,000 rarely 
experience a regular presence of formal government as they make living in their 
homes and communities. Given the prevalence of entrenched primordial ties and 
psychosocial compositions of the populace, the vast majority continue to rely 
more on the so-called unofficial and informal leadership arrangements.

The relative peace enjoyed by Ghana vis-à-vis neighboring countries in the 
subregion is largely due to the existence and functional operations of the institution 
of chieftaincy albeit its marginalized role in LG and development. Participation is 
key to development so the involvement of the leadership structure which arguably 
has superior capability to communicate, mobilize, and organize the majority of the 
people for collective actions is fundamental and critical.

In this context, the constitutional provision of Chapter 22, Article 276, of the 
1992 Constitution of the country barring chiefs from taking part in active party 
politics has outlived its usefulness. Politics, as practiced in Ghana and elsewhere 
on the continent, is the avenue by which public resources are allocated, managed, 
and translated into beneficial dividends to meet the needs and aspirations of 
people in the polity.

Salient Elements of BRP in Practice in the Case of Ghana

As in the case of the background narrative, it is essential to unravel the tenets of 
BRP in the context of a specific country’s practices for better understanding of the 
leadership and governance relevance and the corresponding reform implications. 
Ghana provides the most appropriate sociocultural milieu for close reflective 
observations of the anomaly in the constitutional mandate to lead, rule, and 
govern to fulfill people’s needs and interests. The main reason underlying Ghana’s 
appropriateness for a case study is the visible presence and roles chiefs (males and 
females) play in grassroots development through communication, mobilization, 
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and organization of communities for collective endeavors, and peaceful and 
harmonious coexistence. Arguably, the relative peace enjoyed by the country 
in relation to neighbors in the subregion could be attributed to the resiliency 
and robustness of the institution of chieftaincy rather than arrangements of 
coexistence fostered through party politics operations. Ghana is also suitable for 
this analysis and reflections, given its geographical position as the major transport 
hub of the inglorious slave trade evidenced in the numerous forts and castles 
which dot its coastlines as well as the history of its frontline role in the struggles 
for independence.

During the earlier post-independence period, Ghana experienced many military 
takeovers and armed insurrections more than any African country. In the present era, 
Ghana is heralded within the international community as the “beacon” of democracy 
for its relatively peaceful transitions of power from a ruling to an opposition party 
based on a series of nationwide electoral balloting and universal adult suffrages.

Furthermore, and more importantly for our purpose, the resilience of the 
institutions of chieftaincy is highly visible and the continuous relevance for 
harmonious coexistence easily observable amid the glamour and glitters of 
partisan bickering and divisiveness. In fact, the saying that all politics is local has a 
more significant meaning in the context of Ghana, as every present-day politician 
standing for elections has to go all length to secure the implicit or explicit 
endorsement of traditional leaders within the respective communities.

Generally, BRP is a fusion of traditional African and “Western” principles of 
representation, transparency, accountability, and participation for organizing the 
designs and shape of statehood according to the needs, aspirations, and realities of 
target societies. The critical features are:

 1. A mix of leadership systems with the constitutional mandate to rule and 
having an underlying superior capability to communicate, mobilize, and 
organize voluntarily for collective transformative development in a polity.

 2. BRP connotes vertical and horizontal blending, whereby national leadership 
is determined by prevailing multiparty-based universal adult suffrage 
elections (Western), and local governance leadership is determined by 
leadership arrangements nurtured and guarded by African people for 
centuries and to which they continue to ascribe (indigenous).

 3. Traditional chiefs (both males and females) would represent communities 
in their respective local electoral areas at corresponding designated district 
assemblies17; a variation arrangement is applicable to the metropolitan 
assemblies (MAs).

 4. 100 percent membership composition by traditional authorities in DAs and 
municipal assemblies.

 5. District chief executives (DCEs) and deputies would be elected from 
members of the DAs and municipal assemblies by representatives.

 6. Guaranteed centrality of gender balance in the composition of the DAs—
that is, if a male is elected as DCE, then a female is elected automatically as 
deputy and vice versa.18
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 7. The DCE chairs the executive council; deputy presides over DA.
 8. Comparable arrangements for the metropolitan assemblies will have to be 

considered.

The logic of a BRP framework is that majority of the people in local communities will 
be better represented by their own chosen leaders based on familiar understandable 
norms and conventions in local governing arrangements. These people would have 
access, influence and control over their leaders to ensure transparency in policy 
decisions regarding the management of common resources. Collectively, the 
people would utilize their strengthened local governance structures to influence 
and exert control, and enable transparency and accountability for stewardship of 
national affairs, which would minimize or eliminate impunity and misuse of the 
public purse to engender shared prosperity.

Implications of Adopting BRP

The implications are manifested in two areas: (1) structure, composition, and 
functioning of the district assemblies; and (2) reforming, adaptation, and 
strengthening of the institution of chieftaincy (IoC).

Structure, Composition, and Functioning of District Assemblies

 1. The need for the promulgation of constitutional amendments, reviews, 
enactments, and local governance reforms. Relevant chapters and articles of 
the Ghana 1992 Constitution and the LG Act are as follows:

 ● Chapter 20—Decentralization and Local Government:
 ● Article 242—Composition of District Assembly
 ● Article 243—District Chief Executive
 ● Article 244—Presiding Member
 ● Chapter 22—Chieftaincy
 ● Article 270 (1)—Enhance Effectiveness of IoC
 ● Local Government Act, 1993

 2. A suitable formula-based variation of BRP in the metropolitan assemblies 
is required given the cosmopolitan character, population, and spatial 
configuration of the cities.19

 3. The composition of the executive committee of the DAs and extending 
membership to the heads of the requisite technical departments with the 
right to vote.

 4. Replacing the duplicative administrative nomenclature—urban, town, area, and 
zonal councils with the more grounded and far-reaching traditional councils.

Reforms, Adaptation, and Strengthening of the Institution of Chieftaincy

 1. Tenure limitations of representation and participation of traditional leaders 
at the DAs20
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 2. Delegation of representation (representation can be delegated in case a 
community considers a chief not capable of participation)

 3. The structure, composition, and functioning of corresponding traditional 
councils would require retrofitting for centrality of gender balance, resource 
support, and capacity enhancement to assume the roles and responsibilities 
of urban, town, area, and zonal councils of the DAs.

 4. The structure and composition of National and Regional Houses of Chiefs to 
accommodate suitably balanced integration of female traditional authority 
counterparts (National and Regional Associations of Queen Mothers, for 
example). This is notwithstanding some notable scholarly contestations 
on the positions of female chiefs in societies which are predominantly 
patriarchal.21 Regardless, women chiefs are rooted and widespread in several 
societies.22

 5. Documentation for codification of essential practices of the institution 
including enstoolment/enskinment and destoolment procedures, consensus-
building, mass participation inducement, accountability for stewardship and 
transparency in resource allocation and management, and conflict resolution

Customized Institutional Reforms across the Continent

From the foregoing, to make BRP functional, African countries would, first and 
foremost, embark on constitutional reforms to amend articles and chapters of the 
various constitutions on the structures, composition, formation, and functions 
of the state at the national and local levels particularly relating to the roles and 
responsibilities of national and traditional leadership. Countries would be required 
to revise relevant chapters and articles on decentralization and membership of the 
constituent assemblies, and reconfigure overall local government arrangements. 
These revisions would reflect requirements and conditions for a functioning 
blended leadership and governing structures capability to communicate, mobilize, 
and organize society voluntarily for collective purposes.

In the same vein, countries would embark on deep reflections and introspections 
to reform the Institutions of Chieftaincy so that they are better equipped to 
handle the expected roles and responsibilities adoption of BRP confers and 
requires. Notable areas in this regard include (a) lifetime tenures, (b) restrictive 
leadership selection pools and choice options, (c) gendered roles, visibility, and 
responsibilities clarifications, (d) shrouded mythical operational procedures, and 
(e) limits of adjudicative capability.

In all reform areas, care would be taken to ensure that good practices do not 
become the enemy of the best in attempts to adapt and conform to the exigencies of 
governance challenges confronting the societies. For example, tenure limitations 
would apply to participating in local assemblies, membership, and steering of 
policy decision-making task groups and committees. Also, established traditional 
norms, conventions, and practices regarding selection choices, options, and 
alternates would be documented, acknowledged, and accorded the due recognition 
and respect. Furthermore, the vital roles and responsibilities of women would be 
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amplified in a manner that reverberates in the entire reform process to rectify the 
misleading conceptions that the institution of chieftaincy in Africa only revolves 
around males in the communities.

Conclusion: A Long-Range Lens on Solutions Pathway

A major thrust of this manuscript is to translate the findings and lessons of 
background activities, interactions, analyses, and reform-implied interventions 
into tangible forms of blended representational principles on the ground. In this 
regard, BRP as an intellectual solutions pathway emanated from over two decades 
of empirical content, professional engagements, and experiences within the 
international community across countries on four continents including Africa, 
Europe, Asia, and North America.

Good governance is the lynchpin of development as a transformational process. 
This process entails (a) fair representational arrangements and robust institutions 
steering the wheels for fulfilling aspirations and needs of people; (b) transparency 
in decision-making, public expenditure, resource allocation, effectiveness, and 
efficiency of resource use, (c) access to information and knowledge, application of 
appropriate technologies, and adaptation to changing dynamics, (d) accountability 
for stewardship, and (e) participation in governance arrangements, to mention 
some of the mechanisms which make development transformational, resilient, 
and sustainable. It is possible that good governance and sustainable development 
in Ghana/Africa could be grounded more firmly in a blend of indigenous and 
modern knowledge principles and values.

In this respect, this book seeks to promote envisioned policies and frameworks 
according to needs and realities which Africa could adopt and utilize for more 
resilient institutions and administration. The BRP approach could possibly cure 
the “winner-takes-all,” divisive, and alienating political economic ills currently 
in vogue across the continent. In a nutshell, BRP is a framework around which 
local and national government administrations could be reformed with more 
prominent roles of indigenous leadership.
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THE IDEALS OF TRAN-SERVE LEADERSHIP

Introduction

In real life, every new medication is tested, tried, and approved by a regulatory 
body before releasing for use by the public. This chapter provides ample reasons 
why embracing BRP is a commonsensical undertaking for Africa and the 
broader global community. First, the level of receptivity to the concept of BRP 
by groups of people is purposely gauged during the period of executive high-
profile interactions in Africa. And the expressed sentiments of these targeted 
groups are categorized and summarized for literary convenience and insights. 
Second, instances are highlighted to demonstrate that without adopting and 
operationalizing BRP, the alternate pathway for the continent is a continuation of 
ongoing situation of organized chaos. However, wisdom provides to stop digging a 
hole if sinking. Third, pertinent possibilities and outcomes bordering on the ideals 
of better governance but elusive on the continent which could be engendered by 
BRP are emphasized. Fourth, the sterling characteristics of the type of leadership 
arrangements—“Tran-Serve” (transformational servant)—which will steer the 
boat through the rough tides are noted. Tran-Serve leaders are those who lead 
to serve and transform by propelling nations to fulfill needs and manifest the 
blessings of success. A distinct profile of this notable leadership arrangement is 
constructed to reinforce the conviction that a BRP-inspired rulership could be the 
potent cure for the leadership and governance malady in Africa.

Summary reactions of target Stakeholder Groups

Any proposed change to the status quo in society has a price and so it is strategically 
wise to gauge the responses of those who would be impacted in various ways by the 
envisaged dividends of such a measure. In this regard, and as part of the resident 
executive interactions, opinionated responses to the adoption of BRP by segments 
of the population in Ghana were gleaned through purposive conversations and 
insights from secondary sources (media utterances—print, online, and social) 
on the topic. Overall, no outright condemnation of the BRP idea was countered, 
but there were mixed reactions in opinions, ambivalence, skepticisms, and “who 
cares” or “nothing much” will change attitude among the population group.

Ideals of Tran-Serve Leadership
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The following summarizes the key points of sentiments expressed by target 
groups as follows:

 1. Ruling elites/political class: This group is startled by the possibility of 
sharing power and privileges and would rather divert attention to the 
numerous chieftaincy disputes and land litigations engendered by some 
chiefs across communities in the country. Quick reference is made to the 
constitutional provision that chiefs are not allowed to partake in partisan 
politics. In their opinion, sharing the mandate to lead, rule, and govern 
would be a drain on the public purse monetarily as chiefs would have to be 
paid salaries which the national coffers cannot sustain.

 2. Traditional leaders: For some of them, it seems quite difficult to fathom 
the kind of change implications envisaged under the BRP concept. As the 
institution most battered by the continental historical experiences, the 
continuous relevance is construed in terms of tweaking the status quo to 
allow more active official forefront participation in development. Even if 
this perspective is logical and commonsensical, it is never projected as a 
conferred right by the fact that it is the leadership institution closest to 
the people in the various communities. Although traditional power and 
authority importance is flexed particularly during the solicitation of electoral 
votes by the national elites, adoption of BRP would fundamentally alter 
entrenched leadership and governance relationships on the continent.1

 3. Women: Many women who reside in communities in semi-urban and rural 
areas practice their livelihoods in the markets and so opinions on adoption 
of BRP are influenced and shaped by the perceptions of local governance 
performance and how their roles are perceived in keeping the communities 
together or harmonious communal coexistence. Women may not be the head 
chief in a community, but the position of the chief of women is revered and 
whoever chosen is usually leader of the search task force to identify, nominate, 
and choose the head chief whenever there is a vacancy. Women consider 
themselves as the glue which binds the communities together, and without 
their vital roles, the communities would not thrive and may have “withered” 
away long ago. For this essential purpose of existence, they exude much pride 
and signal unusually strong preference of BRP given the abysmal performance 
of prevailing local governance arrangements in the communities.

 4. Youth: Mixed reactions in opinions are amplified among the youth, 
particularly those residing in urban areas, educated, internet-literate, and 
are social media-active. On the one hand, the yearning to be “westernized” 
is highly noticeable, and given their minimal and truncated knowledge of 
cultural heritage, they mainly consider the institution of chieftaincy as a relic 
of the past and thus not relevant in the current dispensation of searching 
for viable solutions to present leadership and governance challenges of 
the continent. On the other hand, in the semi-urban and rural areas, the 
youth constitute the “asafo” groups and actively participate in community 
undertakings spearheaded by the chiefs and elders. The urban residents 
often join their counterparts in the rural areas in adhering to the sanctity 
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and reverence of the traditional institutions. They do not openly disrespect 
the chiefs of the communities and rally to condemn anyone perceived to do 
otherwise. The youth of this latter category and attitude expressed muted 
enthusiasm and willingness to embrace the concept of BRP.

 5. Public sector officials: As the cogs in the wheels of administrative efficiency, 
effectiveness, and economy, public sector officials generally bemoan 
the situation in the various economies without necessarily considering 
themselves as partly responsible for the prevailing situations. They are 
wary of the possible disruptions in their positions and roles which the BRP 
concept may induce, and so expressed skepticism and ambivalence about 
the efficiency and effectiveness of such a measure. Although the yearning 
for positive changes in their fortunes and personal lives is visibly high, BRP 
is welcome if it does not lead to losing their jobs. Given that some of these 
public sector officials are the same people who constitute the elderships of 
the traditional establishment, the tendency to give the concept a try has been 
clearly evident in many of the interactions.

 6. Ordinary Africans: The mere fact of the “unimaginable” possibly occurring 
in terms of elevating their home-grown and time-tested leadership institutions 
was enough to induce some enthusiasm and hope that change could be on the 
horizon with the adoption of the BRP concept. However, given the weight of 
immediate conditions of deprivations and marginalization in the midst of so 
perceived abundant resources, and that the expected changes may take time 
to be felt in pockets, some expressed resignations and “who cares” attitudes. 
To many, it is possible change may occur but may not impact positively or 
improve their lots directly and individually. There seems to be the conviction 
on the part of this category of the population that any change would be better 
than the current situation in which they find themselves.

 7. The African diaspora: They are the most vocal and critical of the African 
countries; are in dire search of a cure for the leadership leadership and 
governance situation on the continent, and yearn for replicating the 
conditions of current residencies back in their homes and countries 
of heritage. Their frustrations with the leadership of the continent are 
quite high but not sure whether they should embrace and believe BRP 
type of changes would bring about the expected remedies. Some in the 
diaspora, however, take comfort in the operations of their respective 
hometown associations (HTA). Those with philanthropic tendencies 
have acknowledged that channeling resources through HTAs under the 
respective chiefs for community improvement undertakings is the only 
surest guarantee of fulfilling wishes. In this context, it is posited that BRP as 
a solutions pathway could be thrown the welcome mat.

The international community: This is the case of ambivalence predicated 
on adherence to strict dogmatic preference for familial solutions pathways 
even in the face of not-so-good abundant evidence of progress and positive 
gains. The linear pathway of replicating the successes of Western societies 
in Africa is always right and cannot be circumvented. No other way could 
produce the so-called dividends of democracy and any recommendations 
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otherwise could be diversionary and disruptive. However, BRP is an ardent 
advocate of the principles and values of both worlds which have become the 
hallmarks of present realities of Africa. Dogmatic insistence on adherence 
to one particular mold has never been successful in the past six decades and 
more, and will not now miraculously generate the expected dividends for the 
people. Some in the international community, albeit perhaps in the minority, 
have expressed the desire of adopting the concept of BRP with the hope and 
belief that it could induce the required fundamental changes for leadership 
structures that would produce leaders who will lead to serve and propel the 
societies to fulfill needs and manifest the blessings of success.

There are some noteworthy underlying threads in all the reactions:

 1. The current leadership and governance situation is sinking the fortunes of 
the continent and something concrete must be done to change the narrative.

 2. In the midst of abundant natural and human resources, there is no excuse 
for the African continent to remain impoverished after several decades since 
independence.

 3. Africa’s current deplorable condition is a testament to the failure of 
leadership both domestically and within the international community.

 4. Well-trusted, respected home-grown actions and measures, and not 
externally imposed cosmetic, short-term palliative interventions are required 
to turn things around for the better.

 5. Enough is enough so far, time is running out, patience is on a short leash, 
and the yearnings are high for momentous leadership that will lead to 
serve and transform in terms of propelling the societies to fulfill needs and 
manifest the blessings of success for everyone.

Continuation of Organized Chaos as the Alternate Pathway

African countries are in dire search of a cure for the leadership and governance 
subpar performance on the continent. This search largely includes ideas of “sound 
strategies for sustaining and expanding the benefits of economic growth to all 
people of Africa in the years ahead.”2 BRP represents a conscientious patriotic 
intervention of sociopolitical engineering capable of inducing energetic political 
participation, transparency, and accountability for collective endeavors. In the 
absence of a BRP type of rescue, the alternative for the continent is to continue 
with the current predicament of organized chaos in all spheres of life—politically, 
economically, socially, and culturally.

Politically, sham and fraudulent elections are organized under the banner of 
democratic ideals across the continent. More often, the periodic electoral events 
have partly contributed to the prevailing “winner takes all,” divisive, and alienating 
partisan politics. This is regardless of the impressive successes in peaceful elections 
providing the basis, for example, for Ghana to be branded within the global 
community as the “beacon of democracy in Africa.”3 As noted earlier, unbridled 
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partisanship is increasingly marching countries on the continent off the plank and 
into the abyss. Families and communities have been strangulated and become 
wary and suspicious of each other along party lines.

BRP-inspired interventions are necessary to calm nerves and remind the 
public that partisan politics is mainly one form of organizing principles of life in 
a polity and should not be construed as the only tool for governance arrangement 
designs, which merit the label of democratic accolade and behavior.4 To reiterate, 
competitive partisan politics per se is not the cure-all for the leadership and 
governance subpar performance at local levels in the various countries as it has 
also not led significantly to transparency in decision-making and accountability of 
stewardship at national levels.

Widespread imitations making fuss and charades of what prevails as democratic 
norms and practices elsewhere have become commonplace across the continent. 
African parliaments are miniature “House of Commons” in the UK, Canada, or 
whatever they are in France and the United States, sometimes making caricatures 
of the deliberative processes. Independence of the judiciary seems to be thrown to 
the wind as the invincible arms of the executive branch of government is perceived 
as influencing and exerting pressure through the constitutional prerogatives of 
appointments and doling out favors.5 Freedom of the press is tolerated so long as 
the ox of the powerful in society is not gored. It is a common joke that the more 
vocal a journalist is, the deeper he or she is in the pockets of a benefactor, and the 
practice of stomach journalism is the order of survival and sustenance.

Maintaining law and order by the police forces and related security 
establishments is pursued in the context of protecting and preserving the status quo 
ruling regimes. Double standards are the mainstay of policing and enforcement 
of rules—one for the powerful and well-connected, and the other for ordinary 
Africans. Quite recently, military coups are rearing heads again as if the continent 
is back in the 1980s, where strongmen occupy the seats of governments; or in 
other related cases, some countries fending off the shenanigans of the elites in 
uniform.6 Indeed, this situation is the epitome of organized chaos.

Economically, the ravages of the Covid-19, climate change, fiscal pressures, 
mounting debt levels, high interest rates, rising inflation, depreciating exchange 
rates, downward spiraling currencies, eroding purchasing power, joblessness, chronic 
poverty all combine to make mockery of economic management strategies and 
interventions on the continent. The economic narrative of Africa has always been mired 
in “economic recovery,” and the projected forecasts have followed similar headlines 
or same patterns—jobless growth. “The IMF expects Sub-Saharan Africa to grow 
3.7% in 2021 and 3.8% in 20227”—a growth and expansion projection amid liquidity 
strains, which depicts a picture that African economies are making some strides but 
obliviously not enough to make a dent in the fortunes of the ordinary African.

Quality education is compromised on the altar of mushrooming of educational 
institutions of questionable capacity and the visible specter of the policy-makers 
increasingly sending their wards and children outside to avoid the domestic schools.8 
The ruling elites prefer not to invest in health infrastructures at home but would rather 
be flown outside for treatment at facilities which sometimes are administered by medical 
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practitioners and nurses of African heritage. It is a known fact that a large proportion 
of personnel at several of the hospitals and clinics in the metropolis of the advanced 
economies are Africans who left the continent because of lack of opportunities at home. 
And many of these people are yearning to go back home and contribute their quota to 
the development efforts if only decent health facilities are available. However, they are 
not prepared to practice their trade and profession in setups described euphemistically 
as “death traps.”9 This situation is organized chaos at its apogee.

Another seeming feature of organized chaos is the business of churches 
evangelizing “prosperity gospels” amid high levels of unemployment.10 There 
are tales of abandoned factories and buildings remodeled into churches. Many 
congregants could choose to spend their days all week in these churches and praying 
for miracles to put food on the table or pay children’s school fees or hospital bills. 
It is possible churches outnumber manufacturing facilities making the owners 
and operators very wealthy while pauperizing the worshippers. Commonsense 
is sometimes thrown to the wind when it comes to miracle churches purporting 
to fulfilling needs, which obviously could be made possible through sheer hard 
work and perspirations in a factory. And when the fasting and prayers do not 
provide the instant gratifications expected, then it must be the cause or curse from 
someone who is an enemy of progress. What can be deduced from such thought 
processes if not outright foolery exhibited in chaotic trances?

The embodiment of African culture is the institution of chieftaincy. As noted, 
development as a transformational process requires embeddedness in the cultural 
practices and the realities of life of the people for outcomes fulfilling needs and 
propelling to manifest the blessings of success. The relegation of the institution of 
chieftaincy to purely ceremonial roles on the continent may explain the inability 
of post-independence Africa to evolve and build strong and resilient rulership 
institutions into bulwarks for elevating political participation and ensuring 
transparency and accountability in national governance operations.

Given the prevalence of entrenched primordial ties, the psychosocial compositions 
of the populace, and the ineffectiveness of the formal post-independence structures, 
the vast majority continue to rely more on the so-called unofficial and informal 
leadership arrangements. There is abundant truth in the observation noted earlier 
that the relative peace enjoyed by Ghana vis-à-vis neighboring countries in the sub-
region is largely due to the existence and functional operations of the institution 
of chieftaincy albeit its marginalized role in local governance and development. 
Participation is key to development so the involvement of the leadership structure 
which arguably has superior capability to communicate, mobilize, and organize the 
majority of the people for collective actions is fundamental and critical.

The foregoing scenario paints a picture of a heavyweight boxing champion with 
hands tied to the back and thrown into the ring to defend title from being taken 
by a rival counterpart. Such is the state of the leadership and governance situation 
of Africa. The concept of BRP could be embraced domestically and externally, 
and indigenous leadership is given a new leap of faith for more active position 
in present-day political activities. This is not a nostalgic recommendation but a 
factual statement of the missing link in African transformation efforts. Politics 
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is the avenue by which public resources are allocated, managed, and translated 
into beneficial dividends to meet the aspirations of people in a polity. And 
engaging in this vital practice with one foot in and the other out while expecting 
transformational dividends is organized chaos at its best posture.

Some Immediate Possible Outcomes

Adopting the BRP will trigger some immediate possibilities resulting in likely 
specific outcomes. The first major possibility under BRP will be a tremendous rise 
in active genuinely enthused political participation by ordinary people. Activities 
to inspire a rapid march and arrival at this destination will include (besides the 
proactive enactments of constitutional reviews and amendments to effect the 
necessary structural changes in governance arrangements) public education and 
sensitization, release of high-profile country position papers on BRP, capacity 
enhancement and retrofitting of the traditional leadership structures, and 
reorientations of both leadership institutions—traditional and national.

The second bold actionable possibility will be increased demand for accountability 
of stewardship at the local and national levels. Indigenous channels and spaces of 
interactions will become integral to the structure and composition of local government 
arrangements. Intimidation of ordinary people will be eliminated or minimized as 
they will likely be empowered through the use of familiar and easily understandable 
means of communication and deliberations. Emergent special advocacy and pressure 
groups orchestrations at all levels will ensure persistency of demands and request 
for adoption of BRP. Ordinary people will utilize such opportune mechanisms for 
engendering appreciable transformational and servant (Tran-Serve, see later section) 
leadership behaviors and qualities. Furthermore, regular community mass actions on 
the need to promulgate BRP-based reforms, civic accountability forums becoming a 
permanent feature, and collectively emboldening local leadership through elimination 
of national executive outreach and patronage would serve as formidable checks on 
abuse and misuse of power and authority by national leadership.

Third, there will likely be increased transparency in resource allocation, usage, 
and translations into dividends to fulfill needs and propel manifestations of 
blessings of success for all. Activities to be embarked upon in this context will 
include revising the formula of respective resource categories, adapting protocols 
on the utilization of indigenous knowledge and leadership, and formulating 
applicable resource allocation arrangements based on a ratio of more equitable 
modalities between national and local government.

Possibly, these strategic measures and activities will lead to four key outcomes 
pertaining to better governance practices. There will be deepened closeness of local 
and national ruling regimes to the majority from a distance gap, and these regimes 
will be imbued with a greater capacity to communicate, mobilize, and organize for 
collective purposes. The vexatious issue of parallel leadership syndrome will be 
eliminated in local governance, and community-owned selected leadership will 
exercise local political authority based on voluntarism and consensus and not fear 
of coercion or reprisal. Direct leader-to-people communication, mobilization, and 
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organization will become the norm rather than the exception, and the distance 
gap is drastically reduced through majority involvement and familiarity with the 
operations of governance arrangements.

There will be increased administrative efficiency as related to resource use, 
service delivery, and overall leadership and governance performance record at 
the local and national levels. This will commence with, for example in Ghana, 
technical heads of applicable public sector departments becoming members of 
the executive committee of the district assemblies with the right to vote.11 It will 
mean curtailing the practice of concentrating development resources always at the 
few urban centers/cities and widespread extending to the hinterlands at the local 
levels.12 It will also mean negating the practice of relegation of technical expertise 
in resource use decision-making, and majority opinions shaping and influencing 
prioritizations of deployment of available resources and interventions. In practice, 
service delivery response and quality, performance record of the administrative 
bureaucracy, and access by the majority to local officials will all be rated highly 
satisfactorily by beneficiaries; and there will be noticeable improvement in 
timeliness of interventions related to public requests and demands.

Several people will trust and respect the local and national administration’s 
operational procedures. These attitudinal response outcomes will be revealed 
through periodic assessments of civic duties responses; local bye-laws compliance 
and violation occurrence rates and analysis of majority perceptions of experiences 
with operational procedures; and regular conduct of motivation response polls in 
selected communities. Also, any analytical data on leadership motivation capacity 
and response rate of community members gathered will attest to an improved 
condition. Besides, more than half of the population will indicate a high level of 
trust and respect for the local administration arrangements.

Majority of the people will express increased buy-in and a deep sense of 
belonging toward the leadership and governance arrangements. Evidence in 
this context will reveal exponential demonstration of pride in being citizens 
of the communities and increased concern for the collective welfare in terms 
of minimized aloofness toward place-based symbols and insignia. Overall, 
development impact assessments and level of enthusiasm polls will demonstrate 
impressive awareness of respective national political cultures, energetic leadership 
enthusiasm capacity, and community members’ expressions of attachment to the 
governance arrangements.

In sum, the key takeaway messages on pertinent possibilities and outcomes of 
embracing and adopting the concept of BRP are:

 1. Parallel leadership syndrome underlining subpar performance of leadership 
and governance arrangements at the national and local levels of statehood 
will be uprooted to pave way for leadership arrangements grounded in the 
socioeconomic realities, cultural existence, practices, and experience of the 
people.

 2. Familial indigenous avenues, channels, and spaces will be elevated and 
opened for the majority of the people to have fair representation and 
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participate in local and national decision-making. This will have the effects 
of enhancing transparency in development resource allocation, use, and 
translation into dividends for the benefit of not only the privileged few but 
the majority.

 3. Majority of the people will be empowered to engage in measures for 
ensuring accountability of stewardship at the local level, which in turn will 
translate into exertion of collective pressure for accountability at the national 
level.

 4. Overall, the “TAP” principles of governance—transparency, accountability, 
and participation—will be strengthened to minimize “winner-takes-all,” 
divisive partisan-based politics and steer the continent toward the path of 
transformative development that fulfills needs and manifests the blessings of 
success for not only the privileged few but the majority.

Transformational and Servant (Tran-Serve) Leadership for Steering Affairs

The concept of BRP is an embodiment of the values of transformational13 and 
servant (Tran-Serve) leadership arrangements. A Tran-Serve leader will be at the 
driver’s seat under the BRP. Tran-Serve is a play on the words—transform and 
servant, and derived from the combined ideals and values of transformational and 
servant leadership.

Research identifies four main distinctive components of a transformational 
leader: “intellectual stimulation, inspirational motivation, individualized 
consideration, and idealized influence.”14 As pointed out, “no one component 
is more important than the other, and all four makes for the idealized 
transformational leader.”15 The transformational leader has one main goal: “better 
the team’s productivity and collective identity.” However, while working toward 
this common goal, he or she cares for people as individuals by striving to manifest 
the blessings of success for everyone. Wearing the hat of a transformational 
leader as per the distinctive components, the Tran-Serve leader urges followers 
or underlings to think outside the box; gears or energizes passion and excitement 
toward the collective goal; considers everyone’s contributions or inputs; focuses 
on the whole; refrains from narcissistic/self-serving behaviors to earn respect and 
trustworthiness and not through vain promises, doling out favors or lingering 
threats of retaliation and coercion.16

In a similar vein, “servant leadership,” with its antecedent in biblical times 
exemplified by the life of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, sets aside self-interest for the 
betterment of followers—the collective or common goal. Servant leadership has 
been researched extensively in contemporary time by Robert Greenleaf and several 
others.17 This is a style of leadership that places the needs of others first and fosters 
a conducive environment for follower’s growth.18 Here the leader is first a servant 
who wants to serve others first before leading, an approach which differs with 
leaders that lead first and who may be motivated by the need to secure power.19
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Accordingly, the ten most respected characteristics20 of servant leadership 
include “listening, empathy, healing, awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, 
foresight, stewardship, commitment to growth, and building communities.” These 
characteristics are influenced and shaped by the three dimensions of operational 
performance capabilities of a servant leader: execution skills, people skills, and 
cognitive skills.21 And depending on attitudes, skills, and domain knowledge, 
the level of strength and capacity of the servant leader can be predictably 
demonstrated, whether low, medium, or high. Execution skills refer to tolerance 
of ambiguity, resilience, and attention to details; people skills are about behavioral 
integrity, emotional intelligence, and proactive feedback; and cognitive skills 
relate to analytical reasoning, measured collaborative-consultative approach, and 
strategic thinking.22

Servant leadership is solutions-focused leadership which is key to success in life. 
Through “continuous learning and evolving, openness to change and opportunity, 
calculated risk-taking and receptiveness to other perspectives,” strong servant 
leaders offer a “framework that facilitates crisis management.”23 Such characteristic 
traits or tendencies of servant leadership serve as veritable fountain of wisdom for 
the values which undergird the BRP concept in terms of Tran-Serve leadership 
arrangements. “This web of interconnected and mutually reinforced characteristics 
helps empower individuals to lead effectively through a diverse set of conditions 
and circumstances.”24 The traits of adaptability, flexibility, and versatility which 
underlie servant leadership position the Tran-Serve leader to operate with efficacy 
not just in crisis situations but in all contexts to tackle the challenges confronting 
the continent with dexterity and fulfill the needs of the people.

Furthermore, research has demonstrated synergistic relationship between 
servant leadership and various dimensions of spirituality.25 This has tremendous 
relevance and significance in the African world as spirituality permeates many 
aspects of life. Proactive education of servant leadership style is essential for 
grounding the concept of BRP in rulership tradition as a vocation—serving the 
needs of others. As noted, a belief system that acknowledges the presence of 
God, Creator, or a high Power contributing to a more meaningful life and adds 
to an individual’s well-being is the first principle of a transformational leadership 
manifesting the blessings of success in a society for everyone. Thus, charting a 
path of construing workplace spirituality as “the recognition that employees have 
an inner life that nourishes and is nourished by meaningful work that takes place 
in the context of community”26 is illuminating, commendable, and a step in the 
right direction.

BRP is predicated on the actions of leaders who will lead to serve and transform 
societies. In this respect, Tran-Serve leadership refers to the actions of leaders who 
will lead to serve and transform by propelling societies to fulfill needs and manifest 
the blessings of success for everyone. For our purpose, Tran-Serve leadership 
encompasses all public office occupants whose power, authority, and positions are 
rooted in the public purse. Every public officeholder can become a Tran-Serve 
leader by striving and aspiring to uphold the underlying values. Figuratively for 
those at the helm of steering national affairs, the values of Tran-Serve leadership 
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are a medley of the admirable attributes of Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Lee Kuan 
Yew of Singapore, and Mahathir Mohamed of Malaysia in terms of respective 
journeys of leading to serve and transform their various societies at a given point 
in time.27

Broadly stating, Africa requires the “head” and “body” (elites and masses) to be 
in sync to strive for a Tran-Serve leadership and come out of its current doldrums. 
The continent urgently needs all public officials who are in leadership positions 
to have a change of mindset—be they presidents, cabinet members, ministers, 
members of the legislature, judiciary, electoral bodies; media, police force, national 
security, military, teachers or professors, CEOs, and executive secretaries of the 
bureaucracies and local government assemblies—to forge and strive to become 
Tran-Serve leaders—that is, leaders who will lead to serve and transform with one 
common goal of fulfilling needs of society and propelling to manifest the blessings 
of success for everyone. This audacious calling includes as well indigenous leaders 
as custodians of the land and customary heads of the local communities. It is a 
vision and mission of building rulership institutions resilient and robust enough 
to brace the storms of current challenges and realities of the African world and 
not of sainthood far removed from coexistence and making a living in homes and 
communities.

This is what BRP seeks to instill in the mental and social fabric of the continent. 
All public officeholders work to improve the productivity of the nations or 
continent and collective identities. This is quite a messianic message, essential but 
probably may seem a tall order for some but that is what Africa needs to wake up 
out of present stupor. Great leadership acknowledges that wisdom is not in the 
head of one person, and the act of accomplishing the common goal can be done 
both directly or indirectly in various ways with inputs from everyone (regardless 
of party colors). Being passionate about the mission and the collective interests is 
also the preserve and a sterling quality of great stewardship.

To reiterate, a key point of BRP, and for that matter Tran-Serve leadership, is 
that it would require all hands to work toward a common goal of fulfilling needs 
of society and manifesting the blessings of success for every African. In this case 
if, for example, military personnel capitalize on popular grievances or leadership 
and governance failings of civilian administrations to seize power and claim 
salvation for the populace, it will be clear that such uprisings are premised on 
falsehood, self-serving, and will only muddy the waters more. Given the African 
predicament, nothing good will come from any circle of individuals arrogating to 
themselves whether through sham elections or the barrel of the gun, the power 
and authority to redeem the people out of their woes and misery without a BRP-
motivated system. Africa does not need “create, loot and share” or “bazooka-
enabled” governments. Africa’s answer lies in a well-thought-through BRP-
inspired leadership and governance interventions.

During the colonial days in Africa, the concept of public servants was 
introduced as the epitome of nascent bureaucracies with a truncated intent and 
purpose—servants in the sense of serving to enhance exploitation of the African 
people, resources, and the public purse for the benefit of the former colonial 
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masters and metropolis. This attitude was carried over to the post-independence 
era whereby many of the emergent nationalist leaders construed the leftover 
state structures and bureaucracies as avenues of translating public resources into 
private wealth for families, friends, cronies, so-called middle class, and the elite 
rulership establishment. Ever since, this situation has continued whereby public 
servant leadership has not been driven by the motivation to serve others, striving 
to pursue common goals and aspirations, or nurture, foster, and empower others 
to flourish, fulfill needs, and manifest the blessings of success for everyone.

The jury is also out there on the efficacy of the application of the servant concept 
in the context of the widespread activities of international civil servants after the 
postwar reconstruction of the global economy with the creation of the IMF, World 
Bank, and the United Nations organizations.

Building rulership institutions with transformational and servant leadership 
principles would engender “a spiritual culture that creates a caring institution,”28; 
and the motivating influence would enhance workplace spirituality resulting in 
a more meaningful workplace for followers.29 These bureaucratic institutions 
would likely be inspirational, imbued with positive spirit, and evolve to become 
the glue that binds society with confidence, direction, and group cohesion for 
pursuing and attaining the established common goal. In this context, rulership 
institution-building would be shaped by a holistic view of the health and well-
being of individuals with the intent of capacitating with high self-esteem ethical 
behavior,30 motivation and livelihood satisfaction,31 and resiliency32. Overall, such 
an approach would possibly decrease burnout at the workplace33 and improve the 
general quality of life.34

Distinct Profile of Tran-Serve Leadership as the Driver of BRP

From the foregoing, the profile of Tran-Serve leadership can be distinctly 
constructed as follows:

 1. Tran-Serve Leadership focuses on solutions, builds communities, 
and creates empowering spaces to uplift voices and mindsets around 
a common goal. The concept of BRP connotes sharing of the mandate 
to rule at the national and local levels to create a formidable solutions-
focused leadership structure with the combined traits and tendencies 
of transformational and servant leadership. From this perspective, an 
established common goal is the glue which binds the leaders and followers 
together. With commitment to growth, the head and the body are on the 
same page of this collective interests. Through inspiration, motivation, 
encouragement, and better communication, the head leads by example, and 
the body follows with a conviction of trust, respect, and loyalty. Both are 
passionate about the mission, putting aside self-serving interests to pursue 
and attain the collective goal for the benefit of everyone. While caring 
and concern for individual considerations are not compromised in the 
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process, all sides are determined to work with dedication, self-efficacy, and 
confidence to improve outcomes and increase satisfaction and performance 
regarding achieving the common goal.

 2. Tran-Serve leadership energizes people with improved outcomes, 
satisfaction, and performance to enhance political participation. 
Building communities will create spaces to amplify the voices of the people 
and induce more commitment from members to recognize as valuable 
political participation in socioeconomic upliftment. In the process, strong 
motivation is created to establish community effectiveness, quality of 
group experience, and positive social relationships. Energizing community 
members with passion and excitement, persuasion and creative awareness, 
will likely enhance political participation to achieve the collective goal 
while reinforcing competence, good relationships, and the autonomy of the 
individual.

 3. Tran-Serve leadership sets aside self-interests for the transformation 
of the whole to enable transparent policy decision-making. Sharing 
knowledge and power over resource allocations with credible formulas that 
place the needs of the broader society first and creating the environment for 
better understanding of the process by the people will increase transparency 
in policy decision-making. Engaging communities to think outside the 
box, and conceptualize high-quality stewardship relationships on resource 
use that set aside self-interest for the betterment of the whole, is certainly 
remarkable transparency that will decrease conflicting ideas and beliefs 
for positive development. Furthermore, allowing tolerance of ambiguity, 
resilience, and attention to details to avoid resource misuse promotes 
transparent operations execution.

 4. Tran-Serve leadership’s underlying value impetus of motivation to serve 
others is a cardinal driver of accountable stewardship. Astute behavioral 
integrity, coupled with measured collaborative-consultative approach for 
proactive feedback on the practice of ethical leadership where service is 
rooted in the leadership-follower relationship, will likely increase both 
horizontal and vertical accountability for situations in the societies. A 
leadership driven by the motivation to serve others will nurture, foster, and 
empower the people to ensure that accountability mechanisms and channels 
are maximally utilized and effective. Such motivating influence will also 
enhance community spirituality that results in more meaningful accountable 
communities.

 5. Tran-Serve leadership consideration of every individual’s needs and 
inputs shrinks distance between people and regime in power. Rulership 
based on analytical reasoning, strategic thinking, big-picture and proactive 
approach, and solution-focused mentality that considers everyone’s inputs 
will engender closeness of the regime in power to the people. A regime 
that is mindful of closing the distance gap will listen, express empathy, 
and offer healing remedies to confront challenges and fulfill needs. This 
regime will exhibit high emotional intelligence in its ability to understand 
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and experience emotions and regulate use of resources toward growth that 
fosters high-quality relationship with the people.

 6. Tran-Serve leadership construes public service as a vocation to engender 
economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the use of societal resources. 
Higher levels of Tran-Serve leadership will instill in the public bureaucracy 
certain attitudes, skills, and domain knowledge for grounding public offices 
and positions in the tradition of vocation serving the needs of the broader 
society to ensure administrative efficiency and effectiveness in resource use 
and management. Public officials will strive to institutionalize meaningful 
workplaces with the requisite self-governing autonomy and competencies 
for pursuing and reaching the common goal. Better communication, 
amplifying creativity, and securing collective identities through empowering 
the respective workers would produce an administrative culture that creates 
caring institutional bureaus that exist to fulfill the needs of society and 
manifest the blessings of success for everyone.

 7. Tran-Serve leadership operates to earn respect and trust voluntarily 
rather than through real or imagined threat of coercion and force. 
Focusing on the whole rather than self-serving narcissistic attitudes 
inculcates trust, respect, and loyalty toward the overall leadership and 
governance operational procedures. These attributes are earned and worthy 
of the honor instead of coerced or exacted with empty political campaign 
promises and rhetoric. Leadership structures oriented to serve before 
leading with an underlying recognition that the inner lives of people nourish 
livelihoods and meaningful communities are trustworthy and respectful of 
the sanctity of human life and personhood.

 8. Tran-Serve leadership exudes high-level buy-in and a sense of 
belongingness by its very nature, existential traits, and operational 
characteristics. Overall, ensuring stronger collective identities with improved 
outcomes, increased performance and satisfaction, cohesive communities, 
sharing unifying experience and lessons will likely lead to high-level feelings 
of inclusiveness, buy-in, and a sense of belonging among the populace. This, 
in turn, will enable identifying easily with the leadership and governance 
arrangements of the society. Tran-Serve leadership operations include 
continuous learning, openness to change and opportunities, and calculated 
risk-taking which makes the concept of BRP resilient and robust enough 
to facilitate effective problem-solving. In sum, the previous outline of 
traits and tendencies that define Tran-Serve leadership in all contexts and 
circumstances reinforces the strength of BRP as a commonsensical antidote 
for the leadership and governance challenges affecting African countries.

Conclusion

Evidence has amplified reasons why BRP remains a commonsense approach to 
the leadership and governance problematics in Africa. In the past two years, three 
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successful military coups occurred in West Africa.35 The world is convalescing 
from the Covid-19 crippling effects. The United States is facing serious internal 
challenges to the foundations of its democracy practices and together with 
European Allies (NATO) must grapple with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The 
geopolitical balance of power and influence tussle between China and the United 
States clouds the global atmosphere amid the never-ending missile-related forays 
of North Korea while the issue of Iran sanctions remains on the radar. Meanwhile, 
the chickens are home to roost on the climate frontier. Effects of pillaging 
of the environment and lands across the globe several hundred years ago, and 
contemporary attempts at replicating this predatory mode of accumulation and 
consumption processes by the transnational elite consortium, have manifested in 
serious climate change challenges for the planet Earth.36

With all that is happening within the global community simultaneously, nations 
are increasingly rationalizing “inward retreat” strategies for home-front solutions. 
Africa can only free itself first from self-inflicted pain before any outside assistance 
will make a dent on tackling many of the challenges facing the continent. And 
BRP-inspired leadership and governance arrangement could be the way forward 
for a continent walloping in distress.
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hapter C 8

OPERATIONALIZING BRP

Introduction

This chapter details the necessary steps to operationalize BRP across the 
continent. The driving task is to ingrain in the collective psyche of Africans and 
the international community that a systematic building of blended rulership 
institutions involving so-called formal and informal structures could be the key to 
the leadership and governance malaise afflicting the continent. An onset reminder 
is made to revisit the mission, vision of service, and virtues underscoring the 
overall endeavor of a BRP construct for appropriate directional insights.

A critical mass of BRP champions will not emerge by happenstance. The 
seeds have to be sown and nurtured to fruition deliberately and proactively. 
In this regard, essential interventions establishing two basic forefront avant-
garde structures—National Task Force on Operationalization (NATFO) and 
communities of learning and practice (CLP)—are required to propagate and 
ground the philosophy of service to the mission of building blended resilient and 
strong rulership institutions.

The ideals and values of Tran-Serve leadership as the driver of service and 
interactions are required to be learned, imbibed, internalized, and practiced. This 
undertaking is not a quick-fix, short-term process but a long haul of inspirational 
motivations and persuasive advocacies penetrating the spirit and soul of the 
African. The pivotal facilitating thread is grounding the champions of Tran-Serve 
leadership by encouraging widespread voluntary actions establishing communities 
of learning and practice at all public facets of society, including state organs, 
workplaces, schools, churches, villages, and townships.

The National Task Force on Operationalization would oversee the preparation 
of national command papers, executions of tailored constitutional amendments, 
a plan of public education, outreach, and sensitization; and well-thought-out 
capacity enhancement programs for orienting, reforming, strengthening, and 
adapting the institution of chieftaincy to the expected responsibilities of BRP. The 
chapter outlines all the concrete steps, actions, and activities to be undertaken 
including versions of planned constitutional amendment bills, partnerships, 
and resource mobilization, assigned agency, group or individual responsibilities, 
duration and completion of assignments, overall timetable, cost implications, 
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likely risks and mitigation options, and sample case-based results framework. 
With step-by-step guidelines highlighted in this chapter, the seemingly arduous 
task of operationalizing BRP has been simplified for ease of comprehension and 
facilitating background efforts.

Mission, Vision of Service, and Traits of African Personhood

Essence of Mission to Build Blended Institutions

Planning to operationalize any proposed initiative requires taking into account 
the rallying mission for emphasis of right direction and pathway forward. 
The easier part of a mission is formulation and articulation, and it becomes 
“unquestionable” once this is done.1 But the most difficult part remains the 
process of its occurrence. In this context, how does one ingrain in the collective 
psyche of Africans and the international community that a systematic building 
of blended rulership institutions involving so-called formal and informal 
structures could be the key to the leadership and governance malaise afflicting the 
continent? Ample evidence pinpoints that neither the Western forms of national 
institutional leadership arrangements nor the traditional leadership structures 
by themselves are adequate or capable of handling present-day complexities of 
serving to fulfill needs and transformation to manifest the blessings of success 
for every African within the global economy.2 It is by the combined forces of both 
leadership sources which can inspire and motivate Africans to develop a deeper 
sense of the collective and take steps forward toward the articulation and pursuit 
of the full-blown mission.

This is where service to the mission process—formulation, articulation, and 
adoption—becomes paramount. It is essential that all possible means must be 
explored to ensure that Africans can come together and embrace the mission 
of building blended institutions as the bulwark for fending off adventurisms 
and uncaringness, and institutionalizing a leadership mentality geared to serve 
first before leading beyond rhetoric. A critical mass of champions with the 
requisite tough-mindedness and unflinching zeal to embrace this mission 
is required as part of the planning and preparing to operationalize BRP in 
various countries.

Basically, it is blended rulership institutions which will instill and capacitate 
Africa with regenerative caring societies. Blended leadership institutions are what 
will forge the mindsets of championing people to embrace the philosophy of serving 
first before leading. If the institutional practices and services reflect the spirit of 
the mission, this will have ripple effects on many members of the target societies. 
People will not have difficulty following and emulating the behaviors of the leaders 
in respective arenas. Sooner than later, the seeds of champions and enablers will be 
sown to penetrate the whole fabric of society with the likelihood of a critical mass 
becoming attracted to this model of leadership. For this fundamental purpose, it 
is essential to ensure that pragmatic adherence to the philosophy of service to the 
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mission remains the core of widespread planning and preparing to operationalize 
BRP across the continent.

A critical mass of BRP champions will not emerge by happenstance.3 The 
seeds have to be sown and nurtured to fruition deliberately and proactively. As 
a concept, BRP is about both structurally and intellectually stimulated changes. 
On the one hand, it calls for changes to the leadership arrangements which have 
the mandate to lead and govern. On the other hand, it requires reorientation of 
mindsets, attitudes, and behaviors toward the ideals and values which underlie the 
need for structural change. In this manner, essential interventions establishing two 
basic forefront avant-garde structures—National Task Force on Operationalization 
(NATFO), and communities of learning and practice (CLP)—are required to 
propagate and ground the philosophy of service to the mission of building blended 
resilient and strong rulership institutions.

As a first step to operationalize BRP, African countries will have to set up 
national task forces to oversee actions and ensure coherence and consistency in the 
widespread embrace, acceptance, and commitment to the mission. As noted earlier, 
the ideals and values of Tran-Serve leadership are required to be learned, imbibed, 
internalized, and practiced as the driver of service and interactions. To reiterate, this 
undertaking is not a quick-fix, short-term process but a long haul of inspirational 
motivations and persuasive advocacies penetrating the spirit and soul of the African. 
In essence, the facilitating thread is grounding the champions of Tran-Serve 
leadership by encouraging widespread voluntary actions. This process will entail 
establishing communities of learning and practice at all public facets of society, 
including state organs, workplaces, schools, churches, villages, and townships.

Using a simple model of educating the educators in the ideals and values of 
Tran-Serve leadership, the communities of learning and practice (CLP) will 
champion efforts to stimulate society intellectually on the sterling qualities. The 
CLP will generate public discussions, steer opinions and debates, and provide 
impetus for individualized learning and practice considerations, as well as shaping 
and influencing the trajectory of occurrence of the mission almost anywhere in 
society. For example, schools from the formative stages to tertiary levels would 
have weekly sessions devoted to civic educating pupils on the ideals and values of 
BRP. Likewise, church leaders will be encouraged to utilize the pulpits to preach 
and disseminate the rationale and particularly, the spiritual undergirding elements 
constituting Tran-Serve leadership.

Some may construe such efforts as indoctrination or proselytization implying 
unquestionable and passive compliance in conformity with the ideals of BRP. But 
the critical issue here is judging by the resources available on the continent and 
what is possible, it has become evidently clear that Africa is now a low-caring 
continent. Orchestrating high tolerance for changing mindsets with words and not 
swords to building more caring societies represents a better option. Therefore, it 
will seem more plausible even if it takes overpowering psychoanalysis of reordering 
mindsets to convert from uncaring to caring societies, which may give hope and 
light to future generations given “success and happiness depend on . . . mindset. 
What you think, you become.”4
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Vision of Blended Institutions Service Provisions

The concept of BRP is a compelling vision of reorienting mindsets and uplifting 
spirits of people geared at building new forms of societies. In his seminal work on 
servant leadership, Greenleaf quoted Proverbs 29:18 to reiterate the importance of 
visioning in a society and without which the people perish.5 The issue of the youth 
bulge with its worrisome characteristics of idleness, vulnerability, and joblessness 
amplifies the yearning by the younger generations for new societies in Africa. 
And the present generations of mainly geriatric leaders have failed to provide that 
compelling vision to rally and lead the societies to enable the imagined desired 
situation by the younger generation. Little wonder that the younger ones always 
jump at the opportunity of false hopes and promises regardless of the way they are 
presented. This situation of tidal waves of hopes and promises can be likened to 
ticking time bombs ready to explode at any given time with little provocations. The 
present generation of leaders are “simply not giving the maturing help to young 
people that is well within the means” of the continent.6

As noted,

much like young people all over the world, African youth are bursting with talent 
and potential, and are looking to have their voices heard. They deserve to make 
their home countries a place they can be proud of . . . however, more than half 
of the youth population want to leave the country and never come back. Many 
have lost hope in political leadership and the possibility of real change, because 
of blatant corruption and politics that do not truly benefit the people but rather, 
serve to line the pockets of the higher-ups. This situation is not unique to any 
one country on the continent.7

In the case of gearing BRP to fruition, it is essential to envision the nature of service 
provisions and delivery for inspiration, motivation, and influence. Such an action is 
important at the outset to uplift the spirits of particularly the initiating champions 
and engender their willingness to act constructively and empoweringly. This 
action will be crucial early steps in increasing the proportion of people especially 
among the younger generation who will be disposed to the cause of Tran-Serve 
leadership.

The vision of providing and delivering services under the guiding principle of 
serving first the needs of others rather than self, family, and friends is certainly a 
game changer compared to what pertains in the various societies now. It implies a 
radical change in the image and modalities of how priorities are set and how service 
providers are organized and oriented to serve. Performance of the respective 
providers is raised as service delivery outcomes are improved and satisfaction of 
beneficiaries is increased without any disruptions to the social order. This then 
will be a true test of the envisaged BRP leadership as its follower base is increased 
voluntarily and exponentially.

Envisioning service provisions and delivery in a new light will be liberating as 
the harbinger of idealized BRP leadership arrangements initiating more innovative 
and better ways ahead in terms of how the needs of society are fulfilled. In this 
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respect, service is undertaken within a framework of ensuring the core beliefs of 
the vision are not compromised. Those in positions of responsibility will produce 
based on engendered adaptation capabilities to increase the satisfaction for many 
beneficiaries and not just selected few or privileged in society. An atmosphere 
of humility will characterize and becloud service delivery processes as a major 
distinguishing feature of Tran-Serve leadership. In this regard, operationalizing 
BRP will be enhanced with tremendous support emanating from many people 
knowledgeable of the consistent possibilities of service provisions under the 
envisioned leadership and governance arrangements.

Virtues Underlying the Notion of African Personhood

Furthermore, it is important to consider in this context the unique traits 
and notion of African personhood given its meaningfulness in relation to 
the community, and relevance to the spiritual and moral fabric of providers 
of services. African societies are culturally inherently religious, but a 
widening gap is now noticeable between the visible practice of religiosity and 
spirituality on the one hand, and the uncaring mindsets exhibited in public 
service provisions and delivery on the other hand. Person and community in 
African philosophical thought are fused, and incorporation of people into the 
community of persons through designated rites is the process of becoming 
fully human. Africans believe “personhood is something to be achieved, and 
is not given simply because one is born of human seed.”8 Instructively, no one 
is a person because of himself or herself but in relation to others. However, 
in public service under present-day democracy practice, it seems salt has 
long lost its saltness. The mentality of economic survival of the fittest and the 
race is only for the swift and nimble has become the norm. The readiness of 
service providers to pounce for “a pound of flesh” whenever service (regardless 
of whether it is public or private) is requested has become pervasive and 
pronounced across the continent.

The way African public office occupants troop to church and mosque services 
on Sundays and Fridays respectively, and then throughout the working week, they 
metamorphose into uncaring ruthless providers of public services to fellow others 
is unbelievable and totally illogical. This posturing of dual attitudinal character 
seems an anathema to the quest of building caring societies and would be prominent 
among feature targets of expected changes in planning to operationalize BRP.

What is instructive of note is the relationship between the meaningfulness 
of African conception of personhood and the distinct leadership style of Tran-
Serve leadership. The meaning and significance of personhood are in relation 
with others, and a distinct quality of Tran-Serve leadership is serving the needs of 
others first. In this case, sharing knowledge and demonstrating the inherent power 
in operationalizing BRP is by “placing the needs of others first and creating an 
environment for . . . growth.”9 Whosoever understands and appreciates personhood 
in African philosophical thought should not have difficulty grasping the style of 
leadership that has serving others first as its primary operational principle.
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From the foregoing, Tran-Serve leadership is about (a) creating caring societies 
for everyone to thrive and be successful, (b) serving first the needs of others and 
not just those of friends, family, and cronies, and (c) nonnegotiable focus on the 
whole with detailed attention to individualized interests. The moral education here 
is Africa requires leaders, not saints clothed as paragons of virtues; not “create, 
loot, and share” leadership style but genuine inherent characteristics of shoving 
aside narcissistic attitudes, behavior, and mindsets for the betterment of the 
collective. Therefore, it becomes imperative to have as guidelines from the outset, 
background reminders of the underlying mission, vision, and virtues in planning 
and preparing to operationalize the concept of BRP across the continent for the 
desired results and impact.

Groundbreaking Readiness Actions

National Command Papers

The National Task Force on Operationalization would oversee the preparation 
of policy documents outlining the concrete steps, actions, and activities to be 
undertaken, including versions of planned constitutional amendment bills, 
assigned agency, group or individual responsibilities, duration and completion 
of assignments, overall timetable, cost implications, likely risks, and mitigation 
options and alternatives.

A major focus of these documents would cover the structure and functions of 
the communities of learning and practice (CLP) as the key to implanting the seeds 
of BRP in the hearts, soul, and spirit of Africans across the continent. CLP would 
engineer the crucial intellectual stimulation drives, provide emotive inspirations 
and motivations of the populace, enable considerations of both wholistic and 
individualized interests in fulfilling needs, and yearn for success by all in society. 
All this will be done with the general feeling of the desire to give hope, light, and 
dim doubts in the minds of many.

The CLP would usher learning for all exercises to propagate and internalize the 
BRP. It will engage in knowledge sharing and exchanges, and peer-to-peer learning 
with listening loops for feedback-induced course corrections in a bid to improve 
outcomes, satisfaction, and performance of public service delivery endeavors. 
With creativity, better communications, interactions, emotional intelligence, the 
CLP would strive to engender stronger collective identities and more meaningful 
public workplaces. This engagement should likely change the narrative for many 
to hope and “aspire to a future of socio-economic security . . . and make some sort 
of impact in a lifetime.”10

Now, it will likely be a tall order of convincing with command papers given the 
“quality of life for many is less than ideal . . . as partisan politics have left the social 
and economic needs of the citizens at second priority. [For example, in several 
cases,] nationwide coverage of electricity and potable water is non-existent, with 
inconsistent supply even when they exist.”11 With persistent persuasive advocacies, 
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the command papers on BRP would be laden with patriotic ideals and dreams 
geared at eschewing risky behaviors that hinder shared prosperity and success to 
have major breakthroughs out of existing realities. It is possible to uplift Africa 
out of the present quagmire, and BRP could prove to be a true game-changer 
intervention.

In truth, Africa does not need to wait till the perpetrators of acts of horrendous 
proportions are at their deathbeds and confessing wrongdoings before redeeming 
itself out of the present squalor.12 With overhanging debts strangulating almost 
all countries across the continent, the narrative has been the same and repeating 
itself within the global community of nations ever since: “There are currently 
about 34 African countries on the World Bank and IMF’s heavily indebted 
countries’ list.”13

Over the past three decades and counting forward, debt has and will always 
remain an issue of domination on the part of the lenders and subjugation on 
the part of the debtors within the global economic system. Debt servicing 
arrangements have ensured, and continue to ensure, that the debtor countries 
remain in the grips of the enforcers and guardians of the global economic order (in 
this case, the World Bank and the IMF). Payments of debt would ensure the lender 
nations are kept awash with capital gains and returns on lending investments. 
Rescheduling will replenish the public coffers of the debtor nations and rentier 
states to continue unceasing spending on sometimes worthless and frivolous trivia 
to satisfy over-bloated egos and artificial lifestyles of ruling elites. Notwithstanding 
this foreboding predicament, sooner than later, it is urgent that the shackles of 
Africa must be broken, and BRP could be a commendable welcome step in the 
right direction.

Tailored Constitutional Amendments and Enactments

As mentioned earlier, adoption of BRP will trigger constitutional amendments 
and enactments in the various nations. The specificity of areas and chapters of the 
constitution will depend on the target respective countries. Generally, the areas 
and chapters affected will include: (a) Formation and Composition of National 
Governments and Administrative Structures, (b) Decentralization and Local 
Government, (c) Composition of Local and National Assemblies, (d) Offices of 
the lower-level Presiding Heads and Members of Assemblies, and (e) institution 
of chieftaincy.

The National Task Force on Operationalization (NATFO) will oversee and 
coordinate the following actions as per local legislative procedures:

 1. Prepare submissions on amendments and reviews of relevant articles of the 
constitutions.

 2. Prepare submissions on specified enactments and reviews pertinent to the 
strengthening of indigenous leadership.

 3. Release public statements/communiques on the need for constitutional 
amendments, enactments, reviews, and reforms.
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These actions will be undertaken in conjunction with the overall procedures on 
the preparation, completion, and release of the national command papers on 
adoption of BRP.

A Plan of Public Education, Outreach, and Sensitization

NATFO will initiate the execution of comprehensive plans for public education, 
outreach, and sensitization to culminate in the establishment of communities of 
learning and practice across various segments including all public workplaces of 
society. Activities will include but not limited to the following:

 1. Develop operational manuals and handouts for public education and 
sensitization at the district, regional, and national levels for:

 ● Roundtable discussions and public lecture series
 ● Stakeholder engagement dialogues
 ● Citizens’ awareness-raising forums

 2. Develop guidelines for media engagement on:
 ● Script writing, videography, production, and editorial undertakings
 ● Creating visibility on the BRP initiative among strategic target groups, 

opinion leaders, influencers, champions, and the general populace 
through tailored advocacy campaigns

 3. Organize BRP-themed events including goodwill meetings, knowledge 
exchanges, outreach, planned interviews, bridge-building meetings, 
information-sharing sessions, expert panel discussions as needed and 
appropriate.

 4. Convene moderated debates, discussions, and pledges on BRP for 
representatives of functioning political parties.

 5. Arrange periodic press releases, article placements, editorial commentaries, 
and updates for senior editors and journalists at key national publications 
and private media houses.

 6. Develop engaging and news-making virtual conferences and events to 
project BRP activities among change agents, enterprise associations, 
businesses, investors, civil service, and the African community at large in the 
diaspora.

Orienting and Adapting the Institution of Chieftaincy

NATFO will supervise the design and delivery of comprehensive capacity 
enhancement programs with the objectives of orienting, reforming, strengthening, 
and adapting the institution of chieftaincy to assume BRP-assigned roles and 
responsibilities. Detailed needs assessments will entail identifying individual 
and institutional assets—sterling qualities, coping and adaptive mechanisms, 
strengths, opportunities, and constraints; outmoded traits and practices; 
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challenges, weaknesses in relation to present leadership and local governance 
shortcomings and expectations. The assessments will also identify the providers 
and facilitators of the requisite capacity enhancement, financial, and other related 
contributions essential to ensure these pivotal undertakings are executed with the 
desired outcomes. For example, in the case of Ghana, NATFO coordination efforts 
will include the following activities:

 1. Develop training manual and handouts on the operations of BRP-themed local 
governance including representation and participation of traditional leaders at 
the district, municipal, and metropolitan assemblies and other related bodies, 
service delivery transparency, and accountability of stewardship.

 2. Retrofit the structure, composition, and functioning of traditional councils 
and National and Regional Houses of Chiefs for centrality of gender balance 
(National and Regional Associations of Queen Mothers, for example); resource 
support and capacity enhancement to assume the roles and responsibilities of 
urban, town, area, and zonal councils of the district assemblies.

 3. Document for codifications of salient traditional rules, practices, and values 
necessary to meet the conditions precedent for operationalizing the BRP, 
including issues of:

 ● Representation, Transparency, Accountability, and Participation (RTAP) 
mechanisms

 ● Leadership selection and removal methods
 ● Consensus-building and decision-making
 ● Rewards for good stewardship
 ● Conflict resolution/arbitration
 ● Sanctions and disciplinary measures.

 4. Organize training workshops for traditional leaders and heads of the public 
sector departments on the operations of BRP-themed local governance at the 
district, municipal, and metropolitan levels.

Other Pathway Measures

For ease of rollout and avoidance of setbacks and disruptions, it is strategically 
perceptive to have in place at the planning stage referral measures for ensuring 
regularity and reliability of cross-checking along the way to envisaged destinations. 
Such measures will entail partnerships and resource mobilization targets, possible 
risks and mitigation options, and sample case-based results frameworks for 
measuring and capturing expectations, course corrections to improve outcomes, 
satisfaction levels, and overall performances.

Partnerships and Resource Mobilization Targets

Three main categories of partnerships which should be pursued to mobilize 
resources in support of BRP interventions are as follows:
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 1. Technical: Engage for expertise, experience, advisory services, and peer-to-
peer learning.

 2. Financing: Engage for funding assistance, goodwill links, advocacy and peer 
recommendations.

 3. Social influencers/Champions/Local celebrities: Engage for publicity, 
education, sensitization, dissemination, lessons sharing, and exchanges.

Likely Risks and Mitigation Measures

Possible risks and corresponding mitigation measures include:

 1. Some members of the public would insist on the dogma that the institution 
of chieftaincy (IoC) has become archaic and outdated, and does not have 
a role beyond the assigned peripheral position in present-day governance 
arrangements.

Mitigation measure: Surveys, evaluations, and assessments (ESWs) will be designed 
to clearly ascertain the efficacy of IoC over current arrangements and the findings 
used to educate and sensitize citizens about the strength of their own system of 
governance. Earlier study focused on validating BRP which will be followed by 
systematic public education, interactions, and media events, all to remove any doubt 
about the comparative efficacy of indigenous leadership in local administration.

 2. The ruling political elites and those with vested interests in the prevailing 
governance arrangements would resist the adoption of BRP governance as a 
viable organizing principle of life in Africa.

Mitigation measure: Through focused dialogues and campaigns, the ruling 
political elites and those with vested interests would understand that BRP is 
complementary and not antithetical to national and continental aspirations of 
transformative development. It is worth noting that present-day ruling political 
elites are quick to adopt and use practices from the indigenous establishment to 
rationalize certain behaviors and mannerisms if suited to parochial needs and 
interests. Examples include adoption of lifetime tenures in modern presidencies 
(Yoweri Museveni of Uganda,14 Paul Biya of Cameroon,15 the Eyadema family 
of Togo,16 etc.), the Speaker of Parliament of Ghana dressing like a king for an 
opening address,17 and the practice of transporting presidential stools and chairs 
to events in Ghana.18

 3. Individual denigrating behaviors of some traditional leaders may be used 
as the lens by some members of the public to undermine the legitimacy and 
credibility of the institution of chieftaincy.

Mitigating measure: A series of reform actions will be prescribed to make 
indigenous leadership conform to modern principles. Also, the series of public 
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lectures and admonishments would reiterate that chieftaincy is an institution 
with reverently moral responsibility which does not accommodate individual 
miscreants and provide appropriate severe sanctions to deter repulsive acts.

 4. The entrenched custodians of the institution of chieftaincy may oppose the 
proposed centrality of gender balance in ensuring that female traditional 
chiefs are accorded equal status and representation in the BRP-based local 
governance arrangements.

Mitigation measure: The parallel organ for female leaders exists in the indigenous 
structure. Male chiefs rely on female counterparts (queen mothers) in governance 
arrangements. The respective assessments will identify ways in which gender 
balance will be effective as part of the effort to reform indigenous governance for 
modern administration. Specific activities will be devoted to assessing the centrality 
of the roles of female traditional chiefs (queen mothers despite some scholarly 
reservations) in the use of indigenous knowledge, principles, and values for basic 
service provisions and delivery (health, education, and water) in local communities 
(Table 1).

Conclusion

In this chapter, a step-by-step approach to operationalize BRP across the 
continent entails well-thought measures geared at enhancing widespread 
embrace and adoption of the concept within the global community. As is the 
case, conceptualizing and articulating a mission is not as rough as the occurrence 
and realization in practice, which remain the most difficult part of the process. 
The substantive measures outlined in this chapter are guides and not meant to be 
prescriptive and have to be followed by the letter and sequentially. “Flexibility” 
is the watchword, and countries will decide on the mode of adaptation without 
compromising or truncating the ideals and values which underpin the concept of 
BRP. It is crucial to uphold concept integrity in the operationalization process for 
envisioned results and impactful outcomes.

The leadership and governance mess in Africa requires well-coordinated rescue 
interventions. BRP could provide the certainty of stopping the bleeding and paving 
way for a momentous redemption. Several cracks noticeable in the edifice of 
Africa during the 1960s and 1970s have widened and rendered the whole structure 
complex wobbling and crumbling gradually under the pressure of present-day 
perennial challenges. Lo and behold, it is largely a BRP-inspired intervention 
which could provide the resilient and robust foundation for withstanding the 
onslaught and coming out with a win-win for all.
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hapter C 9

CONTINENTAL DIMENSIONS OF BRP

THE AFRICAN TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP UNION (ATLU)

Introduction

This chapter explores the continental dimensions for boosting the operations 
of BRP through the prism of an ongoing initiative of the African Traditional 
Leadership Union (ATLU)1 with the overarching goal of complementing efforts 
of the African Union (AU) in building the “Africa We Want”—a continental 
blueprint and strategic framework for ensuring inclusive growth and sustainable 
development by 2063 through the pathways of peace, unity, and integration.2 
The thrust of ATLU is restricted in intent and scope than that of BRP. However, 
both seek to proactively tap the power of communal togetherness inherent in 
traditional leadership and manifested through peace, love, unity, and development 
in local communities. BRP is a continental intervention and will utilize the ATLU 
platform to articulate and disseminate the concept during planning and preparing 
to adopting and rolling out of the ideals across the various nations to facilitate the 
pursuit and attainment of the collective objective.

Strategic opportunities afforded by the ATLU platform and the key benefits to 
the rolling out of the BRP ideals and values including a center of excellence on 
Tran-Serve leadership at the continental level are highlighted. Also, the propellers 
of the supranational structure for traditional leadership with the potential to boost 
the BRP operations are identified and discussed with an end note on the glimmers 
of lights in the recently launched Africa Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA).3

The Rationale of ATLU and Synergy with BRP

A framework for the establishment of the ATLU has been proposed in a related 
work with the overarching goal of complementing efforts of the African Union and 
the regional economic communities (RECs) in building the “Africa We Want”—a 
continental blueprint and strategic framework for ensuring inclusive growth 
and sustainable development by 2063 through the pathways of peace, unity, and 
integration.4 Given the centrality of the African traditional leadership under the 
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Continental Dimensions of BRP

envisioned mandate of BRP, it is logical to explore and harness potential synergies 
and accompanying benefits of the continental dimensions. Dovetailing BRP 
with ATLU in the process of localizing both strategies with mass understanding, 
involvement, and support for the ideals will fast-track dividends for the vast 
majority of people in their homes and communities.

From the onset, it is essential to make a clarity of concepts. ATLU is a work 
in progress and so like the BRP remains a concept. However, the thrust of ATLU 
is relatively different from that of BRP. On the one hand, the focus of ATLU is to 
complement the efforts of the African Union by harnessing the developmental 
contributions and potential capacities of traditional leaders within the prevailing 
status quo organizational establishment. On the other hand, the BRP ideals 
are about altering the status quo by sharing the constitutional mandate to lead, 
rule, and govern at the national and local levels among the currently constituted 
national and traditional leaders for a Tran-Serve leadership and governance 
arrangement.

A central position of the ATLU strategy is that African traditional leaders 
can enhance the outcomes of the AU continental master plan close to the people 
(the beneficiaries in the “Africa We Want” vision) through their contributions to 
development administration in localities.5 Therefore, Africa needs to proactively 
tap the power of communal togetherness inherent in traditional leadership and 
manifested through peace, love, unity, and development in local communities. 
As emphasized, traditional leaders provide the fundamental organization and 
cultural milieu within which to anchor and complement continental development 
efforts geared at shared prosperity for everyone.

In the spirit of BRP, the ATLU provides a balancing continental mouthpiece 
for traditional leaders, just as the African Union creates a conducive platform 
for current leaders of the nations to articulate and pontificate on the needs of 
Africans. A continental dimension of BRP could move the needle of closing 
the gap between normative and empirical practice regarding the existence and 
utilization of traditional leadership in transformative development in target 
societies. For example, the effective utilization of the culturally conferred roles of 
traditional leaders as custodians of the land could help craft suitable adaptation 
and mitigation measures to combat climate change effects on agriculture, food, 
land, water, and other dimensions of policy strategy focus in this direction.6

African governments have recognized the critical roles of the institution 
of traditional leadership, and many have enshrined the roles of chiefs in their 
national constitutions.7 However, there are no formal supranational traditional 
leadership structures. This scenario creates a void in harnessing the authority, 
knowledge, principles, and values of traditional leadership in addressing matters 
germane to fulfilling needs and manifesting the blessings of success for everyone 
based on regional and continental unity and integration. BRP is a continental 
intervention and will utilize the ATLU platform to articulate and disseminate the 
concept during planning and preparing to adopting and rolling out of the ideals 
across the various nations to facilitate the pursuit and attainment of the collective 
objective.
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Strategic Opportunity for Enhancing the Ideals of BRP Continentally

The BRP ideals of sharing the mandate to lead, rule, and govern under a Tran-
Serve leadership arrangement will have a concrete continental prop under ATLU 
for inspiring and motivating the African populace around the common goal of 
fulfilling needs and transforming to manifest the blessings of success for everyone. 
Efforts to tap and enhance the strength of African traditional leaders in the process 
of embracing and adopting BRP within localities across the continent could 
accelerate the realization of the expected outcomes of the AU master plan. In this 
sense, adopting and rolling out of BRP will proactively entail tapping the power of 
communal togetherness manifested through peace, love, unity, and development 
at local and community levels.

As noted earlier, an underlying premise of ATLU is that traditional leaders 
provide the fundamental organization and cultural milieu within which to 
anchor and complement continental development efforts geared toward shared 
prosperity and higher collective purposes. From this perspective, the ATLU 
concept is formulated with the conviction that the institution of traditional 
leadership can be relied upon as an agent of development in localities. Over time, 
the institution has accumulated a deep reservoir of social capital in terms of trust, 
loyalty, and sense of belonging, which can be harnessed to complement peace, 
unity, and integration efforts driven at the continental level. Undoubtedly, these 
characteristics and attributes are essential ingredients which can be catalytic in 
facilitating widespread adoption and rolling out of BRP in all segments of society 
across the continent.

Center of Excellence on Tran-Serve Leadership

Under its design of consideration, the ATLU would have an executive body, the 
African Traditional Leadership Institute (ATLI), similar in operational character 
as AU and its African Union Commission (AUC). Regarding the BRP efforts of 
fostering and nurturing communities of learning and practice (CLP), this institute 
could possibly become a conducive conduit and platform for a center of excellence 
on communities of learning and practice relating to traditional leadership, 
governance, development administration, and Tran-Serve leadership in Africa.

Furthermore, the institute would serve both academic and practical purposes, 
initially carrying out activities that would lead to establishment of the ATLU 
and thereafter implementing decisions of the union and its governing body. 
These significant activities could enhance and facilitate crucial BRP-driven 
reforms energizers for desired outcomes—intellectual stimulation, inspirational 
motivation, as well as invigorating execution, people, and cognitive skills.

In the same vein, the institute would build partnerships with academic 
institutions, such as African studies and related programs of universities on the 
continent and global centers of excellence and practice related to Africa, for 
example, historically Black colleges and universities (HBCU) and African Studies 
Association of the US academic community. Such partnerships entail the potential 
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of compounding the effects and impact of idealized influence of BRP in enhancing 
the image and interests of Africa within the global system.

The institute would also develop a road map for the ATLU to serve as a fulcrum 
for “Africans Everywhere,” providing the basis for stronger ties between African 
communities and the African diaspora, based on common ancestry, historical 
links, and philosophy. Through such partnerships and associations or affiliations, 
the institute would help actualize individual and wholistic considerations in 
resource decision-making, generate knowledge on traditional leadership systems, 
and maximize their potential and capabilities for continental development. Also, 
the ATLI will document and codify indigenous practices showcasing African 
values at the grassroots level. This will be done in a manner to enable the outcomes 
of Tran-Serve leadership arrangements be felt by many people in improving and 
uplifting their standards of living.

In a nutshell, the foregoing reaffirms the relevance and purpose of a continental 
dimension of BRP utilizing the medium of the ATLU concept to accelerate 
the adoption and rolling out of the ideals of Tran-Serve leadership under the 
unification and integration efforts, spearheaded by the African Union and the 
regional economic communities on the continent.

Key Benefits for the Rollout of BRP

The ATLU would provide tangible benefits for the rollout of the BRP ideals, 
including the following:

 1. Widespread grassroots understanding, popular involvement, and support 
for BRP-themed interventions at the continental levels geared at uplifting 
the vast majority out of poverty through implementation of green, resilient, 
and inclusive growth and sustainable development (i.e., localization of 
continental BRP-themed green and technology-enabled interventions for 
combatting the effects of climate change). It is expected that participation 
of African traditional leadership in implementing the major national, 
continental, and global frameworks of BRP-induced interventions would 
facilitate inclusion of people at the grassroots. Through the processes, 
activities, value chain development, and dividends of such initiatives, the 
socioeconomic situations of the vast majority will be improved.

 2. Better appreciation of the whole BRP-inspired contributions to the entire 
continental development landscape among stakeholders, political elites, and 
vested interests to engender constructive dialogues on course-improvement 
reform pathways carved from positive Tran-Serve leadership ripple effects.

 3. Continent-wide Tran-Serve leadership-motivated peer-to-peer experiential 
learning on forging development with the purpose of inducing a more 
conducive and enabling environment for doing business, and facilitating 
trade and investments into rural and local communities across the continent. 
The spirit of fostering development has always been a major characteristic 
of communities that are under the rulership of visionary traditional leaders. 
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Sharing these accumulated experiences among peers on regular basis would 
be catalytic in pushing the frontiers of the continental blueprint of a BRP 
construct.

 4. Center of excellence as the one and last stop for scholarly research and 
works on development capabilities of traditional leadership, solutions and 
remedies for the leadership, and governance malaise hindering continental 
aspirations.

 5. Available strategic frameworks for involving traditional leaders in 
continental enterprises highlighting their demonstrated superior capability 
to communicate, mobilize, and organize most of the African people at the 
grassroots for collective endeavors.

 6. Analytical reports on whether a BRP construct would engender continental 
platforms of a hub with nodes and spokes that are new entities or embedded 
in targeted, existing, and relevant partner institutions.

 7. Mechanisms to interweave and reconcile the complementarities and 
effects of parallel leadership syndrome of development administration 
on governance in target societies for deeper, broader, and widespread 
development dividends.

 8. Operationalizing a mandate for reforms to adapt and strengthen the 
institution of traditional leadership for modern development administration 
and governance. Efforts will include (i) structural composition and 
functioning at the continental and regional levels; (ii) consideration of 
tenure limitations of representation and participation; (iii) delegation 
of representation in case a community considers a chief not capable of 
participation; (iv) requirements of retrofitting for centrality of gender 
balance, resource support, and capacity enhancement to assume the 
roles and responsibilities which may be engendered by the union; (v) 
accommodation of suitably balanced integration of female traditional 
authority counterparts.

 9. Building a digital library to include documentation and codification 
of salient practices of the institution of traditional leadership, detailing 
principles such as forging togetherness in collective activities, consensus-
building, mass participation, accountability for stewardship and 
transparency in resource management, and conflict resolution.

 10. Establishing working relationships backed by Memoranda of Understanding 
(MoUs) between the ATLU and potential partners and stakeholders, 
for example, academia, national governments, media, and international 
organizations relevant to the planning and operational engagements of Tran-
Serve leadership arrangements.

 11. Knowledge generation and exchanges to enhance the contributions of 
traditional leadership to overall development of the continent. Relevant 
activities may include (i) a scan of global practices to determine what has 
worked elsewhere; (ii) impact that traditional leaders may have had on 
development efforts in which they participated; (iii) level of composition in 
local governance arrangements that is likely to lead to superior performance 
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in a continental union; (iv) aspects of the chieftaincy institution which 
should be improved for their effective engagement in governance under 
a BRP construct; (v) articles of national constitutions which could be 
amended for enhanced contribution of traditional leaders in development; 
(vi) capacity building to enhance the contribution of traditional leaders in 
continental affairs; and (vii) resource needs and potential contributors.

 12. Creating awareness among African political elites, stakeholders of 
prevailing national and local development administration and governance 
arrangements, and the general public on the role of African traditional 
leadership in regional and continental integration and development.

Supranational Structure for Boosting BRP

Some sterling enabling propellers of a supranational structure for traditional 
leadership with the potential of boosting the operations of BRP include the 
following:

The Embodiment of Collective Caring

A platform geared at harnessing for good institutional investiture of safeguarding 
collective welfare of African societies is a plausible booster for BRP operations. 
Bringing people together voluntarily for collective action is an essential pull and 
push factor in transformative development and a cardinal driving force of BRP. 
African traditional leadership is vested under an ancestral oath the moral obligations 
to uphold the primacy of collective care and interests.8 The mechanisms by which 
African traditional leaders perform this feat of safeguarding the collective over 
individual acts in local communities would be adapted and strengthened under 
the operations of Tran-Serve leadership to facilitate gains of a green, resilient, 
and inclusive growth and sustainable development at the continental level. A few 
examples will highlight this phenomenal prowess:

 1. Annual and periodic festivals under the patronage of traditional leaders 
are occasions for bringing people from far and wide and across borders 
together for a common purpose of celebrating heritage, lineage, love, unity, 
friendships, kinships, and affinities linked to development.9 As per the 
universal norms of courtesies, enemies and terrorists are neither invited to 
the banquets nor provided safe havens to carry out devious plans. These 
events also double as tourist hotspots for income generation and branding 
Africa.10

 2. Community markets enable majority of traders, especially market women, 
in the informal sector (where the bulk of economic activity including trade 
occurs) move freely and interact with kinsfolks, consumers, suppliers, 
producers, and intermediaries across the porous borders; and several of such 
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interactions are encouraged and facilitated by the established networks of 
traditional relations and leadership.11

 3. While the Covid-19 global pandemic exposes the fragility of health systems, 
poverty, and vulnerabilities across the continent, it also brings to the fore 
the instrumental roles of traditional leaders in ensuring the security of their 
people. For example, as public measures went into effect at the onset of the 
Covid-19 pandemic in Africa with lockdowns, many of the poor in urban 
communities took drastic measures including breaking mandated restrictions 
on movement to escape to their rural communities of origin, which they 
rightly perceived as sanctuaries in times of crisis.12 Furthermore, health and 
wellness needs, in general, have highlighted the complementary importance 
of traditional knowledge. In this notable case, medicinal resources and the 
essence of community resolve to preserve and conserve herbs, seeds, rare 
plant species (for their food, nutritional, and ecosystem uses, properties, and 
values and thus ensuring preservation of genetic diversity of species) play 
crucial roles in developing future crops in a dynamic climatic function.13

 4. Ensuring consensual conformity with local norms and practices protects 
water bodies and streams, which could also help mitigate climate change 
effects on agroecological zones.

 5. Although the roles of traditional leaders as custodians of land in many 
jurisdictions have been variedly contested, the aspect of facilitating 
investments and attracting businesses into local communities remains 
notable for boosting job creation and employment efforts.

 6. End-of-life celebrations (funerals) in communities underscore the capacity 
of traditional leaders to forge togetherness, soothe, and comfort those in 
stress.

Inducing togetherness for collective actions in community life and existence 
exemplified in the practices, events, and occasions can serve useful continental 
purposes for BRP-inspired inclusivity and sustained development. Undoubtedly, 
whatever is inherent, treasured, and celebrated as “African” is in the domain and 
custody of African traditional leadership which exudes togetherness.

In fact, the principal attractions for tourism promotion for economic gains 
in Africa— cultural events and environmental features, among others—are the 
embodiment of togetherness forged under the patronage of traditional leadership. 
Even mining and mineral holdings require consensual concessions in harmony 
with the needs and interests of traditional enclaves to avoid conflict and acrimony 
during operations. African political leaders and social elites are also the subjects 
of traditional societies from which they hail and are not excluded in the web of 
togetherness that bind their respective communities.

Fostering Altruistic Behavior at the Continental Level

The concept of BRP fosters spirituality in a Tran-Serve leadership model that 
incorporates altruistic love, hope, and faith in serving others first and manifesting 
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the blessings of success for all in society. The spirit of fostering altruistic 
development has always been a hallmark of communities under visionary 
traditional leaders across the continent.14 A large and increasing number of 
chiefs in Africa are highly qualified professionals and business people with vast 
experiences in key and strategic sectors in their private lives, which they bring (or 
could bring) into the local development space. A few examples will elucidate this 
pertinent development trajectory of traditional leaders:

 1. Togbe Afede XIV, the paramount chief of Ho Asogli Traditional Council in 
Ghana who doubles among several other roles as the chief executive officer 
of the Strategic African Securities (SAS), led efforts to establish the Sunon-
Asogli Power Ltd that built a 200 MW combined-cycle gas-fired plant to 
help improve electricity generation capacity in the country. Togbe and his 
Chinese partners also established the Africa World Airlines, which has 
become pivotal in the domestic aviation market.15

 2. The immediate past Emir of Kano, Muhammad Sanusi II (a former 
governor of the Central Bank of Nigeria), launched several development 
initiatives during his reign, including the sustainable housing pilot projects 
with the support of Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC) in West Africa and 
International Green Structures. This initiative is aimed at building 504 
low-cost houses in Kano Nigeria.16 Muhammad Sanusi II, who served as 
Governor of the Central Bank of Nigeria in his professional life, also led 
the SDG Challenge geared at enriching the scope of African education and 
engaged in partnership with “1Million Teachers” (1MT), a social enterprise 
to provide access to high-quality teacher education for underserved 
communities around the world.17 This particular initiative is very significant 
with good potential given that “sub-Saharan Africa is the only region where 
out-of-school children keep increasing.”18

 3. The Kabaka of the Buganda Kingdom in Uganda spearheaded efforts to 
propel a wide range of tourist attractions, including the Royal Mile (the place 
for a glimpse sight experience of ancient architectural designs); Nantawetwa 
Monument (situated within the center of the Royal Mile); the Kabaka’s 
Palace–Twekobe (official residence of all the last six kings of Buganda) 
declared by UNESCO as one of the World’s Heritage sites; Bulange—the 
Buganda Parliament, among several other attractions.19

 4. Another epitomizing case highlighted is the leadership of Osahene Katekyi 
Busumakura II, the Takoradiman-hene of Ghana. Development initiatives in 
this regard include the Takoradi Institute of Science and Technology (TIST) 
aimed at offering flagship courses in oil and gas engineering, and biological 
sciences to meet the demands of the region and the country. Accordingly, 
the chief is also involved in an aspirational road map to make Takoradi an 
attractive port city and essential investment center by 2025 through the 
effective marketing of the city, tailored investments in housing and human 
capital development, renovation of the Western Regional House of Chiefs 
and the Kwesimintsim Police Station, among other benevolent contributions 
to the communities under his rulership.20
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In a nutshell, these selected cited cases are proofs and testament of the altruistic 
development orientations and focus of traditional leaders across the continent. 
Efforts to catalyze and consistently harness such orientations could stimulate a 
more concerted BRP-centered leadership and boost the continental march toward 
green, resilient, and inclusive growth and sustainable development.

Energizing Grassroots Enthusiasm

The grassroots penetrative capability of traditional leadership is a tremendous 
opportunity for BRP-enabled reforms which can be leveraged and multiplied 
through continental avenues for widespread outcome and impact. As noted, ample 
evidence abounds that the African traditional leadership system, regardless of its 
inherent limitations, remains a more cohesive governance and leadership structure 
at the local level, particularly in rural communities, with symbiotic capability 
to communicate, mobilize, and organize community members voluntarily for 
collective development actions. An underlying reason is that the sociocultural 
realities in rural communities are quite different from urban areas in terms 
of suitability of arrangements to participate in decision-making and common 
property resource (CPR) management.21 Primordial loyalties, social organizations, 
and structures in existence constitute assets and strength of rural communities.

Majority participation in decision-making is largely linked to the community 
through council of chiefs (male and female) based on the consciousness of 
belonging to the “whole.” Partly the results of such cohesiveness and togetherness 
fostered in local communities, some observers noted that although the climate and 
ecological crises the world is facing are “complex, global problems with multiple 
causes . . . [they come in their trails] also with multiple solutions.” In this context, 
a pertinent example is the insights and experiences shared on the “power and 
potential of rural women and community forestry in Cameroon.”22

ATLU as a Harbinger of Renewed Leap of Faith in Collective Possibilities

The supranational platform constitutes a propitious conduit for reaffirming faith 
in collective embrace and possibilities. Responsibilities assigned to traditional 
leadership in Africa under BRP require a new leap of faith and an “audacity 
of hope”23 for collective endeavors to tackle the leadership and governance 
problematics in Africa and turn things around for the better. As noted earlier, 
irrespective of opinions otherwise, traditional leadership is a powerful mainstay 
for either transformative or regressive politics and development in African 
societies and cannot be brushed off as a relic. Rather, this institution remains an 
underutilized bastion for catalyzing mass participation, transparency in resource 
management, and accountability of stewardship in fulfilling needs. To reiterate, this 
home-grown, time-tested leadership institution could be reformed, adapted, and 
weaned off its anachronistic tendencies so that it can progressively complement 
the efforts of national leadership to build Tran-Serve rulership institutions across 
the continent.
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The Glitters of Light in the Africa Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA)

As part of efforts to forge the “Africa We Want,” the AU launched the African 
Continental Free Trade Area, whose trading regime came into effect on 
January 1, 2021, considered by many experts in the global community as a very 
promising undertaking.24 BRP-induced reforms would bolster efforts across 
the continent and propel AfCFTA to greater heights by harnessing coherently 
the enterprising enthusiasm and energy of the people to unify and integrate 
the continent through targeted trade, business, investments, and development. 
Adopting and rolling out Tran-Serve leadership arrangements would promote 
these ideals.

For example, to enhance market integration and bolster commerce on the 
continent, mechanisms are required to incorporate traditional markets into 
the formal economy. The traditional markets constitute a critical component 
of the capital/wealth generation and the cornerstone of commerce regarding 
socioeconomic accumulation and interactions in sub-Saharan Africa. Regardless 
of the fact that shopping malls are springing up across the continent, and 
online (e-commerce) platforms are utilized mainly by the urban middle-
class population, these traditional markets will still continue to dominate the 
commerce landscape, serve as wholesalers to street vendors, create entry 
points for smallholder farmers, provide employment and income generating 
opportunities to sellers, and account for almost 65–75 percent sales throughout 
the region until at least 2030.25 Above all, these markets place women’s access 
to finance and investments in e-commerce infrastructure, banking, savings, and 
loan operations at the forefront for policy consideration. As noted earlier, the 
traditional markets operate under the patronage of the respective traditional 
leaders of the local communities.

Africa constitutes 17 percent of the world’s population but has only 2 percent 
share of international trade. Intra-Africa trade ranged between 14.4 percent and 
18 percent. By comparison, the percentages are between 50 percent and 59 percent 
for Asia, and 68 percent to 73 percent for Europe. The AfCFTA is expected to turn 
the scales and boost intra-Africa trade among a total market population of over 1.2 
billion consumers to a substantial level.26

However, the colonial commercial order of free trade and its compendium of 
minimal utilization of the complementary development contributions churned out 
through the representation, participation, and leadership channels and structures 
of most of African people remain intact. As is the case, the complementary 
development contributions and potential capabilities of traditional leadership have 
been minimally utilized in all the post-independence schemes of participatory 
development administration and governance schemes evolved at the national and 
continental levels aimed at lifting the vast majority out of abject poverty.

Regardless, through visionary development initiatives, cordial relations, 
kinships, peaceful coexistence, and population overhangs,27 traditional leaders 
across the continent largely have proved capable of reaching most of the people at 
the grassroots. They continue to surge forward notwithstanding colonial African 
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boundaries that have been maintained and weaponized by an independent 
African continent. Therein lies the need and wisdom for the continent to now 
craft a strategy for trading with itself.

Conclusion

Undoubtedly, the Africa we truly want under BRP through peace, unification, 
and integration would require proactive involvement of traditional leadership 
beyond what prevails on the continent presently. Peace, unity, and integration as 
transformational processes require energetic and enthusiastic participation of the 
masses, transparency, and accountability to meet targeted goals. Mass participation 
is key to green, resilient, and inclusive development. The involvement of the 
leadership structure which arguably has superior capability to communicate, 
mobilize, and organize most of the people at the grassroots for collective actions is 
fundamental and critical.

Peace, unity, and integration are necessary ingredients for unleashing the 
continental potentials and capabilities of transforming and uplifting most Africans 
out of endemic poverty. Many Africans continue to rely more on these so-called 
unofficial and informal leadership arrangements—a pervasive scenario given the 
prevalence of entrenched primordial ties, the psychosocial composition of the 
populace, and the apparent ineffectiveness of the formal structures of development 
administration to reach the masses. It is essential that the African ruling political 
class embrace, adopt, and roll out BRP which provides better mechanisms 
for maximizing the complementary development contributions and potential 
capabilities of traditional leadership in a Tran-Serve framework at national and 
continental levels.
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hapter C 10

WISDOM ON THE PRACTICE OF DEMOCRACY IN AFRICA

Introduction

In this chapter, carefully selected themes of wisdom which run through the book 
have been calibrated into enlightening insights on the practice of democracy with 
the rollout of BRP across the continent. These themes of wisdom collectively 
reinforce the key message that Africa needs to redesign the foundations of its 
statehood and democracy practice. The lines of thought which constitute the 
building blocks of this chapter are as follows:

 1. Hopefulness because of the undaunting challenges
 2. No saving grace in the status quo
 3. Effective participation in democracy reflects the image and realities of 

society
 4. Real transparency inspires trustworthiness
 5. Accountability is a mirror of belongingness
 6. The youth bulge is an opportune moment for creativity and innovations
 7. Food and nutrition are not outsourced products of benevolence
 8. Attributes of high-value education are the bedrock of transformation
 9. Progress is not clinging to dogmatic ways of doing things.

The amalgam of these wise thoughts underscores the BRP construct geared 
at pushing for good the practice of democracy across the continent. With this 
approach of illuminating a topical subject matter for its policy relevance, 
implications, and consideration, the chapter reiterates the driving narrative of the 
book that adoption and rollout of BRP will inspire, induce, and instill hope in the 
outcomes and dividends of democracy practice on the continent.

1. Hopefulness because of the Undaunting Challenges

This means embracing, adoption and rollout of BRP will inspire, induce, and instill 
hope in the outcomes and dividends of democracy practice on the continent. As 
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Wisdom on the Practice of Democracy

noted in earlier chapters, the tangible dividends of the manner of democracy 
presently practiced in Africa have mainly dimmed hopes on the continent. In 
reiteration, this situation is succinctly captured in the following observation:

Authoritarian and semi-authoritarian rulers, mindful of foreign opinion, have 
dressed their regimes with the forms of democracy, such as regular (if rigged) 
elections and de jure (not de facto) separation of powers. Presidential term 
limits, where in place, have been frequently circumvented through so-called 
constitutional coups.1

This situation is such that many of the youth in particular want to leave and not 
come back. Hopes have been dashed, and dreams become wishful. The grind of 
eking out a living has taken a tremendous toll on the physique of many. Stunted 
growth is a common feature of the population. As revealed by the United Nations 
Children Fund (UNICEF) data, “Africa has the world’s highest rate of under-five 
stunting (33%, compared with a global average of 24 percent) and has made the 
slowest progress in reducing stunting since 1990.”2

Service provision and delivery have been erratic. Tales abound of people who 
are sick but cannot go to hospitals, and those who are fortunate to visit may not see 
a doctor for proper examination or diagnosis. Some of those requiring admissions 
must grapple with “no bed” mantra and in such conditions have to utilize the bare 
floors as sleeping beds.3 Prescription drugs are more often out of reach as they are 
mainly available on the shelves of private pharmacies, which operate outside the 
scope and coverage of any government-mandated health insurance schemes.

Parents complain regularly about the struggles to cope with high school fees 
and needs regardless of whether there exists in the country a policy of “free 
education.” School infrastructure is inadequate, and the phenomenon of schools 
under trees occurs in some parts of the societies.4 The quality of education offered 
is questionable with the rising trend of eagerness to complete tertiary education 
abroad among children of parents in positions to afford such ventures. School 
dropouts roam the streets and swell the army of unemployed at alarming rates. 
Teenage pregnancies and teachers impregnating pupils are part of social media 
rumor mills of the communities in some countries.5

In homes, some go to bed hungry, and having three meals per day is a luxury 
several people cannot fathom. The methods of food production and lands for 
cultivation have not seen any major technological improvements for several 
decades. With climatic stressors on the rise, yields from the fields are not enough 
to feed families and generate surplus for sale at the markets for additional income 
to offset cost of other daily necessities. The homes of many have become empty of 
regular staples, which will usually enable children to grow and thrive.

Despite the sordid depictions of the extent of deprivations under the practice 
of so-called democracy, an African journalist once asked a “friend whether or 
not he believes Africa is a great continent to fulfill one’s dreams and his answer 
was this: Yes, because it is filled with a multitude of problems that need solving.”6 
It is worthy of note that many Africans share such sentiments regardless of the 
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numerous episodes of deprivations which can be cited to support the fact why 
the continent seems bad for dreaming, pursuing, and attaining individual and 
collective goals.

The embrace of BRP could be construed as a reflection of striving attempts to 
solve many of the myriad problems and improve the dividends of corresponding 
democracy practice according to the needs and realities of the continent.

2. No Saving Grace in the Status Quo

This means anyone claiming to have solutions while the established structures of 
“authoritarianism camouflaged in democracy garbs” remain intact is either out of 
touch with the realities on the ground or taking the broader populace for a ride 
on vain and empty promises. The all-powerful executive president is the be-all for 
every decision. Other structural arms of government, which in real democracy 
practice in jurisdictions outside the continent are expected to operate as checks 
on use, misuse, and abuse of power, mainly exist in theory and on paper and 
function in practice at the behest of His Excellency.7 Utterances of auxiliaries of the 
executive president which usually should require clearances and approval from the 
deliberative chambers become instant policies for implementation.8 The outcomes 
of any governance-related matters for adjudication in the courts of law are butts 
of social media jokes and guesstimates as the discerning public always perceive 
the weight of the behind-the-scenes invincible influence of the executives in such 
situations.

Public consensus is more a matter of contestation in terms of whether such a 
phenomenon exists in practice. The fourth estate practitioners (journalists) are 
free and vocal in the defense of matters mainly in the interest of ruling regimes 
and parties. Broadly, public board chairpersons and members, chief executives, 
and chief directors in charge of the public offices mainly operate either to the 
attention of the appointments’ purse holder, or performances usually are shaped 
by hierarchical belonging in the ruling party structures. All other functionaries 
of the democracy setup are considered poodles of the regime in power. A notable 
expression attributed to former president John Agyekum Kufour of Ghana 
provides an apt insight into such a scenario: it is better to be a messenger in a 
ruling party than to be a general secretary of an opposition party.

There are too many charlatans parading under the guise of practicing 
democracy but perpetuating self-serving interests over the collective goal. Take, for 
example, recent occurrences in Sudan.9 The persistent efforts of a broad coalition 
of concerned citizens toppled a long-serving tyrant only for another to hijack the 
process and supplant himself at the top. However, after a few days under pressure 
from the zeal and persevered condemnations by the people, the gentleman 
caved in to reinstate those who were in charge and summarily dismissed by the 
adventurism.

Or more perceptive in the case of many Ghanaians who have realized that 
several promises by the present National Patriotic Party (NPP) ruling regime while 
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in opposition were made in beguilement, and governance by sloganeering has not 
translated into the “saving graces” envisaged through tweaking of the established 
structural arrangements.10 This is not to say things would be better under the 
charge of any other party that promises change with another branded version of 
democracy practice while the status quo remains intact. It then brings into the 
limelight the derision-laden approach that different results can be expected from 
doing the same things in the same manner repeatedly. Yet the country remains 
the “beacon of democracy” within the international community regardless of the 
elusiveness of positive outcomes and dividends.

Africa deserves better particularly under the reversal of so-labeled positive 
trends of democratization by “a new wave of authoritarianism.”11 Unfortunately, 
as has been the case, “Governments are becoming less transparent . . . across 
Africa—leaders ignoring term limits, rigging or postponing elections, exploiting 
social grievances to gain and maintain power, arresting opposition figures, 
cracking down on the media, and allowing security services to enforce pandemic 
restrictions brutally.”12

All this reinforces the fact that no saving grace of Africa will emerge out of the 
status quo of the institutionalized brand of democracy currently in practice. The 
continent should be on alert of oratorical charlatans promising sagacious solutions 
with the established status quo of leadership and governance arrangements intact 
and unrefined. In a nutshell, BRP is about cleaning decades of mess veiled in a 
particular brand of democracy practice choking the breath of many Africans 
across the continent.

3. Effective Participation in Democracy Reflects 
the Image and Realities of Society

Under a BRP-inspired arrangement of democracy practice, participation at the 
local level will be communal, and at the national level, it will be based on multiparty 
operations. This means that representatives at the local level will be leaders of the 
communities chosen solely by members based on traditional norms, conventions, 
and practices for a term limit. Registered competing political parties will present 
suitable candidates to the communities constituting a constituency, and members 
of the communities will elect one of them by universal adult suffrage to represent 
the constituency at the national level. Once a representative is elected, the person 
becomes a consensual representative for all members of the constituency and 
not a representative of party members only for those who voted for him or her. 
The guiding mindset will be allegiance to community which supersedes that of 
the party, and members of the community will have full rights and control of the 
power of recall, and not parties deciding the fates of representatives. If community 
members feel their representative has underperformed, they will exercise the 
power of recall within the duration of term limits or wait till the end of tenure and 
vote for another representative.
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Leaders of the local assemblies chosen by the community members will 
select among themselves occupants of the various positions with an important 
gendered caveat. When a male leader is selected for a substantive position, 
the deputy will automatically be a female leader and vice versa. Details of 
these arrangements will be contained in the recommended Constitutional 
Amendments and Enactments Reports; and also in the Annexes of the guiding 
National Command Papers on the adoption and rollout of BRP to be released by 
the respective countries.

Participation under communal and multiparty-based representatives selection 
principles will principally ensure autonomy of local government institutions and 
serve as a bastion against leviathan executive overreach and abuse. Decentralization 
will have real meaning and ceases to be an extension of central government interests 
at the local level. Corresponding parallel officials at lower levels will no longer exist 
and operate as poodles of national authorities by the fiats of appointments and 
dismissals. This manner of participation is geared at providing grounded checks 
and balancing of individualized and collective interests at both local and national 
levels.

As community members select their own leaders to constitute local government 
assembly members and occupants of corresponding offices, they are placed in 
unhindered positions to exert influence as checks on local performance of duties 
and responsibilities. This in turn would likely translate into collective strengthening 
and empowering of local government institutions and catapult them into spheres 
of influence and pressure to minimize or eliminate impunity at the national level. 
In this respect, local government will no longer be the weakest link in the ruling 
national-local partnership value chain in government transactions and operations 
across the continent.

It is important to note that in certain jurisdictions, local government subpar 
performance is mistakenly attributed to nonelection and appointment of the 
heads of the local government institutions by the national executives. However, 
the crux of the matter is arguably beyond direct election of the heads. Rather, it is 
a product of the structural arrangements for the exercise of power and authority 
under the practice of democracy in a manner unreflective of societal needs 
and realities. The problem lies more in national minority elite aspirations to 
organize societies similar to what pertains elsewhere and which reflects borrowed 
truncated images.

Another striking feature of participation under communal and multiparty-
based representatives selection principles is securing independence of ruling 
institutions. This is likely an era which will usher in true separation of powers 
as attained in other jurisdictions. Participation in this manner is geared to avoid 
rubber stamp legislatures or cabinets and ensure independence of the judiciary. 
The hovering character and trait of executive influence lurking in the shadows of 
the operations of other ruling institutions will be tamed. Following this trail will 
be guaranteed free media and a professional public service which will be objective 
in its operations guided by the principles of economy, efficiency, and effectiveness 
in the management of public resources.
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The quality of participation under a BRP-inspired practice of democracy 
will be genuine and authentic in terms of voluntarism, energy, and enthusiasm. 
Participation will neither be “rental” nor “bussed” and induced by T-shirts, caps, 
or related party paraphernalia. In a word, the manner of participation will not 
be orchestrated by monetary, jobs, or gifts incentives. Such is the narrative of 
participation now that the term has lost its currency and credibility in the practice 
of democracy in Africa. In fact, in one of his usual rants in the South African 
parliament, Honorable Julius Malema, for example, has been recorded lamenting 
that the youth does not understand the essence of participation in a functioning 
democracy and will mainly engage unless materially induced.13

BRP is crafted to invigorate participation in the practice of democracy across 
the continent. In this regard, BRP offers a form of participation, which is markedly 
different from, and arguably superior to, the concept of participation practiced 
presently under so-called democracy in Africa. At the lower levels, BRP-induced 
form of participation will bring in vogue institutions, which are intrinsically 
linked to the communities, and revitalize the spirit of people who will cease 
seeing themselves “as self-regarding atomized beings in essentially competitive 
and potentially conflicting interaction with others. Rather, their consciousness is 
directed toward belonging to an organic whole.”14

As a matter of strategic survival and relevance within the global community of 
nations, Africa needs to redesign the foundations of its democracy practice along 
the lines noted whereby

people participate not because they are individuals whose interests are different 
and need to be asserted. but because they are part of an interconnected whole. 
Participation rests not on the assumption of individualism and conflicting 
interests, but on the social nature of human beings. . . . Participation is as much 
a matter of taking part as of sharing the rewards and burdens of community 
membership. It does not simply enjoin abstract rights but secures concrete 
benefits.15

In this sense, BRP-inspired participation in democracy practice includes an inbuilt 
process of groundings in traditional practice unlike the wholesale Western notion 
of the “occasional opportunity to choose, affirm or dissent.” Participation under 
BRP focuses on the active involvement in a process of setting goals and making 
decisions. It is involvement in the process rather than the acceptability of the end 
decision that satisfies the need to participate.

4. Real Transparency Inspires Trustworthiness

Transparency in future democracy practice will be knowledge-driven and wheeled 
by expertise. In the extractive sphere, for example, Africa’s educational institutions 
will be paramount in shaping brains and mindsets to promote and protect the 
collective interests. African expertise would be at the forefront of technological 
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exploration and prospecting feasibilities in the determination of concessions’ 
values and investment viability. Collaborative investment partnerships would be 
forged to avoid relegation as rear spectators in the process of exploiting resources 
endowed by nature. Scans of global practices will be undertaken to put in place 
appropriate formula-based value for money allocations which honor in deeds 
community royalties and usufructuary rights.

What pertains now whereby extractive policies are most often derived from 
data generated by external prospectors, and African expert role in the value chain 
portrayed as secondary is not a good motivator of value for money in the collective 
interests of the continent. For decades, the extractive sector has been operating 
to keep afloat transnational investment interests. Coalitions and partnerships are 
constructed in a manner that often proscribes the positions of African nations 
as willing facilitators of exploitative approaches which chart away resources 
outside the continent. Africans are signatories to agreements in fine prints, which 
guarantee returns and gains for owners of investment capital without much benefit 
for the millions of masses whose dwelling places are the extractive spaces.

This state of affairs is possible because African leaders have failed to lead and 
rather delegate the extractive spaces to outside forces based on flimsy excuses of 
knowledge dearth and absence of investment capital. Such excuses are unacceptable 
ruses because similar and related jurisdictions have demonstrated that natural 
resources can be gainfully extracted to securitize and promote collective interests. 
Since independence, African leaders have established institutions of higher learning 
for harnessing resources without the accompanying strategies of ensuring that 
expert mindsets are produced in critical mass to lead this effort. Many graduates 
largely become employees of transnational companies who work to safeguard 
interests of corporate capital. In the process, neighborhood developmental 
interests become secondary and negated as backbench afterthoughts.

More often the extractive spaces are the same locations for meeting livelihood 
needs of the people who reside in these areas, and many find themselves displaced 
and removed from their ancestral land, and are unable to subsist at the new 
places.16 Extractive operations leave in their trail environmental challenges with 
monumental consequences for the communities in the operational areas. With 
increased climatic stressors, leaders are obliged to lead and manage public 
resources in the manner of substantive contributions to fulfill collective needs and 
manifest blessings of success for everyone.

Transparency under future practice of democracy would enable administrative 
efficiency by ensuring effective public service provisions and delivery. A closer 
look at utility services provisions in several countries across the continent would 
reveal that effectiveness is more of a function of mindsets, attitudes, and behaviors 
of people at the forefront of the delivery value chain. Having a core staff or 
responders on the same page as management and with the conviction and belief 
in the paramountcy of the collective goal is central to ensuring ease of access to 
services in terms of quality, sufficiency, and convenience.

Privatizing the management of hitherto large publicly owned service delivery 
agency while notions and ethics of work and professionalism are burrowed in 
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antique nostalgia of public ownership is not a good policy strategy. The delivery 
processes of such approaches are not laden with hope capable of upliftment and 
endearing ruling institutions to targeted beneficiaries. Management in private 
hands must be accompanied by a level of proactiveness that inculcates mindsets 
of safeguarding collective interests in fulfilling clients’ needs. It is such delivery 
approaches which would enable effectiveness to be institutionalized and move the 
ruling regimes in power closer to people who would feel and acknowledge the 
presence of leadership in their lives. The prevailing systems of service delivery in 
many countries across the continent push people far away from the ruling regimes 
and depict images of incompetency, sabotage, and sloppiness as characteristics of 
service providers.

A major impact of service delivery is on efforts to build solid political 
cultures—an essential phenomenon undergirding democracy dispensations 
beyond intermittent and sporadic enthused responses during sporting events 
which pitch national figures against others from other nations on the continent. 
In real-world life, respect and loyalty to national emblems are earned through 
leadership reputations as earnest hardworking and consistent quality service 
providers. Leadership performance is key to nurturing impactful needle-
moving political cultures, which would motivate people with intentions to do 
good with an underlying knowledge that security of the polity is ensured in great  
hands.

Strong political cultures are instruments of institutional robustness and 
resilience equipping nations with adaptive and coping strategies for tackling 
common challenges which emanate from coexistence. Given historical 
experiences, Africa has incipient political cultures to be forged into fortresses 
of power, authority, and influence at home and on the international stage. 
Transparency in leadership and governance transactions across the continent will 
enable great entry points for this phenomenon to materialize. Africans can only 
make this happen by themselves because it will not be given out by anyone or drop 
like the biblical manner from the heavens. BRP seems the surest guarantee of solid 
political cultures in Africa.

A further insight into transparency regarding the performance of roles and 
responsibilities by public officials under the future practice of democracy is that 
measures will be in place to sharpen the execution skills of management and 
frontline officials. On-the-job capacity enhancement schemes will instill tolerance 
of diverse opinions, ambiguities, and conscientiousness. Also, such schemes 
will enable paying attention to details and critical elements of specific delivery 
requirements to meet the satisfaction of clients without compromising on quality 
and timelines. Officials will be motivated with incentives to improve orientations 
to serving clients which have been appalling in certain situations. Individual 
workplace mobility considerations will be shaped by proactive feedback of satisfied 
clients for professional growth and development. Furthermore, these tailored 
measures would deepen cognitive skills with big-picture strategic thinking, 
analytical reasoning, collaborative and consultative approaches for inculcating 
solution-focused mentality.17
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5. Accountability is a Mirror of Belongingness

The approach to accountability for good stewardship under a BRP-inspired 
future practice of democracy will be strengthened by maximal utilization of the 
target societies’ guardrail channels and avenues. Accountability will not be once 
in a term event at the ballot box but applying and adhering to the underlying 
principles of the pathways more often. It will be an obligatory responsibility-
enforced mechanism underlying the mandate to rule with an assurance of 
good stewardship. Accountability under a Tran-Serve leadership will reaffirm 
confidence in stewardship by ensuring both vertical and horizontal actions 
requiring all public officeholders to be held accountable regularly for misbehavior 
and underperformance regarding expectations and trust reposed in respective 
public positions.

Likely measures to maximally utilize the guardrail channels of accountability 
would certainly include actions to rein in executive overreach regarding mandates 
and commitments. From the outset, there would be four-level intensive civic 
education curriculum on the entire BRP-induced leadership and governance 
arrangements. The curriculum would entail middle, secondary, tertiary, and adult/
lifelong-learning integrated designs for both formal and informal civic education 
targeting various segments of the population.

Chapters on the electoral processes and procedures would highlight the 
underlying accountability, essence, and the accompanying civic obligations 
requiring informed choices from all eligible and capable citizens when 
choosing leaders and representatives. Choices would be construed as essential 
civic responsibility which should be made based neither on vain promises from 
the highest bidder nor on rhetorical prowess. The formal schools, churches, 
mosques, and community-tailored events would be the visible and proactive 
platforms for immersing the population in the dynamics of real leadership 
and governance in an empowering manner. This will generate an outcome of 
putting the necessary brakes on runaway democracy as experienced now across 
the continent.

In several instances, Africa has experienced the conflictual vested interests of 
disrespecting term limits.18 Some African leaders have surreptitiously carried over 
to their national positions the traditional notion and practice of lifelong tenure 
leadership and proclaim themselves as “fathers of the nations.” Such scenarios 
are anathema under Tran-Serve leadership guiding expectations which will not 
be countenanced. Arrangements are in place for a two-term tenure limitation 
on traditional leadership while retaining and respecting prevailing mandates at 
the national level. For the purpose of serving in local government, the institution 
of traditional leadership will factor tenure limitations into requisite adaptation 
reforms with the provisions of serving on advisory councils and chief emeritus 
title for leaders who complete terms satisfactorily. An advisory council comprising 
former leader-occupants of service stewardship positions would constitute 
potent accountability instruments for preventing misuse and abuse of power and 
privileges of public office.
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The constitutional mandate of preparing and delivering “State of the Nation” 
addresses as accountability channels will be sharpened with broad-based realistic 
content consultation mechanisms. Quite often, the general populace drift in 
amazement over the content of these addresses and question aloud whether they 
are true reflections of the numerous challenges of making a living in the societies. 
The inbuilt feedback loop of civic education curriculum will be utilized to gather 
views and opinions of the populace geared at ensuring the content elements of the 
annual addresses are realistic reflections of what pertains on the ground. Ruling 
regime and partisan coloring of the content will be minimized in a manner enabling 
several people to recognize, identify, and acknowledge situations highlighted in 
the addresses without doubts and speculations of hidden agendas.

The elements of budgeting as an accountability mechanism have been 
overshadowed by the endless and recurring anxieties on the part of the populace 
associated with the preparation, reading, approval, and releasing of budgets 
by ruling governments. Too many people have resigned to the perspective of 
budgets as statements and announcements of price increases, vexatious taxation, 
inflationary debauchery, increments in costs of quality living, and throwing 
crumbs from trickle-down economic tables to the masses. Budgets have become 
miracle statements where projections are often made to spend more and way 
above envisaged revenues in a particular fiscal year. Explanations are often not 
given regarding how the deficits and gaps in projected revenues and expenses will 
be reconciled, thereby continuing deepening the mythical thoughts on budgets.

Balancing budgets are uncompromising underpinning measure of Tran-
Serve leadership, which will operate as preventive fortress against overspending, 
frivolous allocations, artificial copy-cat-borrowing-based standards of living. 
Budgets will no longer be synonymous with the dreaded disease of price increases. 
Rather, cordial relationships and understanding inculcated in the governing 
arrangements at all levels will enable better and more appreciative reactions to an 
essential unavoidable instrument of good stewardship in society.

Revenue generation and taxation obligations are also muddied in the leadership 
and governance unresponsiveness and overburdening narratives, which dominate 
economic management operations across the continent. In other words, if ruling 
regimes are not responsive to the needs of the populace, why should the latter be 
burdened with obligations which only serve to prop up the predatory interests of 
the former? In this regard, the more objective issues of capability and affordability 
which define substance, scope, and limits of taxation are lost in the construct of 
perceived belongingness in a viable polity.

Across the continent, ruling regimes have been unable to grow the economies 
into prosperity and thus are often met with resentment whenever attempts are 
made to exercise the mandates of generating revenue and exacting reciprocal 
obligations from the population.19 The crux of the matter is the critical factor of 
sense of belongingness as a lens of good stewardship is yet to take roots in several 
societies. Several people think whether rightly or erroneously that proceeds from 
natural and related resources are not utilized judiciously by those in charge and 
attempts to extend sharing of the governance burden in terms of taxations are 
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misplaced and unjustifiable. In this regard, taxation and revenue generation as 
veritable channels of accountability have been misunderstood and unable to serve 
intended purposes in such directions.

A BRP-inspired democracy will ensure that revenue generation and taxation 
obligations are construed and operated as channels of accountability, whereby 
value for money audits will be front and center of managing the public purse. The 
integrity of all public officials responsible for the allocation and use of funds will be 
measured by the extent of adherence to internal measures in place at the workplace 
for accountable service in the respective office. Above-the-fray performance will 
become normal practice which will grow the economy to enable shared prosperity 
across all segments of society. Sectors hitherto untouched by public service will be 
reengineered in ways which will enable target beneficiaries understand reciprocal 
obligatory responsibilities toward justifiable taxation demands and requests. Open 
revolts and resentments toward taxes will be minimal and, in some cases, extinct 
because a measure of belongingness has roots in the minds, attitudes, and behavior 
of a large section of the populace.

Public press briefings have often become glorified propaganda spewing 
routines, lies, and falsehoods rather than serving as measures of accounting 
for stewardship. In recent times, the proliferation of social media platforms has 
switched government briefings from being one-way traffic. Constant attempts to 
fact-checking government statements with what prevails or common trends in 
social media have become the norm. No longer are people gullible in imbibing 
whatever emerges from government machines. At times, internet trolls are utilized 
to reveal and make mockery whenever there are noticeable gaps, or an agency 
becomes too economical with the truth. Exaggerations and embellishments 
continue to punctuate government briefings. The practice of democracy under a 
BRP-inspired leadership and governance arrangements will operate to minimize 
such tendencies. Furthermore, it will encourage the preponderance of feedback 
from numerous social media sources to enhance regular government press 
briefings as effective tools of accountable stewardship.

Many are of the opinion that the Office of the Auditor General (AG) has been 
transformed by ruling regimes into “revelatory barking watchdog” given several 
instances of failure on the part of the authorities to act on malfeasance by public 
officials unearthed in AG’s annual reports. In fact, whole audit services of nations 
are perceived as tools of the elite establishment to sanitize and reaffirm milking 
of the public purse. There is a running joke among high schoolers that whenever 
corresponding dining halls receive facelifts toward the end of a fiscal year, it means 
auditors are on campus to examine records on administration and management of 
the education outfit. It is a commonly held view that auditors are wined and dined, 
and rained with lavish gifts, by school authorities for glorified reports. And these 
reports are always ridden with gaping holes depicting utterly different scenarios 
from on-the-ground realities.

Some ruling regimes perceive the fact-finding agency’s report as sensational 
and antagonistic, thereby impugning the credibility of its products as not neutral 
and professionally objective. Attempts are made to sideline the office through 
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direct sabotage by either suffocating with delays in releasing budgetary resources 
or withholding other essential support services if considered and labeled as such. 
This preposterous position only deepens the decadence usually encountered in 
the management of the public purse. Rather than embracing and empowering 
the office with swift and timely actions regarding recommendations contained in 
reports, the narratives have been tilted to stifling accountability purposefulness and 
rather highlighting real or imagined confrontational posture of the accountability 
agency.

A BRP-inspired practice of democracy will be relentless in resourcing adequately 
the office of the AG to execute its assigned mandate without fear or favor, and 
ensuring that corresponding actions and sanctions are applied swiftly where 
appropriate. Tran-Serve leadership will restore confidence in the office by getting 
rid of sleaze and corruptibility with measures imbued with incentives, rewards, 
and meritocracy. The AG’s reports will be accorded due respect and reverence 
deserving of the offices. Proactive efforts geared at revamping and equipping the 
entire audit services will be in place to enable efficient and effective execution of 
corresponding mandatory accountability roles and responsibilities.

Specialized Commissions and Task Forces designated for purposes of 
enhancing management of public services will not experience still-births after 
inauguration and respective tangible products negated to gathering dust in offices. 
Instead, assigned teams for the execution of recommendations and suggestions 
will be regular features of the accountability value chain for safeguarding good 
stewardship. Similarly, revelations of administrative reviews will be integrated 
into masterplans to shape and influence reforms or restructuring efforts geared at 
improving the operational procedures in the use of public resources. Furthermore, 
support for the Office of the Comptroller and Accountant General will be extended 
and coordinated to provide well-focused and supervised technical assistance for 
meeting delivery expectations of mandatory public services thresholds.

Enabling environments for smooth operations of autonomous civil society 
organizations (CSOs), nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and think-
and-do tanks will be forged to enable frank, open, and unfettered discussions of 
public policy directions as vehicles for trustworthy inputs and views of an engaged 
public. No matter the unpleasantness of opinions, ample opportunities will be 
created for gathering constructive criticisms, and high-level tolerance becoming 
the epitome of government interactions and dealings with the public. Striving for 
a rigorous pursuit of flourishing politics of words and not swords devoid of public 
office occupants’ arrogance and impudence will be the standard yardsticks for 
utilizing such channels as accountability mouthpieces for good stewardship.

Parliamentary brakes and controls in Africa will mainly be meaningful with 
hands-free executive branches and not constrained constitutionally to appoint 
a percentage of ministers and cabinet members from the deliberative chambers. 
Given unique cultural dispositions, a clean slate of separation between both 
branches is required for parliament to play its expected role of acting as effective 
checks on executive actions and behavior. This prevailing situation in certain 
jurisdictions across the continent only serves to deprive the populace of merits 
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associated with balanced branches of governments with the overall debilitative 
effects of sapping energy out of democracy practice. In societies struggling to have 
grounded democracies, such crippling arrangements only tend to amplify voices 
of sycophancy and bootlicking in ruling regimes.

A Tran-Serve leadership arrangement will encourage situations of balanced 
relationships and interactions and avoid giving undue advantage to one branch 
of government over the other in order to minimize compromising behaviors, 
mindsets, and attitudes on the part of representatives chosen under blended 
principle’s selection procedures. A situation of role-playing to the gallery of 
executives for ministerial appointments by elected representatives not only 
promotes self-serving vested interests but tends to deprive communities of the 
saliency of representation, which will facilitate fulfillment of needs and manifest 
the blessings of success with ease.

Of course, the whole gamut of BRP-induced local governance structures 
and operations will engender influential actions for horizontal accountability 
measures which collectively will fertilize opportune moments for ensuring vertical 
accountability of stewardship at the national levels. In fact, the ideals enshrined in 
BRP are prime enablers of institutionalizing accountability in the mandate to lead, 
rule, govern, and manage resources in trust of the owners within a polity. Thus, 
the practice of democracy under such leadership and governance arrangements 
will shun impunity, and provide regular, periodic, and predictable moments for 
holding officeholders accountable for exercising the rights to serve the people.

Officials in charge of government service provisions and delivery will be 
preoccupied with the quality and quantity satisfaction of the target beneficiaries 
as the motivating operational values. Also, the officials will be aware of the 
consequences of dereliction of responsibilities in the discharge of assigned duties. 
Impunity will be minimized or eliminated, and beneficiaries will develop a 
deeper sense of belonging to communities through their willing attestations of 
benefiting from public services at open grassroots forums and events. It is in this 
regard government will then qualify as for the people, of the people, and by the 
people.

6. The Youth bulge is an Opportune Moment for Creativity and Innovations

Africa is currently experiencing a situation where a large share of the population 
is comprised of children and young adults, and it seems the leadership has placed 
both arms on the head and resigned to the fate of dejection and hopelessness. 
Although the proportion of the youth outnumbering the rest of the population 
is a critical challenge of economic management, this phenomenon is construed 
under a Tran-Serve system of rulership as a moment of creativity and innovations, 
which would increase and expand the productive capacity of the economies. In 
this context, windows of opportunities enabled through increased acquisition of 
digital skills, green and technology-enabled investments, and an accessible and 
affordable child- and elder care sectors could contribute immensely to ushering in 
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an Africa of shared responsibilities, wealth, and prosperity based on strategies for 
green, resilient, and inclusive growth and sustainable development.

Policy openings likely to provide pathways to the labor market for the youth 
and other able bodies are in terms of skills for just energy transition (JET), digital 
market integration for robust retail value chain and commerce, and reduction of 
emissions with less dependence on fossils fuels, from deforestation and degradation, 
renewable energy products of solar and wind. Available opportunities will also be 
in the domain of feeding, clothing, sheltering, health and wellness, protection and 
guidance, education, and peer-to-peer training and learning schemes. Each opening 
is an industrial boom for productive capacity, purchasing power, accumulation, and 
consumerism raining potential benefits on the economies that may not have existed 
before in adequate magnitude. These opportunity outlets are avenues for substantial 
entrepreneurship, wealth creation, financing engineering, capital accumulation, as 
well as credible sources of inspirations and motivations in any society. It is worthwhile 
to buttress such notions of possibilities with lessons of advanced economies that 
have, for example, “affordable, accessible child- and elder care sectors, [and are at 
the forefront of finding suitable solutions to the climate change effects within the 
global community,] and those economies have higher participation rates of the very 
people we’re talking about.”20 It takes leadership visions, peoples’ mindsets, attitudes, 
and behaviors to marshal societal energy, and mold and direct toward creative and 
innovative solutions for tackling a particular challenge of a moment.

Tran-Serve leadership will formulate policies geared at communicating, 
mobilizing, and organizing society to tackle the effects of climate change; 
feed, clothe, and shelter the youth as well as others across the continent. This 
fundamental task will neither be outsourced to any entity nor based on 
handouts—a crucial leadership responsibility integral to the mandate to serve, 
lead, and govern in any polity. Climate change solutions as per the requirements 
under the Paris Agreement,21 children and young adults’ health and wellness 
policies, like those of other segments of the global community, will make available 
and affordable preventive and curative measures, options, and alternatives to 
enable less worrisome choices among the patronizing public. Policies to educate, 
train, and impart skills will be tailored and deployed to the doorsteps in ways 
which will facilitate coverage, access, and usage among the population where 
need is highly required and necessary.

There will be proactive planning for growth and responsibility, and no free-range, 
“breed, go, and grow” mentality countenanced. Formal and informal education 
strategies will specifically target climate change adaptation, resilient and mitigation 
measures, child care facility and kindergarten operations. All these measures will 
ensure that the requisite needs of reaching zero carbon levels, early childhood 
and related businesses are carefully considered, catered, and legislated where 
appropriate. Provisions will be made that enable and encourage freewill compliance 
and compulsory public elementary and secondary schooling for all and sundry so 
no household will ever have excuses for non-basic education of members.

Backing legislation will be operationally enforced by monitors and 
neighborhood associations empowered to report any possible case of neglect, 
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abuse, and noncompliance. It will be an acceptable norm of societal existence 
that, for example, every child will complete the minimum education of secondary 
schooling and whosoever does that will be able to read, write, compute, and solve 
basic mathematical problems. This will be the minimum standard yardstick for 
government, parents, schools, and society at large commitments. Conformity will 
be strictly enforced and not compromised to ensure that every child born into 
society will have a foothold in life and placed on a pathway for fending for self as 
an adult.

Policies for higher learning, training, and knowledge acquisition will be in 
vogue. The enabling environment with opportune assistance for vocational, 
technical, undergraduate, and graduate education will be created. Avenues for 
volunteering, mentoring, internships, and extra-curricular activities for tapping 
youthful enthusiasm and energy into more productive ventures will be abundant 
and access awareness not limited or restricted to the privileged few. Children 
will be prepared and proactively encouraged to develop the mentality for higher 
achievement motivations, embrace, and enroll in higher learning endeavors. 
Ideally, a child will enter the workforce well-equipped with either vocational, 
technical, graduate skills, certifications, or diplomas. In this respect, no child will 
be left off the hook to roam the streets naively and ignorantly and become a burden 
on society later in life.

Simultaneously, corresponding manufacturing, production, and business 
strategy policies with underlying supportive financing engineering will be in place 
to cover needs and demands in the various spheres and developmental stages of 
human and societal growth. This will be guided by the firm belief that increasing 
the economic supply side through investments in public goods to handle the need 
requirements of the youth will expand the productive capacity for job opportunities 
in the longer term, which will ease some of the burden and pressures faced by 
families in homes and communities.

A true test of tackling the youth bulge and eliminating youth idleness, 
vulnerability, and frustration which currently pervade Africa’s existence will lie in 
the robust responsiveness of the various sectors policy solutions crafted out of the 
creativity and innovativeness to be unleashed under Tran-Serve leadership practice 
of democracy. Furthermore, goods distribution and marketing outlets will provide 
the reinforcing convenience for employment and job creation to handle numerous 
and competing labor market-related generational needs, demands, and pressures. 
Strategic measures crafted will ensure the services are tailored and customized 
for specific entities, and are available and affordable in public or private domains.

In a nutshell, a society that cannot provide to satisfy the requisite needs of 
its children and young adult population will be on the verge of exploding with 
conflictual interests. This scenario is likely especially if the youthful population feel 
neglected and sidelined by the elder folk generations in the sharing of dividends 
or proceeds from what is considered as God-given resources. The youth are in 
want of fair share of the continental cake, and if they perceive unfair treatment, 
as alluded in previous pages, then the continent will continue to be magnets for 
avoidable troubles; hence, the situation requires redress to upturn the scale. Africa 
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cannot avoid such potential situations of volatility with the status quo practice of 
democracy.

7. Food and Nutrition are Not Outsourced Products of Benevolence

A cardinal feature of a thriving self-sustaining nation lies in the capacity to feed itself 
and assuring adherence to nutritional guidance for better quality living. It is beyond 
comprehension that Africa cannot feed itself and food imports dominate the budgets 
of all countries. Growing an economy to be capable of feeding itself is a nonnegotiable 
responsibility of leadership. A future practice of democracy under Tran-Serve 
leadership will engineer enterprises of seed-to-plate agriculture (StP). This will be 
manifested largely through systematic transformation of small-scale agriculture 
into highly attractive and profitable businesses covering the entire value chain of 
maximizing production, use, and consumption of food crops, fruits, fisheries, and 
livestock to handle the food and nutrition requirements of the continent.

As a concept, the StP agriculture lens means that social enterprise business 
service facilities (BSFs) will be created to assist spanning from “Cape to Cairo” 
in the case of food crops, for example, for seed lots, land preparation, tilling and 
nurturing, makeshift irrigation, harvesting, storage, digitalization, processing, 
packaging, marketing, and distribution for widespread internal uses and export. 
The same goes with the other product categories. The smallholder farmer in the 
various agriculture zones are the targets to be supported to maximize productivity 
in the products of choice within the agroecological space of cultivation. The 
compendium skills, tools, and equipment upgrade, retooling, and automation 
regarding productivity capacity enhancement support services in the value chain 
will create myriad jobs and employment opportunities for the many youths and 
young adults able and willing to be engaged as private social enterprise business 
owners and partners, and/or formal employees of business services entities.

The StP agriculture products and services targeted would guarantee high 
payoffs due to access to wider markets as well as benefiting from digital extensions 
of regional value chains to the informal, micro- and small-scale enterprises. 
Investment interventions would be tailored for extensions to the goods that are 
produced primarily in rural areas and other informal, micro- and small enterprise 
settings and which can enter into the African Continental Free Trade Area 
(AfCFTA) trading regime.

First and foremost, the StP agriculture activities will benefit from the trading 
regime of the AfCFTA agreement. Second, these activities are tailored to support 
communities to provide numerous jobs/employment opportunities for the many 
idle and vulnerable youths and young adults domiciled mainly in the domains, 
where traditional leadership is highly effective.

Meeting the food and nutrition-related needs of Africa “is the world’s supreme 
development challenge, and growing the agricultural sector is key to achieving 
a transformational impact. The agricultural economy employs 65–70 percent of 
Africa’s labor force and typically accounts for 30–40 percent of GDP. More than 
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70 percent of the continent’s poor live in rural areas, and agriculture is their most 
important economic activity.”22

Agriculture is therefore appropriately one of the sectors that experts 
advise the AfCFTA should focus on for regional value chain development and 
industrialization for Africa. The potential of AfCFTA in enhancing food market 
integration and boosting intra-African food trade has been touted.23 Experts have 
pointed out that the AfCFTA commitments on harmonization of food trade rules, 
policies, and tariff and non-tariff barriers and coordinating policies across the 
regional economic communities could promote a vibrant intra-African food trade 
and market integration and help turn agri-food trade into a catalyst for economic 
growth and structural transformation.

While an absolute value may be difficult to obtain, it is generally agreed that 
the value added in agriculture in Africa is low. Most experts emphasize that more 
value added can be obtained by more processing, digitalizing the retail supply 
chain, commerce, and market integration. The space exists for more processing 
in Africa given that a large proportion of agricultural exports from Africa are 
primary products and raw materials. Steering regional social enterprises with a 
focus on boosting agricultural sector productivity, processing, value addition, and 
intra-Africa trade would certainly be a step in the right direction.

The continent’s agriculture and agribusiness industry are expected to reach US$ 
1 trillion by 2030, that is, more than threefold the 2010 value, potentially creating 
opportunities to boost intra-African trade in food and non-food agricultural 
commodities and services; enhance food security; and with regional integration, 
open new market opportunities for farmers and other economic operators.

That the AfCFTA should focus on the agriculture sector is also in line with the 
commitment of African Heads of State and Government in 2014 to triple intra-
African trade in agricultural commodities and services by 2025 as part of the 
Malabo Declaration.24 And much of the efforts will occur in the domains where 
African traditional leadership is most vibrant and effective. Therefore, routing 
some of the catalytic investments through BRP-inspired leadership arrangements 
will be well-informed and intentioned.

In sum, social enterprises in StP agriculture with a regional lens would likely 
provide opportunities for maximizing socioeconomic benefits for a large segment 
of the population while maximizing profit for dividends in support of operations 
under a BRP-driven practice of democracy.

Key Elements of the Seed-to-Plate (StP) Agriculture

Food production (increasing productivity per acreage of smallholder producers)
 1. Farming tools and implements improvement measures (hoes and cutlasses 

are not attractive and will not work the deal – Investments in small and 
medium-type cultivation tools machine shop businesses – manufacturing, 
sales, repairs, and servicing)

 2. Land preparation support to all farmers (dedicated enterprises to assume 
responsibility on a contractual basis)
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 3. Seeds (provide weather and drought-resistant seeds for local edible crops 
and vegetables, and if possible, adopt no-till techniques)

 4. Dig wells on all farms as makeshift irrigation measure (rain-fed food 
production is not attractive and will not cut the deal; provide opportunities 
for farmers to engage in all year-round production; investments in small 
and medium enterprises with the technological know-how to provide this 
service)

 5. Harvest assistance, buying and purchasing of farm products at farm 
gates, and storage facilities (make investments in medium and small-scale 
businesses responsible for providing reliable and regular services, guarantee 
fair prices and incomes for farmers, prevent post-harvest losses and market 
glut due to increased yield and productivity and bumper harvests)

 6. Processing, packaging, distribution, and marketing facilities and channels 
(dedicated small- and medium-scale businesses to provide services)

 7. Extension, advisory, and maintenance services; training and skills 
acquisition initiatives (market value chain development, agriculture water 
management, soil nutrient management, pest and disease control, etc.)

Fruit Trees Plantation and Agri-Forestation
 1. Fruit trees seedling lots ventures (involving all locally known and grown 

fruits—(make an inventory)
 2. Fruit tree farms and plantations with corresponding farm help services—

tools, seedlings, wells, and so on (cooperatives, individuals, and small/
medium companies)

 3. Fruit harvesting, purchase, storage, processing, distribution, and marketing 
facilities and outlets

Livestock and Fish/Mushroom Farming
 1. Livestock feed production and processing businesses (cultivation, packaging, 

and distribution services)
 2. Livestock and fish farms (poultry, goats, cattle, tilapia, etc.; ventures—

(current practice where goats, sheep, chicken, and other domestic birds are 
part of households is not good and attractive and moreover unhygienic)

 3. Livestock and fish products purchasing, processing, packaging, distribution, 
and marketing facilities (dedicated ventures)

Targeted Artisan Labor Force Program
 ● Revamping, retooling, and reorganization of the local apprenticeship 

systems—farmwork, building construction and related public works, 
carpentry, clothing design and dressmaking, hospitality and restaurant 
operations, wholesaling and retailing trading businesses, and so on.

Stimulating the focus of Tran-Serve leadership on social enterprises in StP 
agriculture as a major concentration to meeting the food and nutrition requirements 
of the continent will be timely and well-placed. Elements of the StP agriculture 
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exhibit tremendous promises of engaging and providing the idle and vulnerable 
youth with decent job opportunities and uplifting the mass of Africa’s population 
out of misery and poverty. With the glitters of hope in the trails of AfCFTA, the StP 
agriculture is bound to be a game changer if implemented as envisaged and in its 
entirety under BRP-inspired leadership and governance regimes.

8. Attributes of High-Value Education are the Bedrock of Transformation

Presently, it seems the sense of care particularly for the commons, duty, and 
responsibility has been interred with the bones of some early independence 
struggle leaders. Thenceforth, things continue to spiral downwards out of control, 
and the leadership of the continent has clung to a type of democracy practice 
which has been galloping fast to the gallows to hang itself. Africa is now practicing 
a runaway democracy partly attributable to an established post-independence 
education system, which churns out more self-serving mindsets that glorify other 
peoples’ creative possessions and superintend over the hyper-exploitation of what 
belongs to them. The inherent wisdom in the adage of everyone showcases pride 
in ownership of his or her own belonging has long been thrown into the dustbin.

After the immediate independence struggles, many among the generation of 
leaders who assumed the reins of governing the continent lost touch with the 
grassroots, and never imbibed the virtues of public caring and embracing the 
onus of responsibility to uplift the continent for fulfilling needs and transforming 
to manifest the blessings of success for everyone. This debilitating mindset and 
attitude toward the public interests has been transplanted into future generations 
with reckless alacrity leading to a mentality of instant gratification taking hold 
among present generation.

A pivotal feature of democracy practice under a Tran-Serve leadership will 
be dedicated efforts of inspiring and motivating widespread consciousness 
and stimulation of generational responsibility for public goods and welfare in 
several dimensions of education, coexistence, growth, and development. Several 
approaches, initiatives, and programs specifically for this purpose will be in 
place to restore trust, cohesion, and togetherness for public interest goods. For 
example, Beyond Certifications Programs (BCP) could be instrumental in the 
formal and informal education sector. Such tailored initiatives would ensure 
that formal and informal knowledge acquisition will go beyond certifications, 
diploma requirements accolades, and institutionalize pathways imbued with a 
curriculum of moral education on the collective, public sense of concern, care, 
and duty. Graduands of the formal school systems will be motivated to participate 
voluntarily in civic duties and regular neighborhood communal labor engagement 
practices. Involvement in these encounters will likely be an integral part of the 
established education systems curricula, and corresponding incentivized activities 
well-coordinated, organized, and communicated as appropriate to the target 
population in respective locations.
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An admirable resolve test of BRP-inspired education will be the extent and degree 
of deepening ingrained grassroots political culture without compulsive national 
legislation. Here initiatives under the broad-brush banner of “Deepening Political 
Culture” will be in the right direction. Widespread consciousness of self-motivation 
to embrace the cause of liberation from deprivation amid abundance or unfair and 
unequal sharing of resource proceeds will be the focus and norm. The pride of place 
and heritage will define generational outlook and responses to the challenges of the 
moments. Lyrics of national anthems, pledges, homeland songs, and music will not 
be perfunctory stale and ritualistic words to be recited for oratory impressions but 
elements of wisdom and virtues by which moral character and patriotic aspirational 
standards are construed. Physical expressions of attachment will go beyond sporting 
teams, competitions, and entertainment events that extol common ancestry, 
identity, and symbols. The spirit of oneness vividly on display during the height 
of the early independence struggles will be rekindled in flames of trustworthiness 
and willingness of the older generations to always think about the consequences 
of actions or footprints in terms of legacy and caring for the successor generations.

Talent Access Programs (TAP) entailing hand-holding, mentoring, experiential 
guidance, and directions would lace the processes of socialization, interactions, and 
networking credentials and portfolio of the younger generation. This will constitute 
integral core elements of operational performance evaluations requirements of all 
senior public officials enforced with urgency annually within the public service. 
As part of mandatory expectations, representatives at the local and national levels 
will enable systematic identification, nurturing, and support of all talents in the 
localities, communities, and constituencies. The realization that not all and sundry 
will be able to go through the formal schooling system successfully will ensure 
that provisions are in place preventing such occurrences becoming impediments. 
Responding and accounting to the needs of every individual talent regardless 
of background and societal connections will be assured pathways by which the 
critical consciousness of intergenerational sense of care, duty, and responsibility 
are intertwined with the socialization processes of various societies across the 
continent.

Presently, many of the younger generation are frustrated and consider the older 
folks as insensitive, uncaring, patronizing, and self-serving. The unwillingness 
among the young to go the extra length and sacrifice for the land of heritage 
is evidently alarming and frightening for nation-building. Something more 
proactive must be done to change the course of frustration and desperation if the 
youth would still be admonished and guided by hope, hard work, dreams, and 
dedication as the future of the continent. The spirit of instant gratification and 
get-rich-quick attitude and mentality meticulously acquired and learned from the 
older generation as the norm of politics under ongoing dispensation of democracy 
practice across the continent is a scar on the consciousness of reckless global order 
and coexistence. It is for a reversal of such scenarios that regimes of Tran-Serve 
leadership are crucial in Africa.

Successful grounding of deepened sense of intergenerational care, duty, and 
responsibility in Africa requires dramatic reconstruction of the logic of international 
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development theory, particularly its emphasis on trade and its historical application 
to developing countries in the present era. Technological advancements in the 
industrialized countries have unleashed an unsustainable pattern of production, 
consumption, distribution, investments, and capital appropriation. The long-held 
economic view of participation at the global marketplace based on the principles 
of comparative advantage and specializations in the production of unprocessed 
raw materials must be permanently revised with deeds and actions.

A vivid figurative illustration of the outcome for Africa of such mode of 
participation can be gleaned from “visualizing the $94 Trillion World economy in 
one chart.”25 On this chart, forty-eight African countries combined for $1.01 trillion 
whereas the United States and China, for example, have $22.94 trillion and 16.86 
trillion respectively. In this context of global coexistence, why will anyone blame 
the youth of Africa if they refuse to consign themselves to derogatory pittance 
amid abundant resources and yearn to move out of the continent to seek greener 
pastures elsewhere and never return? A trading system of mainly contributing as 
major raw materials producer has partly spelt doom and disaster for the continent. 
For centuries, this distorted mode of engagement in the global economy has been 
a synonym for perpetual bondage which no one else except Africans themselves 
can change with caring leadership and governance.

This trading pattern is what, to a large extent, the continental initiative of 
AfCFTA seeks to redress so that the countries can add value to their products, 
increase trading among themselves, and act collectively as dominant factor in the 
global economic system. As alluded in earlier pages, AfCFTA will thrive more 
swiftly and dynamically under Tran-Serve leadership arrangements given the 
underlying motives and synergy of both interventions, which are intrinsically 
aligned to the progress and upliftment of the entire continent. The duty and 
responsibility of intergenerational care underpinning Tran-Serve leadership will 
likely pivot AfCFTA with value-added goods and products in the global economic 
system to engender shared prosperity dividends in Africa.

Furthermore, it is emerging more difficult in Africa to inculcate and instill 
a sense of care, duty, and responsibility towards the environment, and address 
effectively the compendium tentacle of climate change with the continuous 
separation of Nature from God and people in harnessing resources for the 
marketplace. Instructively, African societies cannot be divorced from God and 
expected to exist solely for the individual pursuits of profits because several 
members of the communities are inherently religious and do not see themselves 
in that light.26 Therefore, positive environmental adaptation and transformation 
necessary to tackle climatic stressors effectively would entail a reinterpretation of 
the relations between humans, nature, and God at least in the operations of the 
international market forces in Africa.

It is demonstrative of some attitudes among Africans that continuous use 
of herbal medicine is maintained as have been done for several centuries. This 
practice signifies inclinations to preserve known plant species for medicinal 
properties. Thus, in the various communities. it is common to see forests and 
groves set aside and enshrouded in myths that they are the dwelling places of the 
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spirits and gods which should be left untouched. Taboos are used to set some days 
aside in the week that prevent anyone from tilling the land; nobody farms on that 
particular day. Communal vigilance and discipline are applied to regulate access 
to natural forest resources.

Together, the myths, taboos, and tales about forest protection constitute 
ecological management regimes, which have been practiced for generations. 
With population growth and expansion of settlement patterns, as well as rural-
urban migration trends, some of the taboos have lost their regulatory potency. 
This is especially so because of the subordinate position the indigenous leadership 
arrangements have been occupying under the present-day reorganization of the 
communities. Erosion of power to exercise political authority implies erosion of 
authority to enforce ecological and environmental resource regulations effectively 
because the mechanisms are rooted in the sanctity and wholeness of indigenous 
leadership arrangements. Tapping some of these traditionally conventional 
practices to instill the consciousness of caring for nature and the environment 
would be regular features of attempts to tackle climatic change stressors effectively 
under Tran-Serve leadership practice of democracy in Africa.

The continuous relevance of the indigenous arrangements for promoting 
ecological harmony and addressing some present-day climate change challenges 
has been widely recognized and calls made to utilize these management strategies. 
Accordingly,

in a number of African countries indigenous institutions are already available, 
such as chieftainship and village councils charged with responsibility for 
conservation activities. . . . The unique elements of the systems are solidarity, 
responsibility, accountability, collaboration, and initiative. [These elements] 
form the core of social organization of the [African] and can be used as a basis 
for institutionalization of land use planning and management of the village 
territory. . . . To be successful, projects at community or village level should 
involve indigenous management structures (e.g., representatives of each clan, 
elders, etc.) from the start, and the project planning should be in accordance with 
local decision-making and local labor planning practices. These institutions—
where they exist—need to be strengthened. Where they have become defunct, 
they should be reestablished, and where they have never existed, some other 
form of local opinion should be encouraged.27

9. Progress is not Clinging to Dogmatic Ways of Doing Things

Africa has endured and continue to endure its share of tragic woes within the 
global community. From its battered image, global stigmatization and anti-
blackness, flawed development paradigm embedded with colossal and rapacious 
looting of resources to the present-day minimal trust and faith by the vast majority 
in the capability of leadership to uplift them out of the carnage and mess they find 
themselves,—all these occurrences have taken a tremendous toll and unleashed 
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untold hardships and fragility by depleting the reservoir of coping and adaptive 
resources. The continent needs replenishing coping and adaptive resources for 
building and sustaining strong institutional resiliency in all facets of organizational 
coexistence—political, economic, social, cultural, and ecological.

In the sense of Tran-Serve arrangements of democracy practice, political 
institutional resiliency will derive roots from engendering governance into an 
endogenous enterprise for self-government, proactive empowerment, majority 
participation in decision-making and problem-solving in society—This will be 
an enterprise providing ample opportunities for the deliberate involvement of all 
citizens partaking in the administration and management of resources upon which 
depend their existence. And this feat can mainly be pursued and accomplished 
by BRP-inspired leadership arrangements capable of mobilizing and organizing 
human interactions in an orderly and peaceful manner. Tran-Serve leadership 
will operationally be spurred by the driving philosophy of peace, security, and 
prevention of conflicts which might arise as a result of exclusion in the resource 
management and distribution processes. It is by such a process of endogenizing 
governance that institutional resiliency will be grounded to withstand any salvos 
hurled at the continent from all corners within the global community.

It is worth noting the salient elements underpinning the essence of endogenizing 
governance:

[governance] involves reciprocity in the relationship between those who govern 
and those who are governed. It imposes constraints upon the exercise of power: 
in the process of being legitimized, power is necessarily limited. Governance is a 
social technology—“know-how” for problem-solving. In this sense, governance 
involves first and foremost citizen’s empowerment to make meaningful and 
responsible choices. This process of empowerment is the practice of wisdom 
[relating to grounding institutional resilience in Africa].28

The implication of these prerequisites of grounded institutional resilience is that 
decision-making under a Tran-Serve leadership will never be the prerogative 
of a few handpicked elites, and the ideals of democracy in terms of freedom for 
peaceful coexistence are not the creations or the postulations of one axis of thought 
and power within the global community. As indicated in prior pages, decision-
making in post-independence Africa has increasingly become the preserve and 
prerogatives of a few handpicked elites in transnational relationship with external 
financiers.

In a sense, counteracting the previous observations means refraining from 
imposing one form of democratic values and principles on all nations without 
regard to the respective needs and realities of life of target societies. Such a 
perspective should induce democratic practices based on the cultural orientations 
of the majority of the people in any particular society within the global economy. 
It is in this direction that a BRP-inspired leadership arrangement will strive toward 
revamping Africa’s fragile coping and adaptive resources and build sustained 
robust institutional resiliency across the continent.
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Building economic institutional resilience now will require efforts toward 
addressing the seeming phenomenon of Sino-Western development financing 
engagement approaches and influence in Africa given the conceivable fact that 
monetary issues are incidentally power struggles within the global community. 
For centuries, Africa has been immersed with the Western conventional model, 
and over the “past two decades China and Africa have dramatically expanded their 
political and economic ties. . . . Unlike Western donors, China doesn’t condition 
its assistance on political agendas such as the promotion of democracy and human 
rights.”29 Central concern issues about both models pivotal to building economic 
institutional resilience remain political influence, economic power, deprivation, 
debt, and subsistence. A key query of relevance here is whether both models have 
leveled income differences, made the “have not” noticeably happier, and satisfied 
the basic needs of the continent’s poorest? The jury is out there on this crucial 
question particularly given that both models have generated serious geopolitical-
economic thought provocations.30

For our purpose, outsourcing financing of the continent’s development, growth, 
and prosperity to both pathways should be of utmost concern which does not 
augur well for endogenous efforts to build institutional resilience, fulfill needs, 
transform, and manifest the blessings of success for everyone. It is an important 
priority and nonnegotiable task a Tran-Serve leadership arrangement would tackle 
with diplomacy, sensitivity, and dexterity for peaceful coexistence and interactions 
within the global community. This situation of Sino-Western development financing 
trapping is neither a proclivity toward a particular form of societal organization—
multiparty democracy or one-party authoritarianism. Rather, the quest of a BRP 
evolvement of an Afrocentric grounded form of rulership is to thrive on judicious 
utilization of the continent’s endowed resources for the betterment of all and sundry.

The debate about the proportion of labor cost in relation to the amount of 
investment capital required to create decent jobs and reduce unemployment to 
appreciable levels is central to building social institutional resilience in Africa.31 
Very high levels of unemployment, jobless growth, low wages, incomes, revenues, 
and purchasing power, coupled with inflationary trends, mainly tend to deepen 
labor disorganization, weakened strength, and disunity.

In many cases, such characteristics of diminished position of labor are 
correlated to retaining abysmal profit margins and rate of returns on capital 
investments at the global marketplace. This scenario, augmented with the Sino-
Western development financing engagement trappings, has made it practically 
impossible in Africa to consider national or community reforms based on cultural 
perceptions of what is “good.” Such a scenario mainly exudes the notion that people 
of some cultures are incapable of devising coherent, need-oriented and genuine 
democratic programs without external interference and direction. In truth, Africa 
can be classified as congenitally poor but not full of all-embracing unintelligent 
peoples. BRP operations are imbued with the countervailing capacity to dispel 
such a notion as myth and enable a surge forward to restore adequate investment 
incentives capable of jobs creation at levels that would balance profits not at the 
expense of labor.
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As noted earlier, while forests, energy sources, minerals such as gold and 
cobalt, and related resources are depleted in Africa to service debts at the global 
marketplace, human beings are conceptually separated from nature in the process. 
In reiteration, the materialist philosophy and manner of living negate the values, 
principles, and beliefs of communities that consider themselves as part of nature 
and thus have in place resource management modalities aimed at ensuring 
ecological institutional integrity and resilience. These communities are subjected 
to constant contempt at the international marketplace and their cultural practices 
occasionally labeled as inferior by some foreign and domestic experts. As a matter 
of fact, positive social and ecological institutional resilience cannot be attained 
with the idea that aspects of African culture are infantile, primitive, and archaic 
in the context of problem-solving, conflict resolution, and resource management 
within the global community.

To attain institutional resilience in Africa, a Tran-Serve leadership arrangement 
would strive for conceited efforts to adopt integrated and collective strategies 
for tackling the lingering associated problems of engagements at the global 
marketplace. The practice of paying attention to one dimension and neglecting 
others compounds the problems. Robust institutional resilience in Africa certainly 
requires alternative ways of thinking, management of human relations peaceful 
co-exitence within the international community.

Conclusion

This chapter utilizes an amalgam of wise thoughts to underscore the way in which 
BRP-inspired leadership and governance arrangements can be crafted to invigorate 
for good the practice of democracy across the continent. Each line reveals the 
current state of play and expatiates options and alternatives, which will facilitate 
the march to fulfilling needs and transforming to manifest the blessings of success 
for everyone across the continent. This approach of illuminating a topical subject 
matter for policy relevance, implications, and consideration enables cogent 
reiteration of the driving narrative of the book that adoption and rollout of BRP 
will inspire, induce, and instill audacious hope in the dividends of democracy 
practice on the continent. The message is loud and clear: either redesign the 
foundations of democracy practice with BRP-laden reforms without further delay 
or risk deepening unpalatable responses to elusive dividends of prevailing bogus 
and shambolic democracy practices on the continent.
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EPILOGUE

AN ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS PATHWAY

Introduction

This chapter serves as a final note on the BRP concept as an invaluable solutions 
pathway to conclude the in-depth discussions on potent solutions for the leadership 
and governance problems in Africa. A reiteration of some key inconvenient 
truths about the design and shape of statehood in Africa ends the journey with 
corresponding parting thoughts on the moral lessons in the practical utility of a 
BRP construct. The key inconvenient truths are:

 1. Democracy practices can mainly flourish when derived from the needs, 
aspirations, and realities of the target societies.

 2. African structures of statehood are not designed and shaped to exert 
influence and pressure on each other and ensure accountability in the use of 
the public purse.

 3. The institution of chieftaincy in Africa is pivotal to the spirit of togetherness 
of constituent communities and cannot be marginalized in ensuring robust 
democracy practices on the continent.

The corresponding practical lessons of such inconvenient truths are as follows:

 1. The gains of democracy practice can be firmly anchored with BRP.
 2. Empty political promise destructs the spirit and soul of society.
 3. Multiparty politics is not the glue that binds Africa together; rather, it is the 

institution of chieftaincy.
 4. Voluntarism is the supreme sustainer of compliance.
 5. Acts of impunity regarding management of the public purse will be rare 

under a BRP-inspired regime.
 6. A child does not soil the laps of a parent and is cleaned with a knife.

All these moral lessons double down on the inherent healing prowess of BRP as a 
suitable cure for the leadership and governance ailments on the continent.
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Epilogue

Practical Lesson One: Anchoring the Gains of Democracy Practice in Africa

There is an urgent need for mechanisms of consolidating democracy practice with 
subnational administration reforms in Africa. Consolidation of democracy in a nation 
is partly a function and result of two interrelated measures: robust electoral process 
and grounded state-level structures, institutions, and relationships, which contribute 
immensely to institutionalize the principles of representation, participation, 
transparency, and accountability for good stewardship in the use and management 
of public resources. However, elections, particularly in Africa, are mainly followed 
by claims of rigging. For example, Ghana completed its eighth elections under the 
fourth republic constitution albeit followed by Supreme Court petitions filed by the 
opposition parties.1 Likewise, Kenya elections 2022 was successfully completed amid 
claims by the opposition that the results sheets were altered.2

By and large, elections are periodic events for holding elected leaders accountable 
for public resources held in trust and managed on behalf of the populace. However, 
accountability for stewardship of the public purse is not a periodic event or a one-time 
act. Instead, it is a continuous process of participatory relations with the electorate 
embedded in the operations of state governance structures and institutional practices 
responsible for the management of public resources. The efficacy and effectiveness 
of these state structures and institutions at various levels in terms of involving the 
people in managing public resources would largely influence and determine the 
development prospects and transformation of lives in the nation.

The high voter turnout recorded in completed elections (almost 80 percent) 
on the continent does not mean or translate to high level of participation by the 
majority in the development governance of the nations. In other words, high-
level participation of the people is more or less restricted to elections and not in 
the aftermath of development governance. This is a serious anomaly which tends 
to retard efforts and progress toward transformational development. There is a 
fundamental lesson worthy of note in this situation: democracy does mean not 
only participating in elections but also partaking in the dividends of the aftermath 
development benefits which elections of leaders should engender in a nation.

Practical Lesson Two: State Structures of Governance 
Restricts Participation in Development

State structures of governance in Africa are not configured to exert influence and 
pressure on each other. This undermines the prospects of effective participation, 
transparency, and accountability of stewardship in the use of public resources. 
Lower-level structures are the weakest links between the central-regional-local 
structure nexus. Such a scenario severely affects the participation of citizens 
in development governance decision-making with serious implications for 
deploying both vertical and horizontal accountability mechanisms to consolidate 
the dividends of democracy in the nation. Prevailing scenario translates into 
disconnect and distance (or at best tenuous/artificial relations) between citizens 
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and the structures of statehood. This phenomenon undermines the effectiveness of 
applying the principles of participation, transparency, and accountability to ensure 
that public resources are utilized efficiently by elected officials for the delivery of 
services and improvement of development outcomes.

Participation of the vast majority in development decision-making is a key 
ingredient in the success of any targeted effort to reduce poverty. Participation 
for desired results and outcomes requires trustworthy and respectable leadership 
structures capable of being utilized for communicating, mobilizing, and 
organizing, as well as the principles and rules of engaging people. For effective 
participation, the people must be pivotal in creating the leadership structures, 
be familiar and comfortable with the principles and rules of engagement, and 
understand the corresponding uses for intended purposes. And such structures 
must be rooted in their belief systems and ways of life. Ownership, understanding, 
familiarity, and ease of usage of the participation structures are thus the linchpins 
of responsive governance which strive to ensure that leaders are transparent and 
held accountable for the stewardship of public resources in a society.

If the participation apparatus is neither understood by ordinary people 
nor are they familiar and comfortable with their effective usages, alienation, 
marginalization, and aloofness toward the behaviors and actions of leaders in terms 
of accountability for public stewardship ensue. The effective participation of the 
poor in efforts to find collective solutions to problems of poverty would therefore 
be predicated on the leadership structures, principles, and rules of engagement 
established and operated by the people themselves. It is by such arrangements and 
organizational frameworks within which the poor and the silent majority would 
be enabled to unleash their creative energies toward concerted and sustained 
involvement in improving governance and stewardship of public resources.

Practical Lesson Three: Foundation of Responsive 
Designs of Statehood Is Traditional Leadership

Weak local governance structures based on prevailing constructs are retarding 
development efforts on the continent. A move to the next stage of the nations’ 
transformation process requires serious rethinking and fundamental subnational 
administration reforms. Africa needs to craft a system of local governance based 
on a blend of the existing traditional institutions and prevailing official national 
structures for managing public resources and delivery of services to the people. 
It is largely by this means that Africa could consolidate democracy in terms 
of ensuring high level of participation at both fronts—during elections and 
continuous involvement in the aftermath more important development process.

Africa needs to make better use of its traditional leadership institutions 
for development purposes beyond what currently pertains. Due to historical 
experiences, there is no country in Africa that still has its traditional institutions 
intact in pristine forms and involved in how several people make living in homes 
and communities. The relative peace countries such as Ghana enjoy in a sub-region 
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riddled with turmoil is arguably attributable to ways and means the traditional 
leadership institutions have been kept intact and utilized albeit at times for parochial 
purposes. Unfortunately, these institutions sometimes are perceived in current 
democratic practices mainly as veritable sources of access to votes and exploited for 
self-serving purposes during election campaigns to boost vote-grabbing efforts and 
voter turnouts.

The usual popular refrain on reforming current local government systems 
(LGS) in Ghana, for example, is about electing the district chief executives (DCEs). 
As stated earlier, the critical issue of local government is beyond the elections of 
DCEs. The existing local governance structures, unlike democratic governance 
arrangements elsewhere, are not designed to function as checks on national state 
structures or influence and shape behavior and actions of national state officeholders. 
This phenomenon deprives the national structures of the foundations upon which 
cohesive institutions would thrive to inspire and rally citizens around a common 
sense of purpose, vision of development, and transformation of lives.

Africa could redesign the shape of statehood to incorporate the principles of 
leadership, organization, and participation many citizens utilize to subsist and 
manage common resources upon which existence and livelihoods depend as 
sources of fundamental operational strength. This could entail considerations 
of having a first tier of administrative leadership in districts as local leadership 
councils (LLCs) comprising of male and female traditional leaders the people 
themselves have nominated, selected, and elected in their localities. Such a policy 
action would be an accessible leadership structure influenced by ordinary people 
in terms of participation in decision-making, organization, and mobilization to 
rally around a common cause and purpose.

Members of such local leadership council would select among themselves 
on rotational basis for a determined period a presiding member as head of the 
council. The local leadership council would be supported by the existing technical 
and clerical staff in the administration and management of the district affairs. This 
arrangement would be based on creative adaptation of the positive elements of the 
existing traditional governance arrangements which hold the communities intact 
in most cases and blended with Western principles and systems of administration.

Efficiency and effectiveness in the management of public resources for 
development purposes within districts could be enamored with participatory 
methods of planning, prioritization, budgeting, program implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation, and performance impact assessments. In a sense, this 
would be local governance arrangements grounded in African cultural values and 
belief systems which would be capable of:

 1. bringing government closer to ordinary people;
 2. having in place efficient, value for money administrative structures for 

resource management;
 3. institutionalizing operational procedures and transactions which command 

the respect, trust, and loyalty of the people, and
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 4. inculcating in the people a sense of belonging and buy-in of the overall 
governance process of the nations.

Of course, the views expressed here is not to glorify or be nostalgic about the 
traditional leadership institutions. It is also not to be oblivious of the fact that 
such institutions exhibit certain negative traits and features which do not 
conform to the representation nuances of present-day society. What this means 
is to undertake strategic critical reviews and assessments to identify the positive 
traits and features, which would constitute the cornerstone of a viable and unique 
democratic arrangement for robust development governance at local grassroots 
levels.

In practice, the call for subnational administration reforms would mean some 
of the intractable issues pivotal to the institutions of chieftaincy such as tenure, 
succession, and land management arrangements are subjected to critical and 
realistic reviews in order to codify and adapt the positive aspects to strengthen 
and consolidate democracy on the continent. The time for such a reform is now 
as it has the potential to move the continent to a higher level in its development 
transformation trajectory. To recap, a BRP construct can firmly anchor the gains 
of democracy practice in Africa and strengthen togetherness of constituent 
communities.

Practical Lesson Four: Multiparty Politics Is Not 
the Glue That Binds Africa Together

The enterprise of nations in many parts of Africa evolved fortuitously to be 
anchored presently on the institution of chieftaincy instead of the intentioned 
founding tenets of multiparty politics. Indisputably, the relative peace in many 
countries of Africa could be attributable to the community-binding groundings 
of the institution of chieftaincy and not the partisan-driven organizing prowess of 
the nation-states. All such countries have similar traditional institutions, and these 
heritage-based community-binding features have been utilized to forge national 
identities in the name of state and country. In this regard, attempts at undermining 
the institution of chieftaincy which at times emanate from some elements of the 
axis of state power and authority could mainly signal the beginning of the end of 
the nation’s enterprise and must be avoided at all cost.

The statehoods of Africa are pillared on the tenets of multiparty politics as 
the principal means by which communities within the continental territorial 
boundaries coexist, organize, and make a living. Regardless of the disruptive 
historical experiences, the tradition of multiparty politics prevails albeit with 
the burden of incessant individualism, divisive, and acrimonious tendencies 
associated with the practice which have strangulated families and communities to 
become wary and suspicious of each other based on party affiliations.
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What has sustained the enterprise of African statehood in many countries is the 
uniqueness of the institution of chieftaincy regardless of inherent flaws. Wherever 
appropriate, these leadership institutions have remained the more cohesive 
governance and leadership structures particularly at local levels with symbiotic 
capability to communicate, mobilize, and organize community members for 
collective development actions. It is mainly for such reasons that the establishment 
of the African Traditional Leadership Union has been proposed to complement 
efforts of the African Union in building the “Africa We Want.”

Practical Lesson Five: Empty Political Promise 
Destructs the Spirit and Soul of Society

The fundamental antidote to politics of lies, dishonesty, and first-guessing in Africa 
is BRP of governance. Arguably today in Africa, the politics of lies, dishonesty, 
and first-guessing is prevalent and on the ascendancy.3 A fundamental grassroots 
solutions search will include a layer of long-range lens in social media parlance 
as #AdoptBRP. Adopting BRP of governance in Africa will mean an autonomous 
local government under adeptly revamped traditional authorities and national 
government under multiparty-based elected officials. It will also mean a balance of 
head and body in sync to constitute formidable institutional checks on preventing 
politics of impunity, winner knows it all posturing, and leaders can get away with 
any utterances attitude across the continent.

BRP has an inherent preventive bastion with appalling consequences for, among 
many errors and missteps, leadership plagiarized speeches, family, clan, and friends-
driven appointments, and naïve politicking with exchange rate matters while the 
production structures of the country remain intact ever since created. Rulers and 
representatives will be subjected to continuous assessments, and citizens’ sense of 
having the power to effect desired changes will not have to be manifested in a four-
year timeframe of exercising this right of recall and empowerment.

Under BRP, leaders will not have the audacity to take citizens for granted and 
make statements later to be verified as inaccurate and reduce the nation to ridicule 
and trolls at the international public space. In the span of several weeks, citizens 
had to embrace the reality that some important statements emanating from the 
seats of government were false. It may seem even pooh-poohing statements have 
become the new normal regarding reporting on the Covid cases in many countries 
in Africa.4

Now in Ghana, for example, there is serious first-guessing ongoing regarding 
the intentions of the seat of government, the Electoral Commission (EC), National 
Identification Authority (NIA), and some of the opposition parties.5 The act of 
first-guessing occurs when there are grounded convictions of intent. Some ruling 
elites parade themselves as ostriches when politics is reduced to a zero-sum, 
winner-takes-all game. At the end of such intransigence, ordinary folks are always 
caught up in the resultant melee.
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Africa has enough resources—natural and technical to operate governing 
systems responsive to the needs of all and sundry. With a bit of tweaking under 
the banner of BRP, the continent can avoid the infamy visited on its image with the 
prevailing politics of lies, deception, and first-guessing.

Practical Lesson Six: Volunteerism Is the Supreme Sustainer of Compliance

The Covid-19 pandemic is another reason for adopting BRP of governance 
in Africa. The pandemic has exposed the frailty of the administrative state in 
Africa. This situation has reaffirmed the “hanging” character of the governing 
structures whereby the corresponding “head” and “body” are not in sync for 
education, sensitization, and ensuring compliance to abate the ravages of the 
disease.

To stem the spread of Covid-19 requires extensive public education, 
sensitization, and ensuring compliance with the protocols of lockdown, social 
distancing, contact tracing, isolation, treatment, and adherence to hand-washing 
and related hygiene regimen. Ideally, communities must be penetrated with the 
right information and understanding that allows compliance with the requisite 
protocols. Communities must be sensitized that noncompliance exposes individual 
and society to very high risks. However, national executive reach is limited and 
can mainly be extended through a robust local government. Ensuing incidents in 
some parts of the lockdown areas have tested the penetration capacity of both the 
national and local leadership, and revealed concerns for citizens-leaders power 
and authority relations.

Some residents flocking to the beaches6 and traditional authorities embarking 
on purifying rites while openly flouting lockdown directives speak volume of the 
mindset and the psychosocial relations of citizens and leaders.7 Furthermore, the 
images of able-bodied and vulnerable young men dashing across the street for 
free food wherever such could be found without regard to any social distancing 
protocols mainly caused heads to spiral in disbelief about the lurking time bomb 
uncovered by the pandemic. The broader approach of distributing food to the 
vulnerable only muddied waters and rendered questionable the essence of local 
governance across the continent.

Nowhere in the annals of many parts of the continent has been faced with 
the stark realities of the proportion of the population without toilet facilities, 
potable water, and related essentials necessary for lockdown compliance. 
Citizens have been consigned to hailing token offers and crumbs from the 
leaders. However, all the token prevention facilities out there represent a scar 
on the consciousness of the elites and visible reminder of past policy failures. 
Covid-19 will be overcome and society will ease back to normality. However, 
Africa is urged to consider BRP for better-aligned leadership structures 
to the needs, aspirations, and realities of the people in order to handle the 
ramifications more effectively.
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Practical Lesson Seven: Acts of Impunity would 
be Rare Under BRP-inspired Regime

Reportedly, there were worrisome meanings of different data sets in Ghana’s 
2018 and 2019 Budget Statements and IMF (the International Monetary Fund) 
Covid-19 loan document, as well as utterances on the state of the economy 
afterwards. The revelation that government shared different macroeconomic data 
with Ghanaians and IMF placed the country at a crossroad of falsifying concern.8 
Three worrisome meanings in the realm of policy and decision-making can be 
construed from this palpable action as related to issues of:

 1. credibility, integrity, and authenticity;
 2. transparency, accountability, and participation; and
 3. inherent frailty and hanging character of the administrative state.

The downsides of these factors tend to expose the inherent hypocritical diplomacy 
of the status quo levers of power within the global community and reassert 
the urgency of autonomous local government based on BRP of governance in 
Africa. Indicators of fiscal deficits, primary account balance, gross international 
reserves, among others, speak volumes of the health of any economy. At any 
point, sharing two different data sets on these vital elements automatically 
subjects the country policy statements to the test of credibility, integrity, and 
authenticity. And if found wanting, then the critical tenets of trust and respect 
for the governing operational procedures are thrown into the dustbin. The 
question remains which of these data set is right and accurate, and what else of 
government pronouncements is false. Not only does this action feeds into the 
negative narratives and corridor jokes of the twin Bretton Woods institutions 
that data from African countries are susceptible to “falsehood.” Such an action 
ultimately undermines the reservoir of goodwill toward the continent within the 
international community.

Presenting a set of facts on the economy to citizens and thereafter the same set of 
facts presented differently to another audience means there is lack of transparency 
in dealings between the rulers and the ruled. The rulers are enamored to engage 
in such distortions by the absence or weak mechanism of accountability usually 
manifested in lack of autonomous local government acting as institutional checks 
on national executive official behavior. Such an act may also be driven by the 
calculation that citizen participation in governance is mainly active in periodic 
elections devoid of systematic scrutiny of macroeconomic data by the broader 
public.

Government officials mainly get away with flagrant display of opaque actions 
because the administrative state is inherently frail and hanging. This situation is an 
albatross on the necks of Africans as the nation-states have been constructed and 
operated in response to the needs of the privileged educated few—a situation which 
requires urgent change to accommodate the needs of the majority. It is to induce 
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such a change in the governing structures that the adoption and implementation 
of BRP in Africa have been the thrust of this book.

Practical Lesson Eight: A Child’s Soil on the 
Lap is never Cleaned with a Knife

In the same vein, pronouncements that exogenous factors are mainly responsible 
for Ghana’s sordid economic situation reinforce prior IMF clarification on claims 
of misreporting figures in budget statement and loan documents as commonplace 
international diplomacy relations dealings. That the IMF maintained the same script 
in opinion does not deviate from the norms and ethics of international diplomacy. 
Nonetheless, projecting adherence to computational methods of standard practice 
contrary to visible impact and outcomes of government practices experienced 
among target population has the tendency of leaving an asterisk on existence of 
forthrightness in dealings with citizens within the global economic system.

As the “guardian” of the global economic system, the IMF by virtue of its Article 
IV consultations was aware of the occurrences in the economy but could not give up 
on its “high-performing member” country and reveal publicly that such “alternative” 
facts and figures do not reflect the true nature of the country’s fiscal situation. It is 
up to agencies like Fact Check Ghana to pinpoint the discrepancies and draw the 
attention of ordinary citizens to the misreporting by government. To some observers, 
it is a dereliction of responsibility on the part of IMF to allow such a distortion 
without publicly insisting on appropriateness and reconciliation of records.

Furthermore, on the issue of gross international reserves, the government 
chose to include in its computation methods “Oil fund, Heritage and Stabilization 
Funds” against standard global practices. Usually, many countries refrain from 
using reserved funds as “piggy banks” and only fall on such stocks as a measure 
of last resort. It is partly for such reasons that standard computation of current 
gross international reserve excludes at first instance intergenerational investments. 
However, Ghanaians in this case have become witnesses to the government’s 
penchant for reaching out to the oil and related funds with the least hint of 
imbalance in economic projections. No wonder, widespread resentful sentiments 
have been expressed regarding such comments from the IMF boss that “the current 
difficulties in Ghana are not due to the government bad policies but due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine war.”9 Something must change in the 
way governance is executed under the banner of prevailing partisan winner-takes-
all politics practiced in Africa. And that something has heightened the urgency 
of autonomous local government in the genre of BRP leadership and governance.

A Revolution of the Mind

Embracing, adopting, and operationalizing BRP construct as solutions for the 
leadership and governance problematics on the continent require a revolution of 
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the mind both within and outside Africa. BRP is evidence-based, commonsense 
solutions pathway for transformational development in Africa. Tran-Serve 
leadership is an attitude of a mindset committed to long-term creativity and 
innovation for integrated plans capable of solving practical problems of life.

Deep-seated deprivations, plundering of the public purse, the privatization 
of public wealth, friends, family, sycophants, and bootlickers’ regimes of control; 
internecine conflicts, senseless killings, forced displacement, deliberate creation 
of refugees, and the malaise of poverty which have become the development 
trajectory of Africa revolve around the post-independence operations of the 
so-called modern state leadership and governance mismanagement.

The African majority needs real independence. Independence from colonial 
rule has been half-baked and silver-coated for the minority educated elites—
civilian and military. A real independence is needed to free many Africans from 
their own internal ruling elites and external collaborators and financiers—that is, 
independence from the neocolonial arrangements presided over by African elites 
as part of the strategy to safeguard the interests of the major beneficiaries of the 
prevailing world order.

A revolution of the mind is about ideas, knowledge generation, integration, and 
innovation for collective wisdom to solve problems. African intellectuals need to 
awaken, become conscious of their fundamental obligations to their people, and 
strive to bring about far-reaching and drastic changes necessary to cure the ills of 
leadership and governance on the continent.
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